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        Introduction
        ============
        
        PdfPeek is a Plone 4 add-on product that utilizes GNU Ghostscript to generate
        image thumbnail previews of PDF files uploaded to ATFile based content
        objects. Dexterity (and ``plone.app.contenttypes``) support was added in 2.0.
        
        * This product, when installed in a Plone 4.x site, will automatically generate
          preview and thumbnail images of each page of uploaded PDF files and store
          them annotated onto the content object containing the PDF file.
        
        * Image generation from the PDF file is processed asynchronously so that the
          user does not have to wait for the images to be created in order to continue
          using the site, as the processing of large PDF files can take many minutes to
          complete.
        
          Since 2.0 pdfpeek supports *rabbitmq* message queuing to generate thumbnails,
          see Installation_ section for more details
        
        * When a file object is initialized or edited, PdfPeek checks to see if a PDF
          file was uploaded. If so, a ghostscript image conversion job is added to the
          pdfpeek job queue (or rabbitmq in case of ``collective.zamqp`` usage).
        
        * If the file uploaded is not of content type 'application/pdf', an image
          removal job is added to the pdfpeek job queue. This job queue is processed
          periodically by a cron job or a zope clock server process. The image
          conversion jobs add the IPDF interface to the content object and store the
          resulting image preview and thumbnail for each page of the PDF annotated on
          to the content object itself. The image removal jobs remove the image
          annotations and the IPDF interface from the content object.
        
        * If a job fails, it is removed from the processing queue and appended to a
          list of failed jobs. If a job succeeds, it is removed from the processing
          queue and appended to a list of successfully completed jobs.
        
        
        Viewlet
        -------
        
        PdfPeek ships with an example user interface that is turned on by default. This
        UI displays the thumbnail images of each page of the PDF file when a user views
        the content object in their browser. This example UI is not quite working yet,
        and is meant to be just that, an example. I don't claim to be a javascript
        master.
        
        A custom traverser is available to make it easy to access the images and
        previews directly, as well as to build custom views incorporating image
        previews of file content.
        
        
        Configuration
        -------------
        
        PdfPeek ships with a configlet that allows the site administrator to adjust the
        size of the generated preview and thumbnail images, as well as toggle the
        example user interface and default event handlers on and off.
        
        
        Requirements
        ------------
        
        * Plone 4.1+
        
        * Requires the GNU ghostscript gs binary to be available on the $PATH!
        
        * Tested on POSIX compliant systems such as LINUX and MacOS 10.8.
        
        * Untested on Windows systems. (Wouldn't be surprised if it works, as long as
          you can install gs.)*
        
        * As of version 0.17, Plone 3.x is no longer officially supported.
        
        
        Code, Issues, Comments
        ----------------------
        
        * Code repository: https://github.com/collective/collective.pdfpeek
        
        * Report bugs on github: https://github.com/collective/collective.pdfpeek/issues
        
        * Questions and comments to db@davidbrenneman.com
        
        
        TODO
        ====
        
        - Implement a processing queue model that can process files asyncronously,
          more than one at a time
        
        - Implement control panel for adding and removing image previews on file
          objects containing PDF files.
        
        - Support dexterity.
        
        
        
        Installation
        ============
        
        Via zc.buildout
        ---------------
        
        The recommended method of using collective.pdfpeek is by installing via
        zc.buildout using the plone.recipe.zope2instance recipe.
        PdfPeek uses z3c.autoinclude to load it's zcml, so you don't need a zcml slug.
        
        Add collective.pdfpeek to the list of eggs in the instance section of your
        buildout.cfg like so::
        
            [instance]
            ...
            eggs =
                ...
                collective.pdfpeek
                ...
        
        Then re-run your buildout like so to activate the installation::
        
           $ bin/buildout
        
        Via setuptools
        --------------
        
        To install collective.pdfpeek into the global Python environment (or a virtualenv),
        using a traditional Zope 2 instance, you can do this:
        
        * When you're reading this you have probably already run
          ``easy_install collective.pdfpeek``. Find out how to install setuptools
          (and EasyInstall) here:
          http://peak.telecommunity.com/DevCenter/EasyInstall
        
        * If you are using Zope 2.9 (not 2.10), get `pythonproducts`_ and install it
          via::
        
            python setup.py install --home /path/to/instance
        
        into your Zope instance.
        
        * Create a file called ``collective.pdfpeek-configure.zcml`` in the
          ``/path/to/instance/etc/package-includes`` directory.  The file
          should only contain this::
        
            <include package="collective.pdfpeek" />
        
        .. _pythonproducts: http://plone.org/products/pythonproducts
        
        
        Configuration
        =============
        
        
        Via zc.buildout
        ---------------
        
        For automatic processing of the PdfPeek job queue, a simple cron script using
        curl or wget would suffice. It is nice to keep all of the configuration for a
        project in your buildout, however. For this reason, a zope clock server process
        is the recommended way to automatically process the job queue. You can do so by
        adding the following snippet to your [instance] part in your buildout
        configuration::
        
            [instance]
            ...
            zope-conf-additional=
                # process the job queue every 5 seconds
                <clock-server>
                   method /Plone/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue
                   period 5
                   user admin
                   password admin
                   host localhost
                </clock-server>
            ...
        
        You will have to edit the above snippet to customize the name of the plone site,
        the admin username and password, and the hostname the instance is running on.
        You can also adjust the interval at which the queue is processed by the clock
        server.
        
        Then re-run your buildout like so to activate the clock server::
        
           $ bin/buildout
        
        
        Via cron
        --------
        
        Install ``wget``. \
        
        Edit your crontab file and append the following line::
        
             5 * * * * wget --user=admin --password=admin http://localhost:8080/Plone/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue
        
        You will have to customize the above line with the hostname, port number, username, password and path to your plone instance.
        
        Save your crontab file and wget will now call the view method that triggers the
        processing of the pdf conversion queue every five minutes.
        
        
        Via RabbitMQ
        ------------
        
        Install rabbitmq-server on your machine. There are very good documentations
        on the rabbitmq website, see: http://www.rabbitmq.com/download.html
        
        Instead of configuring a clockserver, you should configure collective.zamqp to
        work, see following example::
        
            [buildout]
            parts =
                instance
                worker
        
            ...
        
            [instance]
            recipe = plone.recipe.zope2instance
            http-address = 8080
            eggs =
                ...
                collective.pdfpeek [zamqp]
        
            ...
            zope-conf-additional =
                %import collective.zamqp
                <amqp-broker-connection>
                    connection_id   superuser
                    hostname        my.rabbithostname.com
                    port            5672
                    username        guest
                    password        guest
                    heartbeat       120
                    keepalive       60
                </amqp-broker-connection>
        
            [worker]
            <= instance
            http-address = 8081
            zserver-threads = 1
            environment-vars =
                ZAMQP_LOGLEVEL INFO
            zope-conf-additional =
                ${instance:zope-conf-additional}
                <amqp-consuming-server>
                    connection_id   superuser
                    site_id         Plone
                    user_id         admin
                </amqp-consuming-server>
        
        For advanced configuration see ``collective.zamqp`` documentation here:
        https://pypi.python.org/pypi/collective.zamqp
        
        
        Changelog
        =========
        
        2.0b1 (2013-10-17)
        ------------------
        
        - Add a basic behavior to allow users to create PDF thumbnails for their own
          dexterity content types.
          [saily]
        
        - Add ``collective.zamqp`` integration to allow queuing PDF thumbnail jobs into
          RabbitMQ message queuing server.
          [saily]
        
        - Switch to PyPDF2 which is maintained compared to pyPdf and can be used as
          a drop-in replacement.
          [saily]
        
        - Add travis-ci for Plone 4.1, Plone 4.2 and Plone 4.3.
          [saily]
        
        - Use ``plone.app.testing`` and layers for tests. Add more tests for dexterity
          and ATContentTypes.
          [saily]
        
        - Huge refactoring to replace transformers and functions with more flexible
          adapters.
          [saily]
        
        - Plone 4.3 compatibility by removing deprecated imports from
          ``zope.app.component``.
          [saily]
        
        - Add a new ``.gitignore`` file.
          [saily]
        
        - Add egg-contained buildout. Rename *.txt to *.rst to support github markup
          directly.
          [saily]
        
        - Dexterity types integration with field retrieval using IPrimaryFieldInfo
          adapter. This brings full functionality for ``plone.app.contenttypes``.
          [saily]
        
        - Updated docs.
          [saily]
        
        
        1.3 (2011-05-31)
        ----------------
        
         - Switched to PNG from JPEG.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        1.2 (2010-12-7)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed issue where local utilities would clash if pdfpeek was installed on
           multiple Plone instances within the same zope.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Fixed uninstall profile so that local persistent utilities are removed and
           image annotations are removed on uninstall of product.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        1.0 (2010-5-27)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed jQuery UI.
           [reedobrien]
        
        0.19 (2010-4-8)
        ----------------
        
         - Modified transform to use cStringIO instead of StringIO, in the hopes of making things more efficient.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Modified conversion function to grab file data from object using getFile method, as this is the *proper* way of doing things...
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.18 (2010-2-26)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed bug in reST rendering of changelog.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.17 (2010-2-26)
        -----------------
        
         - Added wide variety of pdf files to run through the unit tests for the
           ghostscript image transform.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added unit tests for low level ghostscript transform.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Refactored transform code to make class and method names make more sense.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated README, including instructions for configuring the clock server.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added asyncronous processing queue for ghostscript transform jobs.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated functional doctests to work on Plone 4 with blobfile storage.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated functional doctests to test transform queue.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated documentation.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added unit testing harness.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.16 (2009-12-12)
        -----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.15 (2009-12-12)
        -----------------
        
         - Added configurable preview and thumbnail sizes.
           [claytron]
        
         - reST police! Fixing up the docs so that they might get rendered
           correctly.
           [claytron]
        
        0.13 (2009-11-12)
        -----------------
        
         - Refactored transform code to deal with encrypted pdf files better.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Made transform code more robust.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added ability to toggle default event handler on and off.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.12 (2009-10-25)
        -----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.11 (2009-10-25)
        -----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.10 (2009-10-25)
        -----------------
        
         - Added code to check for EOF at the end of the pdf file data string and to
           insert one if it is not there. Fixes many corrupt pdf files.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.9 (2009-10-13)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed another bug in the transform code to allow functioning with any
           filefield, as long as it is called file.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.8 (2009-10-13)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed a bug in the transform code to allow functioning with any filefield,
           as long as it is called file.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.7 (2009-10-13)
        ----------------
        
         - Streamlined transform code.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added ability to toggle the pdfpeek viewlet display on and off via configlet.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.6 (2009-10-05)
        ----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.5 (2009-10-05)
        ----------------
        
         - Added control panel configlet.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Removed unneeded xml files from uninstall profile.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Optimized transform.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added storage of image thumbnail along with image, generated with PIL.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Changed annotation to store images in a dict instead of a list.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Changed event handler to listen on all AT based objects instead of ATFile.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added custom pdfpeek icon for configlet.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added custom traverser to allow easy access to the OFS.Image.Image()
           objects stored on IPDF objects.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Modified pdfpeek viewlet code to display images using the custom traverser.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added custom scrollable gallery with tooltips using jQuery Tools to the
           pdfpeek viewlet for display.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.4 (2009-10-01)
        ----------------
        
         - Refactored storage to use OFS.Image.Image() objects instead of storing the
           raw binary data in string format.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Refactored event handler object variable name.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Removed unneeded files from default GS Ext. profile.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Removed unneeded javascript files and associated images and css.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.3 - 2009-08-03
        ----------------
        
        - fixed parsing of pdf files with multiple pages
          [piv]
        
        0.1 - Unreleased
        ----------------
        
        - Initial release
        
Keywords: Plone Zope Python PDF
Platform: UNKNOWN
Classifier: Framework :: Plone
Classifier: Programming Language :: Python
Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/setup.cfg
[egg_info]
tag_svn_revision = 0
tag_build = 
tag_date = 0





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/setup.py
from setuptools import setup, find_packages

import os


def read(*paths):
    return open(os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), *paths), 'r').read()

version = '2.0b1'

setup(
    name='collective.pdfpeek',
    version=version,
    description="A Plone 4 product that generates image thumbnail previews " +
                "of PDF files stored on ATFile based objects.",
    long_description="\n\n".join([
        read("README.rst"),
        read("docs", "TODO.rst"),
        read("docs", "INSTALL.rst"),
        read("docs", "CHANGES.rst"),
    ]),
    classifiers=[
        "Framework :: Plone",
        "Programming Language :: Python",
        "Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules",
    ],
    keywords='Plone Zope Python PDF',
    author='David Brenneman',
    author_email='db@davidbrenneman.com',
    url='https://github.com/collective/collective.pdfpeek',
    license='GPL',
    packages=find_packages(exclude=['ez_setup']),
    namespace_packages=['collective'],
    include_package_data=True,
    zip_safe=False,
    install_requires=[
        'setuptools',
        'PyPDF2',
        'plone.app.registry',
        'plone.browserlayer',
        'plone.rfc822',
        'Pillow',
    ],
    extras_require={
        'archetype': [
            'Products.ATContentTypes'
        ],
        'dexterity': [
            'plone.app.contenttypes >= 1.0rc1'
        ],
        'zamqp': [
            'msgpack-python',
            'collective.zamqp >= 0.12.0',
        ],
        'test': [
            'plone.app.testing',
        ],
    },
    entry_points="""
    [z3c.autoinclude.plugin]
    target = plone
    """,
)




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/__init__.py
# See http://peak.telecommunity.com/DevCenter/setuptools#namespace-packages
try:
    __import__('pkg_resources').declare_namespace(__name__)
except ImportError:
    from pkgutil import extend_path
    __path__ = extend_path(__path__, __name__)




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/__init__.py
from zope.i18nmessageid import MessageFactory

PDFPeekMessageFactory = MessageFactory('collective.pdfpeek')

def initialize(context):
    """Intializer called when used as a Zope 2 product."""




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/async.py
from zope import interface
from zope import component
from zope.component.hooks import getSite
from zope.component.hooks import getSiteManager
from ZODB.POSException import ConflictError

import datetime
import logging
import persistent

logger = logging.getLogger('collective.pdfpeek.async')


class IQueue(interface.Interface):
    pass


class Queue(persistent.Persistent):
    interface.implements(IQueue)

    def __init__(self):
        self.pending = persistent.list.PersistentList()
        self.failures = persistent.list.PersistentList()
        self.finished = persistent.list.PersistentList()

    def process(self):
        num = len(self.pending)
        if num > 0:
            job = self.pending[0]
            try:
                job()
            except (ConflictError, KeyboardInterrupt):
                # Let Zope handle this.
                raise
            except:
                logger.warn("Removing job %s after Exception:" % job,
                            exc_info=1)
                job.value = "%s failed" % job
                self.failures.append(job)
            else:
                logger.info("Finished job: %s", job)
                self.finished.append(job)
            self.pending.remove(job)
        return num


class Job(persistent.Persistent):
    executed = None
    title = u''

    def __init__(self, fun, *args, **kwargs):
        self._fun = fun
        self._args = args
        self._kwargs = kwargs

    def __call__(self):
        self.value = self._fun(*self._args, **self._kwargs)
        self.executed = datetime.datetime.now()

    def __str__(self):
        return '<Job %r with args %r and kwargs %r>' % (
            self._fun.__name__, self._args, self._kwargs)


def get_queue(name):
    portal = getSite()
    queue = component.queryUtility(IQueue, name)
    if queue is None:
        queue = Queue()
        sm = getSiteManager()
        sm.registerUtility(queue, provided=IQueue, name=name)
    return queue




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/configure.zcml
<configure
    xmlns="http://namespaces.zope.org/zope"
    xmlns:five="http://namespaces.zope.org/five"
    xmlns:genericsetup="http://namespaces.zope.org/genericsetup"
    xmlns:zcml="http://namespaces.zope.org/zcml"
    i18n_domain="collective.pdfpeek">

    <five:registerPackage package="." initialize=".initialize" />

    <!-- Load permissions -->
    <include
        zcml:condition="have plone-41"
        package="Products.CMFCore"
        file="permissions.zcml" />

    <include package=".browser" />
    <include file="genericsetup.zcml" />
    <include file="controlpanel.zcml" />

    <!-- Conditional include of dx and/or at folders -->
    <include zcml:condition="installed Products.ATContentTypes" package=".at" />
    <include zcml:condition="installed plone.dexterity" package=".dx" />
    <include zcml:condition="installed collective.zamqp" package=".zamqp" />

    <adapter
        factory=".traversal.PDFPeekImageScaleTraverser"
        name="images"
        />

</configure>





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/controlpanel.py
##########################################################################
#                                                                        #
#        copyright (c) 2011 David Brenneman                              #
#        open-source under the GPL v2.1 (see LICENSE.txt)                #
#                                                                        #
##########################################################################

from plone.app.registry.browser import controlpanel

from collective.pdfpeek import PDFPeekMessageFactory as _
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFPeekConfiguration

class PDFPeekControlPanelEditForm(controlpanel.RegistryEditForm):
    schema = IPDFPeekConfiguration

    label = _(u"PDFPeek configuration")
    description = _(u"""""")

    def updateFields(self):
        super(PDFPeekControlPanelEditForm, self).updateFields()


    def updateWidgets(self):
        super(PDFPeekControlPanelEditForm, self).updateWidgets()


class PDFPeekControlPanel(controlpanel.ControlPanelFormWrapper):
    form = PDFPeekControlPanelEditForm




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/controlpanel.zcml
<configure
    xmlns="http://namespaces.zope.org/zope"
    xmlns:five="http://namespaces.zope.org/five"
    xmlns:genericsetup="http://namespaces.zope.org/genericsetup"
    xmlns:zcml="http://namespaces.zope.org/zcml"
    xmlns:browser="http://namespaces.zope.org/browser"
    i18n_domain="collective.pdfpeek">

  <include package="plone.app.registry" />

  <browser:page
      name="pdfpeek-config"
      for="Products.CMFPlone.interfaces.IPloneSiteRoot"
      class=".controlpanel.PDFPeekControlPanel"
      permission="cmf.ManagePortal"
      />

</configure>







collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/conversion.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from BTrees.OOBTree import OOBTree
from OFS.Image import Image as OFSImage
from PIL import Image
from PyPDF2 import PdfFileReader
from PyPDF2.utils import PdfReadError

from cStringIO import StringIO
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFDataExtractor
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDF
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFPeekConfiguration
from plone.registry.interfaces import IRegistry
from zope.annotation.interfaces import IAnnotations
from zope.annotation.interfaces import IAttributeAnnotatable
from zope.component import getUtility
from zope.interface import alsoProvides
from zope.interface import noLongerProvides
from zope.interface import implementer

import logging
import subprocess

logger = logging.getLogger('collective.pdfpeek.conversion')

inch = 72.0
cm = inch / 2.54
mm = cm * 0.1


@implementer(IPDFDataExtractor)
class AbstractPDFExtractor(object):
    """Convert PDF in plone.app.contenttypes files
    """

    img_thumb_format = "PNG"
    img_thumb_quality = 60
    img_thumb_optimize = True
    img_thumb_progressive = False

    img_preview_format = "PNG"
    img_preview_quality = 90
    img_preview_optimize = True
    img_preview_progressive = False

    def __init__(self, context):
        self.context = context

    @property
    def errmsg(self):
        return "Failed to convert PDF to images with PDFPeek on {context.id}."\
            .format(context=self.context)

    @property
    def successmsg(self):
        return "Converted PDF to images with PDFPeek on {context.id}."\
            .format(context=self.context)

    @property
    def content_type(self):
        raise NotImplementedError

    @property
    def data(self):
        raise NotImplementedError

    def _fixPdf(self, string):
        try:
            result = string + "\n%%EOF\n"
            return result
        except Exception:
            logger.error("Unable to fix pdf file.")
            return string

    @property
    def pdf(self):
        pdf = None
        try:
            pdf = PdfFileReader(StringIO(self.data))
        except:
            logger.warn("Error opening pdf file, trying to fix it...")
            fixed_data = self._fixPdf(self.data)

            # try to reopen the pdf file again
            try:
                pdf = PdfFileReader(StringIO(fixed_data))
            except:
                logger.warn("This pdf file cannot be fixed.")

        if pdf and pdf.isEncrypted:
            try:
                decrypt = pdf.decrypt('')
                if decrypt == 0:
                    logger.warn("This pdf is password protected.")
            except:
                logger.warn("Errors while decrypting the pdf file.")

        if pdf is None:
            remove_image_previews(self.context)

        return pdf

    @property
    def pages(self):
        if self.pdf:
            if self.settings.page_limit <= 0:
                return self.pdf.getNumPages()

            return min(self.pdf.getNumPages(), self.settings.page_limit)

        return 0

    @property
    def metadata(self):
        data = {}
        if self.pdf:
            try:
                data = dict(self.pdf.getDocumentInfo())
            except (TypeError, PdfReadError) as e:
                logger.error("{0}: {1}".format(e.__class__, e))

            data['width'] = float(self.pdf.getPage(0).mediaBox.getWidth())
            data['height'] = float(self.pdf.getPage(0).mediaBox.getHeight())
            data['pages'] = self.pdf.getNumPages()

        return data

    @property
    def settings(self):
        registry = getUtility(IRegistry)
        return registry.forInterface(IPDFPeekConfiguration)

    def get_thumbnails(self, page_start=0, pages=1):
        thumb_size = (self.settings.thumbnail_width,
                      self.settings.thumbnail_length)
        preview_size = (self.settings.preview_width,
                        self.settings.preview_length)

        # set up the images dict
        images = {}

        # Extracting self.pages pages
        logger.info("Extracting {0:d} page screenshots".format(self.pages))

        for page in range(page_start, page_start + pages):
            # for each page in the pdf file,
            # set up a human readable page number counter starting at 1
            page_number = page + 1
            # set up the image object ids and titles
            image_id = "%d_preview" % page_number
            image_title = "Page %d Preview" % page_number
            image_thumb_id = "%d_thumb" % page_number
            image_thumb_title = "Page %d Thumbnail" % page_number
            # create a file object to store the thumbnail and preview in
            raw_image_thumb = StringIO()
            raw_image_preview = StringIO()
            # run ghostscript, convert pdf page into image
            raw_image = self.ghostscript_transform(page_number)
            # use PIL to generate thumbnail from image_result
            try:
                img_thumb = Image.open(StringIO(raw_image))
            except IOError:
                logger.error("This is not an image: {0}".format(raw_image))
                break

            img_thumb.thumbnail(thumb_size, Image.ANTIALIAS)
            # save the resulting thumbnail in the file object
            img_thumb.save(raw_image_thumb,
                           format=self.img_thumb_format,
                           quality=self.img_thumb_quality,
                           optimize=self.img_thumb_optimize,
                           progressive=self.img_thumb_progressive)
            # use PIL to generate preview from image_result
            img_preview = Image.open(StringIO(raw_image))
            img_preview.thumbnail(preview_size, Image.ANTIALIAS)
            # save the resulting thumbnail in the file object
            img_preview.save(raw_image_preview,
                             format=self.img_preview_format,
                             quality=self.img_preview_quality,
                             optimize=self.img_preview_optimize,
                             progressive=self.img_preview_progressive)
            # create the OFS.Image objects
            image_full_object = OFSImage(
                image_id, image_title, raw_image_preview)
            image_thumb_object = OFSImage(
                image_thumb_id, image_thumb_title, raw_image_thumb)
            # add the objects to the images dict
            images[image_id] = image_full_object
            images[image_thumb_id] = image_thumb_object
            logger.info("Thumbnail generated.")

        return images

    def ghostscript_transform(self, page_num):
        """
        ghostscript_transform takes an AT based object with an IPDF interface
        and a page number argument and converts that page number of the pdf
        file to a png image file.
        """
        first_page = "-dFirstPage={0:d}".format(page_num)
        last_page = "-dLastPage={0:d}".format(page_num)
        gs_cmd = [
            "gs",
            "-q",
            "-dSAFER",
            "-dBATCH",
            "-dNOPAUSE",
            "-sDEVICE=png16m",
            "-dGraphicsAlphaBits=4",
            "-dTextAlphaBits=4",
            first_page,
            last_page,
            "-r59x56",
            "-sOutputFile=%stdout",
            "-",
        ]

        image_result = None
        """run the ghostscript command on the pdf file,
        capture the output png file of the specified page number"""
        bufsize = -1
        gs_process = subprocess.Popen(gs_cmd,
                                      bufsize=bufsize,
                                      stdout=subprocess.PIPE,
                                      stdin=subprocess.PIPE)
        gs_process.stdin.write(self.data)
        image_result = gs_process.communicate()[0]
        gs_process.stdin.close()
        return_code = gs_process.returncode
        if return_code == 0:
            logger.info("Ghostscript processed one page of a pdf file.")
        else:
            logger.warn("Ghostscript process did not exit cleanly! "
                        "Error Code: {0}".format(return_code))
            image_result = None
        return image_result

    def __call__(self):
        if self.pdf:
            alsoProvides(self.context, IPDF)
            alsoProvides(self.context, IAttributeAnnotatable)

            # Use BTrees
            storage = OOBTree()
            storage['image_thumbnails'] = self.get_thumbnails(0, self.pages)

            annotations = IAnnotations(self.context)
            annotations['pdfpeek'] = storage

            self.context.reindexObject()
            logger.info(self.successmsg)
            return self.successmsg
        else:
            logger.info(self.errormsg)
            return self.errmsg


def remove_image_previews(content):
    """
    This function removes the image preview annotations if a pdf file is
    removed
    """
    # a file was uploaded that is not a PDF
    # remove the pdf file
    content.filepreview = None
    # remove the marker interface
    noLongerProvides(content, IPDF)

    # remove the annotated images
    annotations = IAnnotations(content)
    if 'pdfpeek' in annotations:
        del annotations['pdfpeek']
    content.reindexObject()
    msg = "Removed preview annotations from %s." % content.id
    logger.info(msg)
    return msg




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/events.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from zope.component import getUtility
from plone.registry.interfaces import IRegistry
from collective.pdfpeek import interfaces
from collective.pdfpeek.async import get_queue, Job
from collective.pdfpeek.conversion import remove_image_previews

import logging

logger = logging.getLogger('collective.pdfpeek.browser.utils')


def handle_pdf(content):
    return interfaces.IPDFDataExtractor(content)()


def queue_document_conversion(content, event):
    """
    This method queues the document for conversion.
    One job is queued for the jodconverter if required, and for pdfpeek.
    """

    registry = getUtility(IRegistry)
    settings = registry.forInterface(interfaces.IPDFPeekConfiguration)

    if not settings.eventhandler_toggle:
        return

    converter = interfaces.IPDFDataExtractor(content)
    if converter.content_type not in interfaces.ALLOWED_CONVERSION_TYPES:
        queue_image_removal(content)
        return

    # get the queue
    portal = content.portal_url.getPortalObject()
    conversion_queue = get_queue('collective.pdfpeek.conversion_' + portal.id)
    # create a converter job
    converter_job = Job(handle_pdf, content)
    # add it to the queue
    conversion_queue.pending.append(converter_job)
    logger.info("Document Conversion Job Queued")


def queue_image_removal(content):
    """
    Queues the image removal if there is no longer a pdf
    file stored on the object
    """
    portal = content.portal_url.getPortalObject()
    conversion_queue = get_queue('collective.pdfpeek.conversion_' + portal.id)
    removal_job = Job(remove_image_previews, content)
    conversion_queue.pending.append(removal_job)
    logger.info("Document Preview Image Removal Job Queued")




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/genericsetup.zcml
<configure
    xmlns:genericsetup="http://namespaces.zope.org/genericsetup"
    i18n_domain="genericsetup">
  <genericsetup:registerProfile
     name="default"
     title="PDFpeek"
     directory="profiles/default"
     description="Thumbnail Image Previews of PDF files."
     provides="Products.GenericSetup.interfaces.EXTENSION"
     />
  <genericsetup:importStep
      name="collective.pdfpeek-various"
      title="PDFpeek Import Step"
      description="Import steps for collective.pdfpeek"
      handler="collective.pdfpeek.setuphandlers.importVarious">
  </genericsetup:importStep>
  <genericsetup:registerProfile
     name="uninstall"
     title="Uninstall PDFpeek"
     directory="profiles/uninstall"
     description="Uninstall Thumbnail Image Previews of PDF files."
     provides="Products.GenericSetup.interfaces.EXTENSION"
     />
</configure>




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/interfaces.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from zope import schema
from zope.interface import Interface
from Products.CMFPlone import PloneMessageFactory as _

ALLOWED_CONVERSION_TYPES = [
    'application/pdf',
]


class IPDF(Interface):
    """Marker interface denoting a pdf document."""


class IConvertPDFToImage(Interface):
    """Marker interface identifying the pdf image thumbnail generator."""


class IPDFDataExtractor(Interface):
    """Adapter to retrieve PDF converter."""


class IPDFPeekConfiguration(Interface):
    """interface describing the pdfpeek control panel."""
    # toggle image preview viewlet on/off
    # control size of image preview
    # control size of image thumbnail

    preview_toggle = schema.Bool(
        title=_(u'Preview Toggle'),
        description=_(
            u'Display PDFPeek image previews in default content views.'),
        required=True,
        default=True
    )

    eventhandler_toggle = schema.Bool(
        title=_(u'Event Handler Toggle'),
        description=_(u'Enable the default PDFPeek event handler.'),
        required=True,
        default=True
    )

    preview_length = schema.Int(
        title=_(u'Preview Length'),
        description=_(u'Control PDFPeek Image Preview Length.'),
        required=True,
        default=512,
    )

    preview_width = schema.Int(
        title=_(u'Preview Width'),
        description=_(u'Control PDFPeek Image Preview Width.'),
        required=True,
        default=512,
    )

    thumbnail_length = schema.Int(
        title=_(u'Thumbnail Length'),
        description=_(u'Control PDFPeek Image Thumbnail Length.'),
        required=True,
        default=128,
    )

    thumbnail_width = schema.Int(
        title=_(u'Thumbnail Width'),
        description=_(u'Control PDFPeek Image Thumbnail Width.'),
        required=True,
        default=128,
    )

    page_limit = schema.Int(
        title=_(u"Limit pages"),
        description=_(u"Limit preview and thumbnail generation to maximum "
                      u"amount of pages. 0 means all no limit."),
        default=0,
        required=True,
        )




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/setuphandlers.py
##########################################################################
#                                                                        #
#        copyright (c) 2010 David Brenneman                              #
#        open-source under the GPL v2.1 (see LICENSE.txt)                #
#                                                                        #
##########################################################################

import logging

import transaction
from zope.component import getSiteManager
from zope.component import getUtility
from zope.component import queryUtility
from zope.component.hooks import setSite
from zope.annotation.interfaces import IAnnotations
from zope.interface import noLongerProvides
from Products.CMFCore.utils import getToolByName

from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFPeekConfiguration
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDF
from collective.pdfpeek.async import IQueue

logger = logging.getLogger('collective.pdfpeek.setuphandlers')


def importVarious(context):
    """Miscellanous steps import handle
    """

    if context.readDataFile('collective.pdfpeek_various.txt') is None:
        return

    portal = context.getSite()
    config_name = 'pdfpeek_config_' + portal.id
    sm = portal.getSiteManager()


def uninstall(context):
    if context.readDataFile('collective.pdfpeek.uninstall.txt') is None:
        return
    unregisterUtilities(context)
    removePreviewImages(context)
    transaction.commit()


def unregisterUtilities(context):
    portal = context.getSite()
    setSite(portal)
    sm = getSiteManager(portal)
    queue_name = 'collective.pdfpeek.conversion_' + portal.id
    queue = queryUtility(IQueue, queue_name)
    if queue is not None:
        queue_utility = getUtility(IQueue, queue_name)
        sm.unregisterUtility(queue_utility, IQueue)
        del queue_utility
    logger.info("Removed PDFpeek Queue")


def removePreviewImages(context):
    catalog = getToolByName(context.getSite(), 'portal_catalog')
    pdfs = catalog(object_provides=IPDF.__identifier__)
    for pdf in pdfs:
        pdf = pdf.getObject()
        noLongerProvides(pdf, IPDF)
        logger.info("Removed IPDF interface")
        IAnnotations(pdf)
        annotations = IAnnotations(pdf)
        if 'pdfpeek' in annotations:
            del annotations['pdfpeek']
            logger.info("Removed pdf image annotations")




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/testing.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from plone.app.testing import PloneSandboxLayer
from plone.app.testing import PLONE_FIXTURE
from plone.app.testing import FunctionalTesting
from plone.app.testing import IntegrationTesting
from plone.testing import Layer

import doctest
import fnmatch
import os

SAMPLE_DATA_DIRECTORY = \
    os.path.join(os.path.dirname(__file__), 'tests', 'data')


class SampleDataLayer(Layer):

    def setUp(self):
        self['pdf_files'] = []
        for f in os.listdir(SAMPLE_DATA_DIRECTORY):
            if fnmatch.fnmatch(f, '*.pdf'):
                self['pdf_files'].append(
                    os.path.join(SAMPLE_DATA_DIRECTORY, f))

PDFPEEK_SAMPLEDATA_FIXTURE = SampleDataLayer()


class PDFPeekATLayer(PloneSandboxLayer):

    defaultBases = (PLONE_FIXTURE, )

    def setUpZope(self, app, configurationContext):
        import collective.pdfpeek
        self.loadZCML(package=collective.pdfpeek)

    def setUpPloneSite(self, portal):
        self.applyProfile(portal, 'collective.pdfpeek:default')

PDFPEEK_AT_FIXTURE = PDFPeekATLayer()


class PDFPeekDXLayer(PloneSandboxLayer):

    defaultBases = (PLONE_FIXTURE, )

    def setUpZope(self, app, configurationContext):
        import plone.app.contenttypes
        self.loadZCML(package=plone.app.contenttypes)

        import collective.pdfpeek
        self.loadZCML(package=collective.pdfpeek)

    def setUpPloneSite(self, portal):
        self.applyProfile(portal, 'plone.app.contenttypes:default')
        self.applyProfile(portal, 'collective.pdfpeek:default')
        self.applyProfile(portal, 'collective.pdfpeek.dx:dx')

PDFPEEK_DX_FIXTURE = PDFPeekDXLayer()

# ATContentTypes
PDFPEEK_AT_INTEGRATION_TESTING = IntegrationTesting(
    bases=(
        PDFPEEK_SAMPLEDATA_FIXTURE,
        PDFPEEK_AT_FIXTURE,
    ),
    name="PDFPeek:AT:Integration"
)
PDFPEEK_AT_FUNCTIONAL_TESTING = FunctionalTesting(
    bases=(
        PDFPEEK_SAMPLEDATA_FIXTURE,
        PDFPEEK_AT_FIXTURE,
    ),
    name="PDFPeek:AT:Functional"
)

# Dexterity
PDFPEEK_DX_INTEGRATION_TESTING = IntegrationTesting(
    bases=(
        PDFPEEK_SAMPLEDATA_FIXTURE,
        PDFPEEK_DX_FIXTURE,
    ),
    name="PDFPeek:DX:Integration"
)
PDFPEEK_DX_FUNCTIONAL_TESTING = FunctionalTesting(
    bases=(
        PDFPEEK_SAMPLEDATA_FIXTURE,
        PDFPEEK_DX_FIXTURE,
    ),
    name="PDFPeek:DX:Functional"
)

# BBB
PDFPEEK_INTEGRATION_TESTING = PDFPEEK_AT_INTEGRATION_TESTING
PDFPEEK_FUCNTIONAL_TESTING = PDFPEEK_AT_FUNCTIONAL_TESTING

optionflags = (
    doctest.REPORT_ONLY_FIRST_FAILURE |
    doctest.NORMALIZE_WHITESPACE |
    doctest.ELLIPSIS
)




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/traversal.py
from zope.interface import implements
from zope.component import adapts

from zope.traversing.interfaces import ITraversable
from zope.publisher.interfaces.http import IHTTPRequest

from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDF

class PDFPeekImageScaleTraverser(object):
    """Used to traverse to images stored on IPDF objects
    
    Traversing to portal/object/++images++/++page++1 will retrieve the first
    page of the pdf, acquisition-wrapped.
    """
    implements(ITraversable)
    adapts(IPDF, IHTTPRequest)
    
    def __init__(self, context, request=None):
        self.context = context
        self.request = request
        
    def traverse(self, name, ignore):
        annotations = dict(self.context.__annotations__)
        image = annotations['pdfpeek']['image_thumbnails'][name]
        return image






collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/at/__init__.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/at/configure.zcml
<configure
    xmlns="http://namespaces.zope.org/zope"
    xmlns:browser="http://namespaces.zope.org/browser"
    xmlns:genericsetup="http://namespaces.zope.org/genericsetup"
    xmlns:zcml="http://namespaces.zope.org/zcml"
    i18n_domain="collective.pdfpeek">

    <browser:page
        for="Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file.IATFile"
        name="check-pdf"
        class="..browser.pdf.IsPdfView"
        permission="zope2.View"
        />

    <!-- Use zope clockserver -->
    <configure zcml:condition="not-installed collective.zamqp">
        <subscriber
            for="Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file.IATFile
                 Products.Archetypes.interfaces.IObjectEditedEvent"
            handler="..events.queue_document_conversion"
            />

        <subscriber
            for="Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file.IATFile
                 Products.Archetypes.interfaces.IObjectInitializedEvent"
            handler="..events.queue_document_conversion"
            />
    </configure>

    <!-- Use zope zamqp -->
    <configure zcml:condition="installed collective.zamqp">
        <subscriber
            for="Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file.IATFile
                 Products.Archetypes.interfaces.IObjectEditedEvent"
            handler="..zamqp.utils.zamqp_queue_document_conversion"
            />

        <subscriber
            for="Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file.IATFile
                 Products.Archetypes.interfaces.IObjectInitializedEvent"
            handler="..zamqp.utils.zamqp_queue_document_conversion"
            />
    </configure>

    <adapter
        for="Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file.IATFile"
        factory=".conversion.ArchetypePDFExtractor"
        />

    <genericsetup:registerProfile
        name="at"
        title="collective.pdfpeek.at"
        directory="profiles/default"
        description="Installs the Archetypes adapters and event handlers."
        provides="Products.GenericSetup.interfaces.EXTENSION"
        />

</configure>




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/at/conversion.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from collective.pdfpeek.conversion import AbstractPDFExtractor
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFDataExtractor
from zope.interface import implementer


@implementer(IPDFDataExtractor)
class ArchetypePDFExtractor(AbstractPDFExtractor):
    """Extract information from PDF stored in ATFiles.
    """

    @property
    def content_type(self):
        return self.context.getFile().getContentType()

    @property
    def data(self):
        return self.context.getFile().get_data()




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/at/profiles/default/metadata.xml
 
     1
     
         profile-collective.pdfpeek:default
    




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/__init__.py
#flag file





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/configure.zcml
<configure
    xmlns="http://namespaces.zope.org/zope"
    xmlns:browser="http://namespaces.zope.org/browser"
    i18n_domain="collective.pdfpeek">

    <include package="plone.browserlayer" />

    <!-- Resource directory for javascripts -->
    <browser:resourceDirectory
        name="collective.pdfpeek.javascript"
        directory="javascript"
        layer=".interfaces.IPDFpeekLayer"
        />

    <!-- Resource directory for stylesheets -->
    <browser:resourceDirectory
        name="collective.pdfpeek.stylesheets"
        directory="stylesheets"
        layer=".interfaces.IPDFpeekLayer"
        />

    <!-- Resource directory for images -->
    <browser:resourceDirectory
        name="collective.pdfpeek.images"
        directory="images"
        layer=".interfaces.IPDFpeekLayer"
        />

    <browser:page
        for="collective.pdfpeek.interfaces.IPDF"
        name="view-image-annotation"
        class=".pdf.PdfImageAnnotationView"
        permission="zope2.View"
        />

    <browser:page
        for="*"
        name="check-preview"
        class=".pdf.IsPreviewOnView"
        permission="zope2.View"
        />

    <!-- A custom viewlet for PDFs only -->
    <browser:viewlet
       name="pdfpeek.content"
       for="collective.pdfpeek.interfaces.IPDF"
       manager="plone.app.layout.viewlets.interfaces.IAboveContentBody"
       layer=".interfaces.IPDFpeekLayer"
       template="templates/pdfpeek.pt"
       permission="zope2.View"
       />

    <browser:page
      name="pdfpeek.utils"
      for="Products.CMFPlone.interfaces.IPloneSiteRoot"
      class=".utils.pdfpeekUtilView"
      permission="cmf.ManagePortal"
      allowed_interface='.utils.IpdfpeekUtilView'
      />

</configure>




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/interfaces.py
##########################################################################
#                                                                        #
#        copyright (c) 2009 David Brenneman                              #
#        open-source under the GPL v2.1 (see LICENSE.txt)                #
#                                                                        #
##########################################################################

"""
PDFpeek browser view interfaces
"""

__author__ = """David Brenneman <db@davidbrenneman.com>"""
__docformat__ = 'plaintext'

from zope.interface import Interface

class IPDFpeekLayer(Interface):
    """Marker interface that defines a Zope 3 browserlayer.
    """




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/pdf.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from Acquisition import aq_inner

from zope.annotation.interfaces import IAnnotations
from zope.component import getUtility
from Products.Five.browser import BrowserView
from plone.registry.interfaces import IRegistry
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFPeekConfiguration
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDF


class PdfImageAnnotationView(BrowserView):
    """view class used to access the image thumbnails that pdfpeek
       annotates on ATFile objects.
    """
    @property
    def num_pages(self):
        context = aq_inner(self.context)
        annotations = IAnnotations(context)
        if annotations['pdfpeek']['image_thumbnails']:
            annotations_len = len(annotations['pdfpeek']['image_thumbnails'])
            num_pages = range(annotations_len / 2)
        else:
            num_pages = 0
        return num_pages


class IsPdfView(BrowserView):
    """check to see if the object is a PDF
    """
    @property
    def is_pdf(self):
        if IPDF.providedBy(self.context):
            return True
        return False


class IsPreviewOnView(BrowserView):
    """
    check to see if the image previews are on.
    """
    @property
    def previews_on(self):
        registry = getUtility(IRegistry)
        config = registry.forInterface(IPDFPeekConfiguration)
        if config.preview_toggle is True:
            return True
        return False




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/utils.py
import os
import logging
import tempfile

from zope.interface import Interface
from zc.lockfile import LockFile, LockError
from Products.Five import BrowserView

from collective.pdfpeek.async import get_queue

LOCKFILE_NAME = os.path.join(tempfile.gettempdir(),
                             __name__ + '.process_conversion_queue')

logger = logging.getLogger('collective.pdfpeek.browser.utils')


class IpdfpeekUtilView(Interface):

    def process_conversion_queue(self):
        """process the queue.
        This is what you call from cron or zope clock server to get
        periodic image preview generation.
        """


class pdfpeekUtilView(BrowserView):

    def process_conversion_queue(self):
        """process the queue.
        """
        try:
            lock = LockFile(LOCKFILE_NAME)
        except LockError:
            return "`process_conversion_queue` is locked by another process (%r)." % (
                LOCKFILE_NAME)

        try:
            return self._process_conversion_queue()
        finally:
            lock.close()

    def _process_conversion_queue(self):
        msg = u''
        num = 0
        queue = get_queue('collective.pdfpeek.conversion_' + self.context.id)
        num = queue.process()
        if num:
            msg += u'%d Jobs in queue. Processing queue...\n' % num
            for job in queue.finished[-1:]:
                msg += job.value + u'\n'
                msg += u'Finished Job'
        if num == 0:
            msg += u'No Jobs in Queue. No Action Required, None Taken.'
        return msg




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/viewlets.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from Products.Five.browser.pagetemplatefile import ViewPageTemplateFile
from plone.app.layout.viewlets import ViewletBase


class PdfpeekViewlet(ViewletBase):
    """This viewlet displays the pdfpeek interface
    """

    index = ViewPageTemplateFile('templates/pdfpeek.pt')
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collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/javascript/jquery.reflect.js
/**
 * reflection.js v1.6 for jquery
 *
 * Contributors: Cow http://cow.neondragon.net
 *               Gfx http://www.jroller.com/page/gfx/
 *               Sitharus http://www.sitharus.com
 *               Andreas Linde http://www.andreaslinde.de
 *               Tralala, coder @ http://www.vbulletin.org
 *				 Danny Ferguson, jquery plugin http://www.brendoman.com/dbc
 *
 * Freely distributable under MIT-style license.
 */

jQuery.fn.reflect = function(settings) {
	settings = jQuery.extend({
		height: 0.5,
		opacity: 0.5,
		inline: false
	}, settings);
	
	this.each( function() {
		var rheight = null;
		var ropacity = null;
		
		if (settings["inline"])
		{
			var classes = this.className.split(' ');
			for (j=0;j<classes.length;j++) {
				if (classes[j].indexOf("rheight") == 0) {
					settings["height"] = classes[j].substring(7)/100;
				} else if (classes[j].indexOf("ropacity") == 0) {
					settings["opacity"] = classes[j].substring(8)/100;
				}
			}
		}

		jQuery.Reflection.add(this, settings);
		
	})
	return this;
}

jQuery.Reflection = {
	
	add: function(image, options) {
		jQuery.Reflection.remove(image);
			
		try {
			var d = document.createElement('div');
			var p = image;
			
			var classes = p.className.split(' ');
			var newClasses = '';
			for (j=0;j<classes.length;j++) {
				if (classes[j] != "reflect") {
					if (newClasses) {
						newClasses += ' '
					}
					
					newClasses += classes[j];
				}
			}

			var reflectionHeight = Math.floor(p.height*options['height']);
			var divHeight = Math.floor(p.height*(1+options['height']));
			
			var reflectionWidth = p.width;
			
			if (document.all && !window.opera) {
				/* Copy original image's classes & styles to div */
				d.className = newClasses;
				p.className = 'reflected';
				
				d.style.cssText = p.style.cssText;
				p.style.cssText = 'vertical-align: bottom';
			
				var reflection = document.createElement('img');
				reflection.src = p.src;
				reflection.style.width = reflectionWidth+'px';
				
				reflection.style.marginBottom = "-"+(p.height-reflectionHeight)+'px';
				reflection.style.filter = 'flipv progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Alpha(opacity='+(options['opacity']*100)+', style=1, finishOpacity=0, startx=0, starty=0, finishx=0, finishy='+(options['height']*100)+')';
				
				d.style.width = reflectionWidth+'px';
				d.style.height = divHeight+'px';
				p.parentNode.replaceChild(d, p);
				
				d.appendChild(p);
				d.appendChild(reflection);
			} else {
				var canvas = document.createElement('canvas');
				if (canvas.getContext) {
					/* Copy original image's classes & styles to div */
					d.className = newClasses;
					p.className = 'reflected';
					
					d.style.cssText = p.style.cssText;
					p.style.cssText = 'vertical-align: bottom';
			
					var context = canvas.getContext("2d");
				
					canvas.style.height = reflectionHeight+'px';
					canvas.style.width = reflectionWidth+'px';
					canvas.height = reflectionHeight;
					canvas.width = reflectionWidth;
					
					d.style.width = reflectionWidth+'px';
					d.style.height = divHeight+'px';
					p.parentNode.replaceChild(d, p);
					
					d.appendChild(p);
					d.appendChild(canvas);
					
					context.save();
					
					context.translate(0,image.height-1);
					context.scale(1,-1);
					
					context.drawImage(image, 0, 0, reflectionWidth, image.height);
	
					context.restore();
					
					context.globalCompositeOperation = "destination-out";
					var gradient = context.createLinearGradient(0, 0, 0, reflectionHeight);
					
					gradient.addColorStop(1, "rgba(255, 255, 255, 1.0)");
					gradient.addColorStop(0, "rgba(255, 255, 255, "+(1-options['opacity'])+")");
		
					context.fillStyle = gradient;
					if (navigator.appVersion.indexOf('WebKit') != -1) {
						context.fill();
					} else {
						context.fillRect(0, 0, reflectionWidth, reflectionHeight*2);
					}
				}
			}
		} catch (e) {
	    }
	},
	
	remove : function(image) {
		if (image.className == "reflected") {
			image.className = image.parentNode.className;
			image.parentNode.parentNode.replaceChild(image, image.parentNode);
		}
	}
}






collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/browser/stylesheets/pdfpeek.css
/* define background image for the expose mask */
#mask {
	background:#123 url(++resource++collective.pdfpeek.images/mask_gradient_1800.png) no-repeat;
	background-position:50% -200px;
}

/* general settings for both scrollables */
div.items {	
	width:20000em;	
	position:absolute;
	clear:both;
}

/* next/prev buttons */
div.navi {
	background-image:url(++resource++collective.pdfpeek.images/hori_large.png);
	width:30px;
	height:30px;
	float:left;
	margin-top:55px;
}

div.navi:hover  		{ background-position:-30px 0; }
div.navi:active  		{ background-position:-60px 0; }
div.nextPage 			{ background-position: 0 -30px; clear:right; }
div.nextPage:hover 	{ background-position:-30px -30px; }
div.nextPage:active 	{ background-position:-60px -30px; } 


div.navi.disabled {
	visibility:hidden;		
}


/* the thumbnail scrollable */
#thumbnails {
	position:relative;
	overflow:hidden;	 	
	float:left;	
	width: 602px;	
	height:240px;
	background:#222 url(++resource++collective.pdfpeek.images/h150.png) repeat-x;
	margin:15px;
	border:2px solid #fff;
	outline:1px solid #333;
	-moz-outline-radius:4px;
}

#thumbnails div.items div {
	padding:5px;
	float:left;		
}


/* box styling */
#box {
	background-image:url(++resource++collective.pdfpeek.images/black.png);
	width:656px;
	height:724px;
	position:absolute;
	display:none;
}

/* 
	image is contained on the overlay background image. 
	the closing button is thus just a transparent container. 
*/
#box .close {
	position:absolute;
	left:8px;
	top:8px;
	cursor:pointer;
	height:35px;
	width:35px;
	text-decoration:none;
	z-index: 1000;
}

.overlay { 
    z-index: 1001;
}

/* overlay scrollable */
#images {	
	position:absolute;
	overflow:hidden;
	margin:50px;
	width:557px;
	height:600px;	
}

/* single image */
#images div.items div {
	float:left;
	width:557px;
	height:600px;
	margin-right:30px;
}

/* the tooltip */
#images div.items div.info {
	float:none;
	background:#333;
	color:#fff;
	font-size:13px;
	margin-top:-137px;
	padding:5px 75px;
	height:125px;
	display:none;
	width:490px;
}

#images div.items div.info h3 {
	color:#cde;
	margin-top:10px;
}
	

/* override button style on the overlay */
#box div.navi {
	position:absolute;
	bottom:33px;
	left:50px;
}

#box div.nextPage {
	left:580px;
}
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collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/__init__.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/behaviors.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from plone.directives import form


class IPDFDataExtractable(form.Schema):
    """Marker interface for extractable primary field"""




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/configure.zcml
<configure
    xmlns="http://namespaces.zope.org/zope"
    xmlns:plone="http://namespaces.plone.org/plone"
    xmlns:browser="http://namespaces.zope.org/browser"
    xmlns:genericsetup="http://namespaces.zope.org/genericsetup"
    xmlns:zcml="http://namespaces.zope.org/zcml"
    i18n_domain="collective.pdfpeek">

    <include package="plone.behavior" file="meta.zcml"/>

    <plone:behavior
        title="PDF thumbnails and metadata"
        for="plone.dexterity.interfaces.IDexterityContent"
        description="Generate asynchrounously thumbnails of pdf stored into primary field. "
        provides=".behaviors.IPDFDataExtractable"
        />

    <browser:page
        for=".behaviors.IPDFDataExtractable"
        name="check-pdf"
        class="..browser.pdf.IsPdfView"
        permission="zope2.View"
        />

    <!-- Use zope clockserver -->
    <subscriber
        for="collective.pdfpeek.dx.behaviors.IPDFDataExtractable
             zope.lifecycleevent.IObjectModifiedEvent"
        handler="..events.queue_document_conversion"
        zcml:condition="not-installed collective.zamqp"
        />

    <!-- Use zope zamqp -->
    <subscriber
        for="collective.pdfpeek.dx.behaviors.IPDFDataExtractable
             zope.lifecycleevent.IObjectModifiedEvent"
        handler="..zamqp.utils.zamqp_queue_document_conversion"
        zcml:condition="installed collective.zamqp"
        />

    <adapter
        for=".behaviors.IPDFDataExtractable"
        factory=".conversion.DexterityPDFExtractor"
        />

    <genericsetup:registerProfile
        name="dx"
        title="collective.pdfpeek.dx"
        directory="profiles/default"
        description="Installs the Dexterity adapters and event handlers."
        provides="Products.GenericSetup.interfaces.EXTENSION"
        zcml:condition="installed plone.app.contenttypes"
        />

</configure>




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/conversion.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from collective.pdfpeek.conversion import AbstractPDFExtractor
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFDataExtractor
from plone.rfc822.interfaces import IPrimaryFieldInfo
from zope.interface import implementer


@implementer(IPDFDataExtractor)
class DexterityPDFExtractor(AbstractPDFExtractor):
    """Extract information from PDF stored in plone.app.contenttypes
       files.
    """

    @property
    def content_type(self):
        try:
            return IPrimaryFieldInfo(self.context).value.contentType
        except (TypeError, AssertionError):
            pass

    @property
    def data(self):
        try:
            return IPrimaryFieldInfo(self.context).value.data
        except (TypeError, AssertionError):
            pass




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/profiles/default/metadata.xml
 
     1
     
         profile-collective.pdfpeek:default
         profile-plone.app.contenttypes:default
    




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/profiles/default/types.xml
 
     




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/dx/profiles/default/types/file.xml
 
     
         
    




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/Extensions/Install.py
from cStringIO import StringIO
from Products.CMFCore.utils import getToolByName


def runProfile(portal, profileName):
    setupTool = getToolByName(portal, 'portal_setup')
    setupTool.runAllImportStepsFromProfile(profileName)


def install(portal):
    """Run the GS profile to install this package"""
    out = StringIO()
    runProfile(portal, 'profile-collective.pdfpeek:default')
    print >>out, "Installed collective.pdfpeek"
    return out.getvalue()


def beforeUninstall(portal, reinstall, product, cascade):
    try:
        cascade.remove('portalobjects')
    except:
        ValueError
    return None, cascade


def uninstall(portal, reinstall=False):
    """Run the GS profile to install this package"""
    out = StringIO()
    if not reinstall:
        runProfile(portal, 'profile-collective.pdfpeek:uninstall')
        print >>out, "Uninstalled collective.pdfpeek"
    return out.getvalue()




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/browserlayer.xml
 
     




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/collective.pdfpeek_various.txt
##flag file




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/controlpanel.xml
 

  
   Manage portal
 




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/cssregistry.xml
 

  
 




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/jsregistry.xml
 

  





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/metadata.xml
 
   1.2
   
     profile-collective.pdfpeek.at:at
     profile-plone.app.registry:default
  




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/default/registry.xml
 
  




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/actionicons.xml
 
  




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/browserlayer.xml
 
     




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/collective.pdfpeek.uninstall.txt





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/collective.pdfpeek_various.txt
##flag file




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/controlpanel.xml
 
  
   collective.pdfpeek: Manage PDF Peek
 




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/cssregistry.xml
 

 

    
 




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/import_steps.xml
 

   
  





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/profiles/uninstall/metadata.xml
 
   1.2




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/tests/__init__.py
#flag file





collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/tests/integration.txt
collective.pdfpeek integration doctest
======================================

This test is an integration test that uses PloneTestCase. Here, 'self' is
the test class, so we can use 'self.folder', 'portal' and so on. The
setup is done in tests/test_integration_doctests.py

We first test that the low level machinery of the PDF to image transform works,
we then test our event handlers to see if they fire the transform.

Setup:
------

Do some setup for plone.app.testing

    >>> from plone.app.testing import login
    >>> from plone.app.testing import TEST_USER_NAME
    >>> from plone.app.testing import TEST_USER_ID
    >>> from plone.app.testing import setRoles
    >>> portal = layer['portal']
    >>> setRoles(portal, TEST_USER_ID, ['Manager'])

log in as the portal owner:

    >>> login(portal, TEST_USER_NAME)

create a few file objects to work with:

    >>> portal.invokeFactory('File', id='test_pdf', title='Test PDF File')
    'test_pdf'

create another file object we keep empty for later:

    >>> portal.invokeFactory('File', id='test_pdf_2', title='Second Test PDF File')
    'test_pdf_2'

create a file that will be used to test the image sizes:

    >>> portal.invokeFactory('File', id='test_image_size', title='Image Test PDF File')
    'test_image_size'

Testing the inner-workings of the collective.pdfpeek.transforms module:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Put some content in the file object (yes, we're basically testing ATFile here, what?):

    >>> portal.test_pdf.setFile('this is a test')
    >>> portal.test_pdf_2.setFile('this is another test for later')
    >>> portal.test_pdf.getFile().get_data()
    'this is a test'

Let's get the current path and pass in the path with the test pdf file in
the tests/ directory called plone.pdf:

    >>> def mydir():
    ...     import os.path, sys
    ...     if __name__ == '__main__':
    ...         filename = sys.argv[0]
    ...     else:
    ...         filename = __file__
    ...     return os.path.abspath(os.path.dirname(filename))
    >>> file_path = mydir() + """/data/plone.pdf"""
    >>> pdf_file = open(file_path, mode='rb')

Ok, now put a PDF file in the file object. Now we store the pdf_file we just opened
on the first ATFile object we created:

    >>> portal.test_pdf.setFile(pdf_file)

Let's check to be sure we've got the PDF in the ATFile object:

    >>> portal.test_pdf.getFile().get_data()
    '%PDF-1.5\r%\xe2\xe3\xcf\xd3\r\n10 0 obj\r...>>stream\r\nh\xdebb\x00\x01&FFCC\x06& \xab\x15D\xf2W\x82\xd9= \x92Q\x16(\xfb\x7f\xbf&X\x84\x81\x11D2\xfd\x07\x91\x8c\x0c\x00\x01\x06\x00\x86.\x05\x1b\rendstream\rendobj\rstartxref\r116\r%%EOF\r'

Get the mime type of the file stored in the ATFile object:

    >>> field = portal.test_pdf.getField('file')
    >>> field.getContentType(portal.test_pdf)
    'application/pdf'

Check that the mime type of the file with no pdf is text/plain:

    >>> field2 = portal.test_pdf_2.getField('file')
    >>> field2.getContentType(portal.test_pdf_2)
    'text/plain'

Now initialize an instance of the transform class which will convert
the pdf stored on the ATFile object to one image per page:

    >>> from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFDataExtractor
    >>> converter = IPDFDataExtractor(portal.test_pdf)

Now try the converter with the good data, it should work:

    >>> images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, converter.pages)

And store the list of jpegs on the ATFile object as an annotation.

    >>> from zope.annotation.interfaces import IAnnotations
    >>> from zope.annotation.interfaces import IAttributeAnnotatable
    >>> from zope.interface import alsoProvides
    >>> alsoProvides(portal.test_pdf, IAttributeAnnotatable)
    >>> annotations = IAnnotations(portal.test_pdf)
    >>> annotations['pdfpeek'] = {}
    >>> annotations['pdfpeek']['image_thumbnails'] = images

OK, now let's try to access the annotation on the object:

    >>> portal.test_pdf.__annotations__
    <BTrees.OOBTree.OOBTree object at ...>

Let's put the annotations in a dict:

    >>> dict(portal.test_pdf.__annotations__)
    {'pdfpeek': {'image_thumbnails': {'1_preview': <Image at 1_preview>, '1_thumb': <Image at 1_thumb>}}, 'Archetypes.storage.AnnotationStorage-file': ...}

Let's set the image using our image test file:

    >>> portal.test_image_size.setFile(pdf_file)

Let's check the default image sizes:

    >>> from zope.component import getUtility
    >>> from plone.registry.interfaces import IRegistry
    >>> from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFPeekConfiguration
    >>> registry = getUtility(IRegistry)
    >>> config = registry.forInterface(IPDFPeekConfiguration)
    >>> config.preview_width, config.preview_length
    (512, 512)
    >>> config.thumbnail_width, config.thumbnail_length
    (128, 128)

Let's generate some images:

    >>> converter = IPDFDataExtractor(portal.test_image_size)
    >>> images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, converter.pages)

The height of the preview should have been shrunk to `512`, likewise
the thumbnail should have shrunk to `128`:

    >>> images['1_preview'].height
    512
    >>> images['1_thumb'].height
    128

Now if we set the sizes smaller:

    >>> config.preview_width = 9999
    >>> config.preview_length = 256
    >>> config.thumbnail_width = 9999
    >>> config.thumbnail_length = 50

Let's regenerate the images and see what sizes are set:

    >>> converter = IPDFDataExtractor(portal.test_image_size)
    >>> images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, converter.pages)
    >>> images['1_preview'].height
    256
    >>> images['1_thumb'].height
    50

Testing collective.pdfpeek's event handler subsystem:
-----------------------------------------------------

So the converter works, let's try creating an ATFile object, the object
should get the pdfpeek annotation when we add a pdf file to it and fire the proper event.

    >>> portal.invokeFactory('File', id='test_pdf_3', title='Yet Another Test PDF File')
    'test_pdf_3'

OK, we've got another ATFile object, let's input the pdf file:

    >>> portal.test_pdf_3.setFile(pdf_file)

We have the plone.pdf file stored in this third ATFile object, let's notify
our event handler that the object has been edited; the event handler should detect
the event and fire the transform, annotating the results on the ATFile object:

    >>> from Products.Archetypes.event import ObjectEditedEvent
    >>> from zope.event import notify
    >>> import zope.component.event
    >>> import transaction
    >>> notify(ObjectEditedEvent(portal.test_pdf_3))

OK, now we should have a conversion job in the queue:

    >>> from collective.pdfpeek import async
    >>> queue_name = 'collective.pdfpeek.conversion_' + portal.id
    >>> queue = async.get_queue(queue_name)
    >>> queue.pending
    [<collective.pdfpeek.async.Job object at ...>]

Let's process the queue:

    >>> transaction.commit()

Now we need to visit the url that will run the method that processes the queue:

    >>> from plone.testing.z2 import Browser
    >>> portal.error_log._ignored_exceptions = ()
    >>> browser = Browser(layer['app'])
    >>> portal_url = portal.absolute_url()

Let's login as the portal manager:

    >>> from plone.app.testing import SITE_OWNER_NAME, SITE_OWNER_PASSWORD
    >>> browser.open(portal_url + "/login")
    >>> browser.getControl(name='__ac_name').value = SITE_OWNER_NAME
    >>> browser.getControl(name='__ac_password').value = SITE_OWNER_PASSWORD
    >>> browser.getControl(name='submit').click()
    >>> portal.error_log._ignored_exceptions = ()
    >>> queue_process_url = portal_url + "/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue"
    >>> browser.open(queue_process_url)
    >>> "1 Jobs in queue. Processing queue..." in browser.contents
    True

The pending queue should now be empty:

    >>> queue.pending
    []

The job should have been added to the finished queue:

    >>> queue.finished
    [<collective.pdfpeek.async.Job object at ...>]

Now we should have the annotation on the object because the event handler fired:

    >>> portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__
    <BTrees.OOBTree.OOBTree object at ...>

Ok, so we have the annotations on there, but do they contain what we expect? Let's see:

    >>> dict(portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__)
    {'pdfpeek': <BTrees.OOBTree.OOBTree object at ...>, 'Archetypes.storage.AnnotationStorage-file': <plone.app.blob.field.BlobWrapper object at ...>, 'Archetypes.storage.AnnotationStorage-title': u'Yet Another Test PDF File'}
    >>> dict(portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__['pdfpeek']['image_thumbnails'])
    {'1_preview': <Image at 1_preview>, '1_thumb': <Image at 1_thumb>}
    >>> dict(portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__)['pdfpeek']['pages']
    1
    >>> 'metadata' in portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__['pdfpeek']
    True
    >>> annotations = dict(portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__)
    >>> image = annotations['pdfpeek']['image_thumbnails']['1_preview']
    >>> image
    <Image at 1_preview>

    >>> image.getContentType()
    'image/png'

Hooray, the annotations are there after the event is fired, and they contain what we expect,
the list of images output by the transform!

Now let's try putting some non-pdf content in the file object:

First we open a text file to replace the pdf with:

    >>> text_file_path = mydir() + """/data/plone.txt"""
    >>> text_file = open(text_file_path, mode='rb')
    >>> text_file
    <open file ...>

    >>> portal.test_pdf_3.setFile(text_file)
    >>> portal.test_pdf_3.getContentType()
    'text/plain'

Then let's notify the subscriber / event handler that our file object has changed:

    >>> notify(ObjectEditedEvent(portal.test_pdf_3))

OK, now we should have an image annotation removal job in the queue:

    >>> queue.pending
    [<collective.pdfpeek.async.Job object at ...>]

Let's process the queue:

    >>> transaction.commit()

Now we need to visit the url that will run the method that processes the queue:

Let's login as the portal manager:

    >>> browser.open(portal_url + "/login")
    >>> browser.getControl(name='__ac_name').value = SITE_OWNER_NAME
    >>> browser.getControl(name='__ac_password').value = SITE_OWNER_PASSWORD
    >>> browser.getControl(name='submit').click()
    >>> portal.error_log._ignored_exceptions = ()
    >>> queue_process_url = portal_url + "/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue"
    >>> browser.open(queue_process_url)
    >>> "1 Jobs in queue. Processing queue..." in browser.contents
    True

The pending queue should now be empty:

    >>> queue.pending
    []

The job should have been added to the finished queue:

    >>> queue.finished
    [<collective.pdfpeek.async.Job object at ...>]

Now there shouldn't be any annotations any more:

    >>> dict(portal.test_pdf_3.__annotations__)
    {'Archetypes.storage.AnnotationStorage-file': <plone.app.blob.field.BlobWrapper object at ...>, 'Archetypes.storage.AnnotationStorage-title': u'Yet Another Test PDF File'}




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/tests/test_atfiles.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from Products.ATContentTypes.interface.file import IATFile

from collective.pdfpeek import testing
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFDataExtractor
from plone.app.testing import TEST_USER_ID
from plone.app.testing import TEST_USER_NAME
from plone.app.testing import logout
from plone.app.testing import login
from plone.app.testing import setRoles
from unittest2 import TestCase


class TestATDataExtraction(TestCase):
    """Unit tests for the transformation and metadata extraction of PDF files
       stored in ATFile objects.
    """

    layer = testing.PDFPEEK_AT_INTEGRATION_TESTING

    def setUp(self):
        self.portal = self.layer['portal']

        setRoles(self.portal, TEST_USER_ID, ['Manager'])
        login(self.portal, TEST_USER_NAME)

        # Create files
        for uri in self.layer['pdf_files']:
            content_id = uri.split('/').pop()
            new_id = self.portal.invokeFactory('File', content_id)

            atfile = self.portal[new_id]
            atfile.setFile(open(uri, 'r').read())

            self.assertTrue(IATFile.providedBy(atfile))

        self._validate_created_files()
        logout()

    def _validate_created_files(self):
        # Validate created files
        obj_ids = self.portal.objectIds()
        self.assertIn('distutils.pdf', obj_ids)
        self.assertIn('plone.pdf', obj_ids)
        self.assertIn('top-15-questions-about-plone.pdf', obj_ids)

    def test_plone_pdf(self):
        converter = IPDFDataExtractor(self.portal['plone.pdf'])

        self.assertEqual(converter.pages, 1)
        self.assertEqual(converter.metadata, {
            '/Title': u'Plone CMS: Open Source Content Management',
            '/CreationDate': u"D:20090416164855-07'00'",
            '/Producer': u'Acrobat Distiller 9.0.0 (Macintosh)',
            '/Creator': u'firefox-bin: cgpdftops CUPS filter',
            '/ModDate': u"D:20090416164855-07'00'",
            '/Author': u'David Brenneman',
            'height': 792.0,
            'width': 612.0,
            'pages': 1,
        })

        images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, 1)
        self.assertIsNotNone(images)
        self.assertEqual(type(images), dict)
        self.assertEqual(len(images.keys()), 1 * 2)  # 2 images each
        self.assertIn('1_preview', images.keys())
        self.assertIn('1_thumb', images.keys())

    def test_top_15_questions_about_plone_pdf(self):
        converter = IPDFDataExtractor(
            self.portal['top-15-questions-about-plone.pdf'])

        self.assertEqual(converter.pages, 2)
        self.assertEqual(converter.metadata, {
            '/Creator': u'Adobe InDesign CS3 (5.0.4)',
            '/Producer': u'Mac OS X 10.5.6 Quartz PDFContext',
            '/CreationDate': u"D:20090420170431Z00'00'",
            '/ModDate': u"D:20090420170431Z00'00'",
            'height': 612.0,
            'width': 792.0,
            'pages': 2,
        })

        # Export first page only
        images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, 1)
        self.assertIsNotNone(images)
        self.assertEqual(type(images), dict)
        self.assertEqual(len(images.keys()), 1 * 2)  # 2 images each
        self.assertIn('1_preview', images.keys())
        self.assertIn('1_thumb', images.keys())

        # Export second page only
        images = converter.get_thumbnails(1, 1)
        self.assertIsNotNone(images)
        self.assertEqual(type(images), dict)
        self.assertEqual(len(images.keys()), 1 * 2)  # 2 images each
        self.assertIn('2_preview', images.keys())
        self.assertIn('2_thumb', images.keys())

        # Export all pages
        images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, converter.pages)
        self.assertIsNotNone(images)
        self.assertEqual(type(images), dict)
        self.assertEqual(len(images.keys()), 2 * 2)  # 2 images each
        self.assertIn('1_preview', images.keys())
        self.assertIn('1_thumb', images.keys())
        self.assertIn('2_preview', images.keys())
        self.assertIn('2_thumb', images.keys())

    def test_distutils_pdf(self):
        converter = IPDFDataExtractor(self.portal['distutils.pdf'])

        self.assertEqual(converter.pages, 98)
        self.assertEqual(converter.metadata, {
            'height': 792.0,
            'width': 612.0,
            'pages': 98,
        })

        images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, converter.pages)
        self.assertIsNotNone(images)
        self.assertEqual(type(images), dict)
        self.assertEqual(len(images.keys()), 98 * 2)  # 2 images each

    def test_limit_pages_through_registry(self):
        converter = IPDFDataExtractor(self.portal['distutils.pdf'])
        converter.settings.page_limit = 1

        self.assertEqual(converter.pages, 1)
        self.assertEqual(converter.metadata, {
            'height': 792.0,
            'width': 612.0,
            'pages': 98,
        })

        images = converter.get_thumbnails(0, converter.pages)
        self.assertIsNotNone(images)
        self.assertEqual(type(images), dict)
        self.assertEqual(len(images.keys()), 1 * 2)  # 2 images each






collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/tests/test_doctests.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from collective.pdfpeek import testing
from plone.testing import layered
import doctest
import unittest2 as unittest

integration_tests = [
    'integration.txt'
]
functional_tests = [
]


def test_suite():
    return unittest.TestSuite(
        [layered(doctest.DocFileSuite('tests/%s' % f,
                                      package='collective.pdfpeek',
                                      optionflags=testing.optionflags),
                 layer=testing.PDFPEEK_INTEGRATION_TESTING)
            for f in integration_tests]
        +
        [layered(doctest.DocFileSuite('tests/%s' % f,
                                      package='collective.pdfpeek',
                                      optionflags=testing.optionflags),
                 layer=testing.PDFPEEK_FUNCTIONAL_TESTING)
            for f in functional_tests]
    )




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/tests/test_dxfiles.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from collective.pdfpeek import testing
from collective.pdfpeek.tests.test_atfiles import TestATDataExtraction
from plone.app.testing import TEST_USER_ID
from plone.app.testing import TEST_USER_NAME
from plone.app.testing import logout
from plone.app.testing import login
from plone.app.testing import setRoles
from plone.app.contenttypes.interfaces import IFile
from plone.namedfile.file import NamedBlobFile


class TestDxDataExtraction(TestATDataExtraction):
    """Unit tests for the transformation and metadata extraction of PDF files
       stored in dexterity file objects of ``plone.app.contenttypes``.
    """

    layer = testing.PDFPEEK_DX_INTEGRATION_TESTING

    def setUp(self):
        self.portal = self.layer['portal']
        setRoles(self.portal, TEST_USER_ID, ['Manager'])
        login(self.portal, TEST_USER_NAME)

        # Create files
        for uri in self.layer['pdf_files']:
            content_id = uri.split('/').pop()
            new_id = self.portal.invokeFactory('File', content_id)

            dxfile = self.portal[new_id]
            dxfile.file = NamedBlobFile(filename=unicode(content_id),
                                        data=open(uri, 'r').read())

            self.assertTrue(IFile.providedBy(dxfile))

        self._validate_created_files()
        logout()




collective.pdfpeek-2.0b1/collective/pdfpeek/tests/data/distutils.pdf
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CHAPTER


ONE


AN INTRODUCTION TO DISTUTILS


This document covers using the Distutils to distribute your Python modules, concentrating on the role of devel-
oper/distributor: if you’re looking for information on installing Python modules, you should refer to theInstalling
Python Modules(in Installing Python Modules) chapter.


1.1 Concepts & Terminology


Using the Distutils is quite simple, both for module developers and for users/administrators installing third-party
modules. As a developer, your responsibilities (apart from writing solid, well-documented and well-tested code, of
course!) are:


• write a setup script (setup.py by convention)


• (optional) write a setup configuration file


• create a source distribution


• (optional) create one or more built (binary) distributions


Each of these tasks is covered in this document.


Not all module developers have access to a multitude of platforms, so it’s not always feasible to expect them to create
a multitude of built distributions. It is hoped that a class of intermediaries, calledpackagers, will arise to address this
need. Packagers will take source distributions released by module developers, build them on one or more platforms,
and release the resulting built distributions. Thus, users on the most popular platforms will be able to install most
popular Python module distributions in the most natural way for their platform, without having to run a single setup
script or compile a line of code.


1.2 A Simple Example


The setup script is usually quite simple, although since it’s written in Python, there are no arbitrary limits to what
you can do with it, though you should be careful about putting arbitrarily expensive operations in your setup script.
Unlike, say, Autoconf-style configure scripts, the setup script may be run multiple times in the course of building and
installing your module distribution.


If all you want to do is distribute a module calledfoo , contained in a filefoo.py , then your setup script can be as
simple as this:


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foo ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
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py_modules =[ ’ foo ’ ],
)


Some observations:


• most information that you supply to the Distutils is supplied as keyword arguments to thesetup() function


• those keyword arguments fall into two categories: package metadata (name, version number) and information
about what’s in the package (a list of pure Python modules, in this case)


• modules are specified by module name, not filename (the same will hold true for packages and extensions)


• it’s recommended that you supply a little more metadata, in particular your name, email address and a URL for
the project (see sectionWriting the Setup Scriptfor an example)


To create a source distribution for this module, you would create a setup script,setup.py , containing the above
code, and run:


python setup.py sdist


which will create an archive file (e.g., tarball on Unix, ZIP file on Windows) containing your setup scriptsetup.py ,
and your modulefoo.py . The archive file will be namedfoo-1.0.tar.gz (or .zip ), and will unpack into a
directoryfoo-1.0 .


If an end-user wishes to install yourfoo module, all she has to do is downloadfoo-1.0.tar.gz (or .zip ),
unpack it, and—from thefoo-1.0 directory—run


python setup.py install


which will ultimately copyfoo.py to the appropriate directory for third-party modules in their Python installation.


This simple example demonstrates some fundamental concepts of the Distutils. First, both developers and installers
have the same basic user interface, i.e. the setup script. The difference is which Distutilscommandsthey use: the
sdist command is almost exclusively for module developers, whileinstall is more often for installers (although most
developers will want to install their own code occasionally).


If you want to make things really easy for your users, you can create one or more built distributions for them. For
instance, if you are running on a Windows machine, and want to make things easy for other Windows users, you can
create an executable installer (the most appropriate type of built distribution for this platform) with thebdist_wininst
command. For example:


python setup.py bdist_wininst


will create an executable installer,foo-1.0.win32.exe , in the current directory.


Other useful built distribution formats are RPM, implemented by thebdist_rpm command, Solarispkgtool
(bdist_pkgtool), and HP-UXswinstall (bdist_sdux). For example, the following command will create an RPM
file calledfoo-1.0.noarch.rpm :


python setup.py bdist_rpm


(Thebdist_rpm command uses therpm executable, therefore this has to be run on an RPM-based system such as Red
Hat Linux, SuSE Linux, or Mandrake Linux.)


You can find out what distribution formats are available at any time by running


python setup.py bdist --help-formats


1.3 General Python terminology


If you’re reading this document, you probably have a good idea of what modules, extensions, and so forth are. Nev-
ertheless, just to be sure that everyone is operating from a common starting point, we offer the following glossary of
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common Python terms:


module the basic unit of code reusability in Python: a block of code imported by some other code. Three types of
modules concern us here: pure Python modules, extension modules, and packages.


pure Python module a module written in Python and contained in a single.py file (and possibly associated.pyc
and/or.pyo files). Sometimes referred to as a “pure module.”


extension modulea module written in the low-level language of the Python implementation: C/C++ for Python, Java
for Jython. Typically contained in a single dynamically loadable pre-compiled file, e.g. a shared object (.so )
file for Python extensions on Unix, a DLL (given the.pyd extension) for Python extensions on Windows, or
a Java class file for Jython extensions. (Note that currently, the Distutils only handles C/C++ extensions for
Python.)


package a module that contains other modules; typically contained in a directory in the filesystem and distinguished
from other directories by the presence of a file__init__.py .


root package the root of the hierarchy of packages. (This isn’t really a package, since it doesn’t have an
__init__.py file. But we have to call it something.) The vast majority of the standard library is in the
root package, as are many small, standalone third-party modules that don’t belong to a larger module collection.
Unlike regular packages, modules in the root package can be found in many directories: in fact, every directory
listed insys.path contributes modules to the root package.


1.4 Distutils-specific terminology


The following terms apply more specifically to the domain of distributing Python modules using the Distutils:


module distribution a collection of Python modules distributed together as a single downloadable resource and meant
to be installeden masse. Examples of some well-known module distributions are Numeric Python, PyXML,
PIL (the Python Imaging Library), or mxBase. (This would be called apackage, except that term is already
taken in the Python context: a single module distribution may contain zero, one, or many Python packages.)


pure module distribution a module distribution that contains only pure Python modules and packages. Sometimes
referred to as a “pure distribution.”


non-pure module distribution a module distribution that contains at least one extension module. Sometimes referred
to as a “non-pure distribution.”


distribution root the top-level directory of your source tree (or source distribution); the directory wheresetup.py
exists. Generallysetup.py will be run from this directory.


1.4. Distutils-specific terminology 5
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CHAPTER


TWO


WRITING THE SETUP SCRIPT


The setup script is the centre of all activity in building, distributing, and installing modules using the Distutils. The
main purpose of the setup script is to describe your module distribution to the Distutils, so that the various commands
that operate on your modules do the right thing. As we saw in sectionA Simple Exampleabove, the setup script
consists mainly of a call tosetup() , and most information supplied to the Distutils by the module developer is
supplied as keyword arguments tosetup() .


Here’s a slightly more involved example, which we’ll follow for the next couple of sections: the Distutils’ own setup
script. (Keep in mind that although the Distutils are included with Python 1.6 and later, they also have an independent
existence so that Python 1.5.2 users can use them to install other module distributions. The Distutils’ own setup script,
shown here, is used to install the package into Python 1.5.2.)


#!/usr/bin/env python


from distutils.core import setup


setup(name =’ Distutils ’ ,
version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
description =’ Python Distribution Utilities ’ ,
author =’ Greg Ward ’ ,
author_email =’ gward@python.net ’ ,
url =’ http://www.python.org/sigs/distutils-sig/ ’ ,
packages =[ ’ distutils ’ , ’ distutils.command ’ ],


)


There are only two differences between this and the trivial one-file distribution presented in sectionA Simple Example:
more metadata, and the specification of pure Python modules by package, rather than by module. This is important
since the Distutils consist of a couple of dozen modules split into (so far) two packages; an explicit list of every module
would be tedious to generate and difficult to maintain. For more information on the additional meta-data, see section
Additional meta-data.


Note that any pathnames (files or directories) supplied in the setup script should be written using the Unix convention,
i.e. slash-separated. The Distutils will take care of converting this platform-neutral representation into whatever is
appropriate on your current platform before actually using the pathname. This makes your setup script portable across
operating systems, which of course is one of the major goals of the Distutils. In this spirit, all pathnames in this
document are slash-separated.


This, of course, only applies to pathnames given to Distutils functions. If you, for example, use standard Python
functions such asglob.glob() or os.listdir() to specify files, you should be careful to write portable code
instead of hardcoding path separators:


glob . glob(os . path . join( ’ mydir ’ , ’ subdir ’ , ’ *.html ’ ))
os . listdir(os . path . join( ’ mydir ’ , ’ subdir ’ ))
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2.1 Listing whole packages


Thepackages option tells the Distutils to process (build, distribute, install, etc.) all pure Python modules found in
each package mentioned in thepackages list. In order to do this, of course, there has to be a correspondence between
package names and directories in the filesystem. The default correspondence is the most obvious one, i.e. package
distutils is found in the directorydistutils relative to the distribution root. Thus, when you saypackages
= [’foo’] in your setup script, you are promising that the Distutils will find a filefoo/__init__.py (which
might be spelled differently on your system, but you get the idea) relative to the directory where your setup script lives.
If you break this promise, the Distutils will issue a warning but still process the broken package anyways.


If you use a different convention to lay out your source directory, that’s no problem: you just have to supply the
package_dir option to tell the Distutils about your convention. For example, say you keep all Python source under
lib , so that modules in the “root package” (i.e., not in any package at all) are inlib , modules in thefoo package
are inlib/foo , and so forth. Then you would put


package_dir = { ’ ’ : ’ lib ’ }


in your setup script. The keys to this dictionary are package names, and an empty package name stands for the root
package. The values are directory names relative to your distribution root. In this case, when you saypackages =
[’foo’] , you are promising that the filelib/foo/__init__.py exists.


Another possible convention is to put thefoo package right inlib , the foo.bar package inlib/bar , etc. This
would be written in the setup script as


package_dir = { ’ foo ’ : ’ lib ’ }


A package: dir entry in thepackage_dir dictionary implicitly applies to all packages belowpackage, so
thefoo.bar case is automatically handled here. In this example, havingpackages = [’foo’, ’foo.bar’]
tells the Distutils to look forlib/__init__.py and lib/bar/__init__.py . (Keep in mind that although
package_dir applies recursively, you must explicitly list all packages inpackages : the Distutils will not recur-
sively scan your source tree looking for any directory with an__init__.py file.)


2.2 Listing individual modules


For a small module distribution, you might prefer to list all modules rather than listing packages—especially the case
of a single module that goes in the “root package” (i.e., no package at all). This simplest case was shown in sectionA
Simple Example; here is a slightly more involved example:


py_modules = [ ’ mod1’ , ’ pkg.mod2 ’ ]


This describes two modules, one of them in the “root” package, the other in thepkg package. Again, the default
package/directory layout implies that these two modules can be found inmod1.py andpkg/mod2.py , and that
pkg/__init__.py exists as well. And again, you can override the package/directory correspondence using the
package_dir option.


2.3 Describing extension modules


Just as writing Python extension modules is a bit more complicated than writing pure Python modules, describing
them to the Distutils is a bit more complicated. Unlike pure modules, it’s not enough just to list modules or packages
and expect the Distutils to go out and find the right files; you have to specify the extension name, source file(s), and
any compile/link requirements (include directories, libraries to link with, etc.).


All of this is done through another keyword argument tosetup() , theext_modules option. ext_modules is
just a list ofExtension instances, each of which describes a single extension module. Suppose your distribution in-
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cludes a single extension, calledfoo and implemented byfoo.c . If no additional instructions to the compiler/linker
are needed, describing this extension is quite simple:


Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ])


TheExtension class can be imported fromdistutils.core along withsetup() . Thus, the setup script for a
module distribution that contains only this one extension and nothing else might be:


from distutils.core import setup, Extension
setup(name =’ foo ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
ext_modules =[Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ])],
)


TheExtension class (actually, the underlying extension-building machinery implemented by thebuild_ext com-
mand) supports a great deal of flexibility in describing Python extensions, which is explained in the following sections.


2.3.1 Extension names and packages


The first argument to theExtension constructor is always the name of the extension, including any package names.
For example,


Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ src/foo1.c ’ , ’ src/foo2.c ’ ])


describes an extension that lives in the root package, while


Extension( ’ pkg.foo ’ , [ ’ src/foo1.c ’ , ’ src/foo2.c ’ ])


describes the same extension in thepkg package. The source files and resulting object code are identical in both cases;
the only difference is where in the filesystem (and therefore where in Python’s namespace hierarchy) the resulting
extension lives.


If you have a number of extensions all in the same package (or all under the same base package), use the
ext_package keyword argument tosetup() . For example,


setup( . . . ,
ext_package =’ pkg ’ ,
ext_modules =[Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ]),


Extension( ’ subpkg.bar ’ , [ ’ bar.c ’ ])],
)


will compile foo.c to the extensionpkg.foo , andbar.c to pkg.subpkg.bar .


2.3.2 Extension source files


The second argument to theExtension constructor is a list of source files. Since the Distutils currently only support
C, C++, and Objective-C extensions, these are normally C/C++/Objective-C source files. (Be sure to use appropri-
ate extensions to distinguish C++source files:.cc and .cpp seem to be recognized by both Unix and Windows
compilers.)


However, you can also include SWIG interface (.i ) files in the list; thebuild_ext command knows how to deal with
SWIG extensions: it will run SWIG on the interface file and compile the resulting C/C++ file into your extension.


** SWIG support is rough around the edges and largely untested!**


This warning notwithstanding, options to SWIG can be currently passed like this:


setup( . . . ,
ext_modules =[Extension( ’ _foo ’ , [ ’ foo.i ’ ],


swig_opts =[ ’ -modern ’ , ’ -I../include ’ ])],
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py_modules =[ ’ foo ’ ],
)


Or on the commandline like this:


> python setup.py build_ext --swig-opts="-modern -I../include"


On some platforms, you can include non-source files that are processed by the compiler and included in your extension.
Currently, this just means Windows message text (.mc ) files and resource definition (.rc ) files for Visual C++. These
will be compiled to binary resource (.res ) files and linked into the executable.


2.3.3 Preprocessor options


Three optional arguments toExtension will help if you need to specify include directories to search or preprocessor
macros to define/undefine:include_dirs , define_macros , andundef_macros .


For example, if your extension requires header files in theinclude directory under your distribution root, use the
include_dirs option:


Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ], include_dirs =[ ’ include ’ ])


You can specify absolute directories there; if you know that your extension will only be built on Unix systems with
X11R6 installed to/usr , you can get away with


Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ], include_dirs =[ ’ /usr/include/X11 ’ ])


You should avoid this sort of non-portable usage if you plan to distribute your code: it’s probably better to write C
code like


#include <X11/Xlib.h>


If you need to include header files from some other Python extension, you can take advantage of the fact that header
files are installed in a consistent way by the Distutilsinstall_headercommand. For example, the Numerical Python
header files are installed (on a standard Unix installation) to/usr/local/include/python1.5/Numerical .
(The exact location will differ according to your platform and Python installation.) Since the Python include
directory—/usr/local/include/python1.5 in this case—is always included in the search path when build-
ing Python extensions, the best approach is to write C code like


#include <Numerical/arrayobject.h>


If you must put theNumerical include directory right into your header search path, though, you can find that
directory using the Distutilsdistutils.sysconfig module:


from distutils.sysconfig import get_python_inc
incdir = os . path . join(get_python_inc(plat_specific =1), ’ Numerical ’ )
setup( . . . ,


Extension( . . . , include_dirs =[incdir]),
)


Even though this is quite portable—it will work on any Python installation, regardless of platform—it’s probably
easier to just write your C code in the sensible way.


You can define and undefine pre-processor macros with thedefine_macros and undef_macros options.
define_macros takes a list of(name, value) tuples, wherename is the name of the macro to define (a
string) andvalue is its value: either a string orNone. (Defining a macroFOOto None is the equivalent of a bare
#define FOO in your C source: with most compilers, this setsFOOto the string1.) undef_macros is just a list
of macros to undefine.


For example:
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Extension( . . . ,
define_macros =[( ’ NDEBUG’ , ’ 1’ ),


( ’ HAVE_STRFTIME’ , None)],
undef_macros =[ ’ HAVE_FOO’ , ’ HAVE_BAR’ ])


is the equivalent of having this at the top of every C source file:


#define NDEBUG 1
#define HAVE_STRFTIME
#undef HAVE_FOO
#undef HAVE_BAR


2.3.4 Library options


You can also specify the libraries to link against when building your extension, and the directories to search for those
libraries. Thelibraries option is a list of libraries to link against,library_dirs is a list of directories to search
for libraries at link-time, andruntime_library_dirs is a list of directories to search for shared (dynamically
loaded) libraries at run-time.


For example, if you need to link against libraries known to be in the standard library search path on target systems


Extension( . . . ,
libraries =[ ’ gdbm’ , ’ readline ’ ])


If you need to link with libraries in a non-standard location, you’ll have to include the location inlibrary_dirs :


Extension( . . . ,
library_dirs =[ ’ /usr/X11R6/lib ’ ],
libraries =[ ’ X11’ , ’ Xt ’ ])


(Again, this sort of non-portable construct should be avoided if you intend to distribute your code.)


** Should mention clib libraries here or somewhere else!**


2.3.5 Other options


There are still some other options which can be used to handle special cases.


Theextra_objects option is a list of object files to be passed to the linker. These files must not have extensions,
as the default extension for the compiler is used.


extra_compile_args andextra_link_args can be used to specify additional command line options for the
respective compiler and linker command lines.


export_symbols is only useful on Windows. It can contain a list of symbols (functions or variables) to be exported.
This option is not needed when building compiled extensions: Distutils will automatically addinitmodule to the
list of exported symbols.


2.4 Relationships between Distributions and Packages


A distribution may relate to packages in three specific ways:


1. It can require packages or modules.


2. It can provide packages or modules.


3. It can obsolete packages or modules.
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These relationships can be specified using keyword arguments to thedistutils.core.setup() function.


Dependencies on other Python modules and packages can be specified by supplying therequireskeyword argument
to setup() . The value must be a list of strings. Each string specifies a package that is required, and optionally what
versions are sufficient.


To specify that any version of a module or package is required, the string should consist entirely of the module or
package name. Examples include’mymodule’ and’xml.parsers.expat’ .


If specific versions are required, a sequence of qualifiers can be supplied in parentheses. Each qualifier may consist of
a comparison operator and a version number. The accepted comparison operators are:


< > ==
<= >= !=


These can be combined by using multiple qualifiers separated by commas (and optional whitespace). In this case, all
of the qualifiers must be matched; a logical AND is used to combine the evaluations.


Let’s look at a bunch of examples:


Requires Expression Explanation
==1.0 Only version1.0 is compatible
>1.0, !=1.5.1, <2.0 Any version after1.0 and before2.0 is compatible, except1.5.1


Now that we can specify dependencies, we also need to be able to specify what we provide that other distributions
can require. This is done using theprovideskeyword argument tosetup() . The value for this keyword is a list of
strings, each of which names a Python module or package, and optionally identifies the version. If the version is not
specified, it is assumed to match that of the distribution.


Some examples:


Provides Expression Explanation
mypkg Providemypkg, using the distribution version
mypkg (1.1) Providemypkg version 1.1, regardless of the distribution version


A package can declare that it obsoletes other packages using theobsoleteskeyword argument. The value for this is
similar to that of therequireskeyword: a list of strings giving module or package specifiers. Each specifier consists
of a module or package name optionally followed by one or more version qualifiers. Version qualifiers are given in
parentheses after the module or package name.


The versions identified by the qualifiers are those that are obsoleted by the distribution being described. If no qualifiers
are given, all versions of the named module or package are understood to be obsoleted.


2.5 Installing Scripts


So far we have been dealing with pure and non-pure Python modules, which are usually not run by themselves but
imported by scripts.


Scripts are files containing Python source code, intended to be started from the command line. Scripts don’t require
Distutils to do anything very complicated. The only clever feature is that if the first line of the script starts with#! and
contains the word “python”, the Distutils will adjust the first line to refer to the current interpreter location. By default,
it is replaced with the current interpreter location. The--executable (or -e ) option will allow the interpreter path
to be explicitly overridden.


Thescripts option simply is a list of files to be handled in this way. From the PyXML setup script:


setup( . . . ,
scripts =[ ’ scripts/xmlproc_parse ’ , ’ scripts/xmlproc_val ’ ]
)
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2.6 Installing Package Data


Often, additional files need to be installed into a package. These files are often data that’s closely related to the
package’s implementation, or text files containing documentation that might be of interest to programmers using the
package. These files are calledpackage data.


Package data can be added to packages using thepackage_data keyword argument to thesetup() function. The
value must be a mapping from package name to a list of relative path names that should be copied into the package.
The paths are interpreted as relative to the directory containing the package (information from thepackage_dir
mapping is used if appropriate); that is, the files are expected to be part of the package in the source directories. They
may contain glob patterns as well.


The path names may contain directory portions; any necessary directories will be created in the installation.


For example, if a package should contain a subdirectory with several data files, the files can be arranged like this in
the source tree:


setup.py
src/


mypkg/
__init__.py
module.py
data/


tables.dat
spoons.dat
forks.dat


The corresponding call tosetup() might be:


setup( . . . ,
packages =[ ’ mypkg’ ],
package_dir ={ ’ mypkg’ : ’ src/mypkg ’ },
package_data ={ ’ mypkg’ : [ ’ data/*.dat ’ ]},
)


New in version 2.4.


2.7 Installing Additional Files


The data_files option can be used to specify additional files needed by the module distribution: configuration
files, message catalogs, data files, anything which doesn’t fit in the previous categories.


data_files specifies a sequence of (directory, files) pairs in the following way:


setup( . . . ,
data_files =[( ’ bitmaps ’ , [ ’ bm/b1.gif ’ , ’ bm/b2.gif ’ ]),


( ’ config ’ , [ ’ cfg/data.cfg ’ ]),
( ’ /etc/init.d ’ , [ ’ init-script ’ ])]


)


Note that you can specify the directory names where the data files will be installed, but you cannot rename the data
files themselves.


Each (directory, files) pair in the sequence specifies the installation directory and the files to install there. Ifdirectory
is a relative path, it is interpreted relative to the installation prefix (Python’ssys.prefix for pure-Python packages,
sys.exec_prefix for packages that contain extension modules). Each file name infiles is interpreted relative to
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the setup.py script at the top of the package source distribution. No directory information fromfiles is used to
determine the final location of the installed file; only the name of the file is used.


You can specify thedata_files options as a simple sequence of files without specifying a target directory, but this
is not recommended, and theinstall command will print a warning in this case. To install data files directly in the
target directory, an empty string should be given as the directory.


2.8 Additional meta-data


The setup script may include additional meta-data beyond the name and version. This information includes:


Meta-Data Description Value Notes
name name of the package short string (1)
version version of this release short string (1)(2)
author package author’s name short string (3)
author_email email address of the package author email address (3)
maintainer package maintainer’s name short string (3)
maintainer_email email address of the package maintainer email address (3)
url home page for the package URL (1)
description short, summary description of the package short string
long_description longer description of the package long string
download_url location where the package may be downloadedURL (4)
classifiers a list of classifiers list of strings (4)
platforms a list of platforms list of strings
license license for the package short string (6)


Notes:


1. These fields are required.


2. It is recommended that versions take the formmajor.minor[.patch[.sub]].


3. Either the author or the maintainer must be identified.


4. These fields should not be used if your package is to be compatible with Python versions prior to 2.2.3 or 2.3.
The list is available from thePyPI website.


1. The license field is a text indicating the license covering the package where the license is not a selection
from the “License” Trove classifiers. See theClassifier field. Notice that there’s alicence distribution
option which is deprecated but still acts as an alias forlicense .


‘short string’ A single line of text, not more than 200 characters.


‘long string’ Multiple lines of plain text in reStructuredText format (seehttp://docutils.sf.net/).


‘list of strings’ See below.


None of the string values may be Unicode.


Encoding the version information is an art in itself. Python packages generally adhere to the version formatma-
jor.minor[.patch][sub]. The major number is 0 for initial, experimental releases of software. It is incremented for
releases that represent major milestones in a package. The minor number is incremented when important new fea-
tures are added to the package. The patch number increments when bug-fix releases are made. Additional trailing
version information is sometimes used to indicate sub-releases. These are “a1,a2,...,aN” (for alpha releases, where
functionality and API may change), “b1,b2,...,bN” (for beta releases, which only fix bugs) and “pr1,pr2,...,prN” (for
final pre-release release testing). Some examples:


0.1.0 the first, experimental release of a package


1.0.1a2 the second alpha release of the first patch version of 1.0
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classifiers are specified in a Python list:


setup( . . . ,
classifiers =[


’ Development Status :: 4 - Beta ’ ,
’ Environment :: Console ’ ,
’ Environment :: Web Environment ’ ,
’ Intended Audience :: End Users/Desktop ’ ,
’ Intended Audience :: Developers ’ ,
’ Intended Audience :: System Administrators ’ ,
’ License :: OSI Approved :: Python Software Foundation License ’ ,
’ Operating System :: MacOS :: MacOS X ’ ,
’ Operating System :: Microsoft :: Windows ’ ,
’ Operating System :: POSIX ’ ,
’ Programming Language :: Python ’ ,
’ Topic :: Communications :: Email ’ ,
’ Topic :: Office/Business ’ ,
’ Topic :: Software Development :: Bug Tracking ’ ,
],


)


If you wish to include classifiers in yoursetup.py file and also wish to remain backwards-compatible with Python
releases prior to 2.2.3, then you can include the following code fragment in yoursetup.py before thesetup()
call.


# patch distutils if it can’t cope with the "classifiers" or
# "download_url" keywords
from sys import version
if version < ’ 2.2.3 ’ :


from distutils.dist import DistributionMetadata
DistributionMetadata . classifiers = None
DistributionMetadata . download_url = None


2.9 Debugging the setup script


Sometimes things go wrong, and the setup script doesn’t do what the developer wants.


Distutils catches any exceptions when running the setup script, and print a simple error message before the script is
terminated. The motivation for this behaviour is to not confuse administrators who don’t know much about Python
and are trying to install a package. If they get a big long traceback from deep inside the guts of Distutils, they may
think the package or the Python installation is broken because they don’t read all the way down to the bottom and see
that it’s a permission problem.


On the other hand, this doesn’t help the developer to find the cause of the failure. For this purpose, the DISTU-
TILS_DEBUG environment variable can be set to anything except an empty string, and distutils will now print detailed
information what it is doing, and prints the full traceback in case an exception occurs.
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CHAPTER


THREE


WRITING THE SETUP CONFIGURATION
FILE


Often, it’s not possible to write down everything needed to build a distributiona priori: you may need to get some
information from the user, or from the user’s system, in order to proceed. As long as that information is fairly
simple—a list of directories to search for C header files or libraries, for example—then providing a configuration file,
setup.cfg , for users to edit is a cheap and easy way to solicit it. Configuration files also let you provide default
values for any command option, which the installer can then override either on the command-line or by editing the
config file.


The setup configuration file is a useful middle-ground between the setup script —which, ideally, would be opaque to
installers1—and the command-line to the setup script, which is outside of your control and entirely up to the installer.
In fact,setup.cfg (and any other Distutils configuration files present on the target system) are processed after the
contents of the setup script, but before the command-line. This has several useful consequences:


• installers can override some of what you put insetup.py by editingsetup.cfg


• you can provide non-standard defaults for options that are not easily set insetup.py


• installers can override anything insetup.cfg using the command-line options tosetup.py


The basic syntax of the configuration file is simple:


[command]
option =value
. . .


wherecommandis one of the Distutils commands (e.g.build_py, install), andoption is one of the options that
command supports. Any number of options can be supplied for each command, and any number of command sections
can be included in the file. Blank lines are ignored, as are comments, which run from a’#’ character until the end of
the line. Long option values can be split across multiple lines simply by indenting the continuation lines.


You can find out the list of options supported by a particular command with the universal--help option, e.g.


> python setup.py --help build_ext
[...]
Options for ’build_ext’ command:


--build-lib (-b) directory for compiled extension modules
--build-temp (-t) directory for temporary files (build by-products)
--inplace (-i) ignore build-lib and put compiled extensions into the


source directory alongside your pure Python modules
--include-dirs (-I) list of directories to search for header files
--define (-D) C preprocessor macros to define


1 This ideal probably won’t be achieved until auto-configuration is fully supported by the Distutils.
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--undef (-U) C preprocessor macros to undefine
--swig-opts list of SWIG command line options


[...]


Note that an option spelled--foo-bar on the command-line is spelledfoo_bar in configuration files.


For example, say you want your extensions to be built “in-place”—that is, you have an extensionpkg.ext , and you
want the compiled extension file (ext.so on Unix, say) to be put in the same source directory as your pure Python
modulespkg.mod1 andpkg.mod2 . You can always use the--inplace option on the command-line to ensure
this:


python setup.py build_ext --inplace


But this requires that you always specify thebuild_ext command explicitly, and remember to provide--inplace .
An easier way is to “set and forget” this option, by encoding it insetup.cfg , the configuration file for this distribu-
tion:


[build_ext]
inplace =1


This will affect all builds of this module distribution, whether or not you explicitly specifybuild_ext. If you include
setup.cfg in your source distribution, it will also affect end-user builds—which is probably a bad idea for this op-
tion, since always building extensions in-place would break installation of the module distribution. In certain peculiar
cases, though, modules are built right in their installation directory, so this is conceivably a useful ability. (Distributing
extensions that expect to be built in their installation directory is almost always a bad idea, though.)


Another example: certain commands take a lot of options that don’t change from run to run; for example,bdist_rpm
needs to know everything required to generate a “spec” file for creating an RPM distribution. Some of this information
comes from the setup script, and some is automatically generated by the Distutils (such as the list of files installed).
But some of it has to be supplied as options tobdist_rpm, which would be very tedious to do on the command-line
for every run. Hence, here is a snippet from the Distutils’ ownsetup.cfg :


[bdist_rpm]
release = 1
packager = Greg Ward <gward@python.net>
doc_files = CHANGES.txt


README.txt
USAGE.txt
doc/
examples/


Note that thedoc_files option is simply a whitespace-separated string split across multiple lines for readability.


See Also:


Syntax of config files(in Installing Python Modules) in “Installing Python Modules” More information on the
configuration files is available in the manual for system administrators.
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CHAPTER


FOUR


CREATING A SOURCE DISTRIBUTION


As shown in sectionA Simple Example, you use thesdist command to create a source distribution. In the simplest
case,


python setup.py sdist


(assuming you haven’t specified anysdist options in the setup script or config file),sdist creates the archive of the
default format for the current platform. The default format is a gzip’ed tar file (.tar.gz ) on Unix, and ZIP file on
Windows.


You can specify as many formats as you like using the--formats option, for example:


python setup.py sdist --formats=gztar,zip


to create a gzipped tarball and a zip file. The available formats are:


Format Description Notes
zip zip file (.zip ) (1),(3)
gztar gzip’ed tar file (.tar.gz ) (2),(4)
bztar bzip2’ed tar file (.tar.bz2 ) (4)
ztar compressed tar file (.tar.Z ) (4)
tar tar file (.tar ) (4)


Notes:


1. default on Windows


2. default on Unix


3. requires either externalzip utility or zipfile module (part of the standard Python library since Python 1.6)


4. requires external utilities:tar and possibly one ofgzip, bzip2, or compress


4.1 Specifying the files to distribute


If you don’t supply an explicit list of files (or instructions on how to generate one), thesdistcommand puts a minimal
default set into the source distribution:


• all Python source files implied by thepy_modules andpackages options


• all C source files mentioned in theext_modules or libraries options (


** getting C library sources currently broken—noget_source_files() method inbuild_clib.py !
** )


• scripts identified by thescripts option
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• anything that looks like a test script:test/test*.py (currently, the Distutils don’t do anything with test
scripts except include them in source distributions, but in the future there will be a standard for testing Python
module distributions)


• README.txt (or README), setup.py (or whatever you called your setup script), andsetup.cfg


Sometimes this is enough, but usually you will want to specify additional files to distribute. The typical way to do this
is to write amanifest template, calledMANIFEST.in by default. The manifest template is just a list of instructions for
how to generate your manifest file,MANIFEST, which is the exact list of files to include in your source distribution.
Thesdist command processes this template and generates a manifest based on its instructions and what it finds in the
filesystem.


If you prefer to roll your own manifest file, the format is simple: one filename per line, regular files (or symlinks to
them) only. If you do supply your ownMANIFEST, you must specify everything: the default set of files described
above does not apply in this case.


The manifest template has one command per line, where each command specifies a set of files to include or exclude
from the source distribution. For an example, again we turn to the Distutils’ own manifest template:


include *.txt
recursive-include examples *.txt *.py
prune examples/sample?/build


The meanings should be fairly clear: include all files in the distribution root matching*.txt , all files
anywhere under theexamples directory matching*.txt or *.py , and exclude all directories matching
examples/sample?/build . All of this is doneafter the standard include set, so you can exclude files from
the standard set with explicit instructions in the manifest template. (Or, you can use the--no-defaults option to
disable the standard set entirely.) There are several other commands available in the manifest template mini-language;
see sectionCreating a source distribution: the sdist command.


The order of commands in the manifest template matters: initially, we have the list of default files as described above,
and each command in the template adds to or removes from that list of files. Once we have fully processed the manifest
template, we remove files that should not be included in the source distribution:


• all files in the Distutils “build” tree (defaultbuild/ )


• all files in directories namedRCS, CVS, .svn , .hg , .git , .bzr or _darcs


Now we have our complete list of files, which is written to the manifest for future reference, and then used to build the
source distribution archive(s).


You can disable the default set of included files with the--no-defaults option, and you can disable the standard
exclude set with--no-prune .


Following the Distutils’ own manifest template, let’s trace how thesdist command builds the list of files to include in
the Distutils source distribution:


1. include all Python source files in thedistutils anddistutils/command subdirectories (because pack-
ages corresponding to those two directories were mentioned in thepackages option in the setup script—see
sectionWriting the Setup Script)


2. includeREADME.txt , setup.py , andsetup.cfg (standard files)


3. includetest/test*.py (standard files)


4. include*.txt in the distribution root (this will findREADME.txt a second time, but such redundancies are
weeded out later)


5. include anything matching*.txt or *.py in the sub-tree underexamples ,


6. exclude all files in the sub-trees starting at directories matchingexamples/sample?/build —this may
exclude files included by the previous two steps, so it’s important that theprune command in the manifest
template comes after therecursive-include command
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7. exclude the entirebuild tree, and anyRCS, CVS, .svn , .hg , .git , .bzr and_darcs directories


Just like in the setup script, file and directory names in the manifest template should always be slash-separated; the
Distutils will take care of converting them to the standard representation on your platform. That way, the manifest
template is portable across operating systems.


4.2 Manifest-related options


The normal course of operations for thesdistcommand is as follows:


• if the manifest file,MANIFESTdoesn’t exist, readMANIFEST.in and create the manifest


• if neitherMANIFESTnorMANIFEST.in exist, create a manifest with just the default file set


• if eitherMANIFEST.in or the setup script (setup.py ) are more recent thanMANIFEST, recreateMANIFEST
by readingMANIFEST.in


• use the list of files now inMANIFEST(either just generated or read in) to create the source distribution archive(s)


There are a couple of options that modify this behaviour. First, use the--no-defaults and --no-prune to
disable the standard “include” and “exclude” sets.


Second, you might want to force the manifest to be regenerated—for example, if you have added or removed files or
directories that match an existing pattern in the manifest template, you should regenerate the manifest:


python setup.py sdist --force-manifest


Or, you might just want to (re)generate the manifest, but not create a source distribution:


python setup.py sdist --manifest-only


--manifest-only implies --force-manifest . -o is a shortcut for--manifest-only , and -f for
--force-manifest .
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CHAPTER


FIVE


CREATING BUILT DISTRIBUTIONS


A “built distribution” is what you’re probably used to thinking of either as a “binary package” or an “installer” (de-
pending on your background). It’s not necessarily binary, though, because it might contain only Python source code
and/or byte-code; and we don’t call it a package, because that word is already spoken for in Python. (And “installer”
is a term specific to the world of mainstream desktop systems.)


A built distribution is how you make life as easy as possible for installers of your module distribution: for users
of RPM-based Linux systems, it’s a binary RPM; for Windows users, it’s an executable installer; for Debian-based
Linux users, it’s a Debian package; and so forth. Obviously, no one person will be able to create built distributions
for every platform under the sun, so the Distutils are designed to enable module developers to concentrate on their
specialty—writing code and creating source distributions—while an intermediary species calledpackagerssprings up
to turn source distributions into built distributions for as many platforms as there are packagers.


Of course, the module developer could be his own packager; or the packager could be a volunteer “out there” some-
where who has access to a platform which the original developer does not; or it could be software periodically grabbing
new source distributions and turning them into built distributions for as many platforms as the software has access to.
Regardless of who they are, a packager uses the setup script and thebdist command family to generate built distribu-
tions.


As a simple example, if I run the following command in the Distutils source tree:


python setup.py bdist


then the Distutils builds my module distribution (the Distutils itself in this case), does a “fake” installation (also in
thebuild directory), and creates the default type of built distribution for my platform. The default format for built
distributions is a “dumb” tar file on Unix, and a simple executable installer on Windows. (That tar file is considered
“dumb” because it has to be unpacked in a specific location to work.)


Thus, the above command on a Unix system createsDistutils-1.0.plat.tar.gz ; unpacking this tarball
from the right place installs the Distutils just as though you had downloaded the source distribution and runpython
setup.py install . (The “right place” is either the root of the filesystem or Python’sprefix directory, depend-
ing on the options given to thebdist_dumb command; the default is to make dumb distributions relative toprefix .)


Obviously, for pure Python distributions, this isn’t any simpler than just runningpython setup.py install —
but for non-pure distributions, which include extensions that would need to be compiled, it can mean the difference
between someone being able to use your extensions or not. And creating “smart” built distributions, such as an RPM
package or an executable installer for Windows, is far more convenient for users even if your distribution doesn’t
include any extensions.


Thebdist command has a--formats option, similar to thesdist command, which you can use to select the types
of built distribution to generate: for example,


python setup.py bdist --format=zip


would, when run on a Unix system, createDistutils-1.0.plat.zip —again, this archive would be unpacked
from the root directory to install the Distutils.
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The available formats for built distributions are:


Format Description Notes
gztar gzipped tar file (.tar.gz ) (1),(3)
ztar compressed tar file (.tar.Z ) (3)
tar tar file (.tar ) (3)
zip zip file (.zip ) (4)
rpm RPM (5)
pkgtool Solarispkgtool
sdux HP-UX swinstall
rpm RPM (5)
wininst self-extracting ZIP file for Windows (2),(4)


Notes:


1. default on Unix


2. default on Windows


** to-do! **


3. requires external utilities:tar and possibly one ofgzip, bzip2, or compress


4. requires either externalzip utility or zipfile module (part of the standard Python library since Python 1.6)


5. requires externalrpm utility, version 3.0.4 or better (userpm --version to find out which version you have)


You don’t have to use thebdist command with the--formats option; you can also use the command that directly
implements the format you’re interested in. Some of thesebdist “sub-commands” actually generate several similar
formats; for instance, thebdist_dumb command generates all the “dumb” archive formats (tar , ztar , gztar , and
zip ), andbdist_rpm generates both binary and source RPMs. Thebdist sub-commands, and the formats generated
by each, are:


Command Formats
bdist_dumb tar, ztar, gztar, zip
bdist_rpm rpm, srpm
bdist_wininst wininst


The following sections give details on the individualbdist_* commands.


5.1 Creating dumb built distributions


** Need to document absolute vs. prefix-relative packages here, but first I have to implement it!**


5.2 Creating RPM packages


The RPM format is used by many popular Linux distributions, including Red Hat, SuSE, and Mandrake. If one of these
(or any of the other RPM-based Linux distributions) is your usual environment, creating RPM packages for other users
of that same distribution is trivial. Depending on the complexity of your module distribution and differences between
Linux distributions, you may also be able to create RPMs that work on different RPM-based distributions.


The usual way to create an RPM of your module distribution is to run thebdist_rpm command:


python setup.py bdist_rpm


or thebdist command with the--format option:


python setup.py bdist --formats=rpm
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The former allows you to specify RPM-specific options; the latter allows you to easily specify multiple formats in one
run. If you need to do both, you can explicitly specify multiplebdist_* commands and their options:


python setup.py bdist_rpm --packager="John Doe <jdoe@example.org>" \
bdist_wininst --target_version="2.0"


Creating RPM packages is driven by a.spec file, much as using the Distutils is driven by the setup script. To make
your life easier, thebdist_rpm command normally creates a.spec file based on the information you supply in the
setup script, on the command line, and in any Distutils configuration files. Various options and sections in the.spec
file are derived from options in the setup script as follows:


RPM .spec file option or
section


Distutils setup script option


Name name
Summary (in preamble) description
Version version
Vendor author andauthor_email , or — & maintainer and


maintainer_email
Copyright license
Url url
%description (section) long_description


Additionally, there are many options in.spec files that don’t have corresponding options in the setup script. Most of
these are handled through options to thebdist_rpm command as follows:


RPM .spec file option or section bdist_rpm option default value
Release release “1”
Group group “Development/Libraries”
Vendor vendor (see above)
Packager packager (none)
Provides provides (none)
Requires requires (none)
Conflicts conflicts (none)
Obsoletes obsoletes (none)
Distribution distribution_name (none)
BuildRequires build_requires (none)
Icon icon (none)


Obviously, supplying even a few of these options on the command-line would be tedious and error-prone, so it’s
usually best to put them in the setup configuration file,setup.cfg —see sectionWriting the Setup Configuration
File. If you distribute or package many Python module distributions, you might want to put options that apply to all
of them in your personal Distutils configuration file (~/.pydistutils.cfg ).


There are three steps to building a binary RPM package, all of which are handled automatically by the Distutils:


1. create a.spec file, which describes the package (analogous to the Distutils setup script; in fact, much of the
information in the setup script winds up in the.spec file)


2. create the source RPM


3. create the “binary” RPM (which may or may not contain binary code, depending on whether your module
distribution contains Python extensions)


Normally, RPM bundles the last two steps together; when you use the Distutils, all three steps are typically bundled
together.


If you wish, you can separate these three steps. You can use the--spec-only option to makebdist_rpm just create
the.spec file and exit; in this case, the.spec file will be written to the “distribution directory”—normallydist/ ,
but customizable with the--dist-dir option. (Normally, the.spec file winds up deep in the “build tree,” in a
temporary directory created bybdist_rpm.)
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5.3 Creating Windows Installers


Executable installers are the natural format for binary distributions on Windows. They display a nice graphical user
interface, display some information about the module distribution to be installed taken from the metadata in the setup
script, let the user select a few options, and start or cancel the installation.


Since the metadata is taken from the setup script, creating Windows installers is usually as easy as running:


python setup.py bdist_wininst


or thebdist command with the--formats option:


python setup.py bdist --formats=wininst


If you have a pure module distribution (only containing pure Python modules and packages), the resulting installer
will be version independent and have a name likefoo-1.0.win32.exe . These installers can even be created on
Unix platforms or Mac OS X.


If you have a non-pure distribution, the extensions can only be created on a Windows platform, and will be Python
version dependent. The installer filename will reflect this and now has the formfoo-1.0.win32-py2.0.exe .
You have to create a separate installer for every Python version you want to support.


The installer will try to compile pure modules intobytecodeafter installation on the target system in normal and
optimizing mode. If you don’t want this to happen for some reason, you can run thebdist_wininst command with the
--no-target-compile and/or the--no-target-optimize option.


By default the installer will display the cool “Python Powered” logo when it is run, but you can also supply your own
bitmap which must be a Windows.bmp file with the--bitmap option.


The installer will also display a large title on the desktop background window when it is run, which is constructed from
the name of your distribution and the version number. This can be changed to another text by using the--title
option.


The installer file will be written to the “distribution directory” — normallydist/ , but customizable with the
--dist-dir option.


5.4 Cross-compiling on Windows


Starting with Python 2.6, distutils is capable of cross-compiling between Windows platforms. In practice, this means
that with the correct tools installed, you can use a 32bit version of Windows to create 64bit extensions and vice-versa.


To build for an alternate platform, specify the--plat-name option to the build command. Valid values are currently
‘win32’, ‘win-amd64’ and ‘win-ia64’. For example, on a 32bit version of Windows, you could execute:


python setup.py build --plat-name=win-amd64


to build a 64bit version of your extension. The Windows Installers also support this option, so the command:


python setup.py build --plat-name=win-amd64 bdist_wininst


would create a 64bit installation executable on your 32bit version of Windows.


To cross-compile, you must download the Python source code and cross-compile Python itself for the platform you
are targetting - it is not possible from a binary installtion of Python (as the .lib etc file for other platforms are not
included.) In practice, this means the user of a 32 bit operating system will need to use Visual Studio 2008 to open the
PCBuild/PCbuild.sln solution in the Python source tree and build the “x64” configuration of the ‘pythoncore’
project before cross-compiling extensions is possible.
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Note that by default, Visual Studio 2008 does not install 64bit compilers or tools. You may need to reexecute the
Visual Studio setup process and select these tools (using Control Panel->[Add/Remove] Programs is a convenient way
to check or modify your existing install.)


5.4.1 The Postinstallation script


Starting with Python 2.3, a postinstallation script can be specified which the--install-script option. The
basename of the script must be specified, and the script filename must also be listed in the scripts argument to the
setup function.


This script will be run at installation time on the target system after all the files have been copied, withargv[1] set
to -install , and again at uninstallation time before the files are removed withargv[1] set to-remove .


The installation script runs embedded in the windows installer, every output (sys.stdout , sys.stderr ) is redi-
rected into a buffer and will be displayed in the GUI after the script has finished.


Some functions especially useful in this context are available as additional built-in functions in the installation script.


directory_created ( path)
file_created ( path)


These functions should be called when a directory or file is created by the postinstall script at installation time.
It will register pathwith the uninstaller, so that it will be removed when the distribution is uninstalled. To be
safe, directories are only removed if they are empty.


get_special_folder_path ( csidl_string)
This function can be used to retrieve special folder locations on Windows like the Start Menu or the Desktop. It
returns the full path to the folder.csidl_stringmust be one of the following strings:


" CSIDL_APPDATA"


" CSIDL_COMMON_STARTMENU"
" CSIDL_STARTMENU"


" CSIDL_COMMON_DESKTOPDIRECTORY"
" CSIDL_DESKTOPDIRECTORY"


" CSIDL_COMMON_STARTUP"
" CSIDL_STARTUP"


" CSIDL_COMMON_PROGRAMS"
" CSIDL_PROGRAMS"


" CSIDL_FONTS"


If the folder cannot be retrieved,OSError is raised.


Which folders are available depends on the exact Windows version, and probably also the configuration. For
details refer to Microsoft’s documentation of theSHGetSpecialFolderPath() function.


create_shortcut ( target, description, filename, [arguments, [workdir, [iconpath, [iconindex]]]])
This function creates a shortcut.target is the path to the program to be started by the shortcut.descriptionis
the description of the shortcut.filenameis the title of the shortcut that the user will see.argumentsspecifies
the command line arguments, if any.workdir is the working directory for the program.iconpath is the file
containing the icon for the shortcut, andiconindexis the index of the icon in the fileiconpath. Again, for details
consult the Microsoft documentation for theIShellLink interface.
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5.5 Vista User Access Control (UAC)


Starting with Python 2.6, bdist_wininst supports a--user-access-control option. The default is ‘none’ (mean-
ing no UAC handling is done), and other valid values are ‘auto’ (meaning prompt for UAC elevation if Python was
installed for all users) and ‘force’ (meaning always prompt for elevation).
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CHAPTER


SIX


REGISTERING WITH THE PACKAGE
INDEX


The Python Package Index (PyPI) holds meta-data describing distributions packaged with distutils. The distutils
commandregister is used to submit your distribution’s meta-data to the index. It is invoked as follows:


python setup.py register


Distutils will respond with the following prompt:


running register
We need to know who you are, so please choose either:


1. use your existing login,
2. register as a new user,
3. have the server generate a new password for you (and email it to you), or
4. quit


Your selection [default 1]:


Note: if your username and password are saved locally, you will not see this menu.


If you have not registered with PyPI, then you will need to do so now. You should choose option 2, and enter your
details as required. Soon after submitting your details, you will receive an email which will be used to confirm your
registration.


Once you are registered, you may choose option 1 from the menu. You will be prompted for your PyPI username and
password, andregister will then submit your meta-data to the index.


You may submit any number of versions of your distribution to the index. If you alter the meta-data for a particular
version, you may submit it again and the index will be updated.


PyPI holds a record for each (name, version) combination submitted. The first user to submit information for a given
name is designated the Owner of that name. They may submit changes through theregister command or through
the web interface. They may also designate other users as Owners or Maintainers. Maintainers may edit the package
information, but not designate other Owners or Maintainers.


By default PyPI will list all versions of a given package. To hide certain versions, the Hidden property should be set
to yes. This must be edited through the web interface.


6.1 The .pypirc file


The format of the.pypirc file is as follows:


[distutils]
index-servers =
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pypi


[pypi]
repository: <repository-url>
username: <username>
password: <password>


repositorycan be omitted and defaults tohttp://www.python.org/pypi .


If you want to define another server a new section can be created:


[distutils]
index-servers =


pypi
other


[pypi]
repository: <repository-url>
username: <username>
password: <password>


[other]
repository: http://example.com/pypi
username: <username>
password: <password>


The command can then be called with the -r option:


python setup.py register -r http://example.com/pypi


Or even with the section name:


python setup.py register -r other
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CHAPTER


SEVEN


UPLOADING PACKAGES TO THE
PACKAGE INDEX


New in version 2.5. The Python Package Index (PyPI) not only stores the package info, but also the package data if
the author of the package wishes to. The distutils commandupload pushes the distribution files to PyPI.


The command is invoked immediately after building one or more distribution files. For example, the command


python setup.py sdist bdist_wininst upload


will cause the source distribution and the Windows installer to be uploaded to PyPI. Note that these will be uploaded
even if they are built using an earlier invocation ofsetup.py , but that only distributions named on the command
line for the invocation including theupload command are uploaded.


Theupload command uses the username, password, and repository URL from the$HOME/.pypirc file (see section
The .pypirc filefor more on this file).


You can specify another PyPI server with the--repository=*url* option:


python setup.py sdist bdist_wininst upload -r http://example.com/pypi


See sectionThe .pypirc filefor more on defining several servers.


You can use the--sign option to tellupload to sign each uploaded file using GPG (GNU Privacy Guard). Thegpg
program must be available for execution on the systemPATH . You can also specify which key to use for signing using
the--identity=*name* option.


Otherupload options include--repository= or --repository= whereurl is the url of the server andsection
the name of the section in$HOME/.pypirc , and--show-response (which displays the full response text from
the PyPI server for help in debugging upload problems).
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CHAPTER


EIGHT


EXAMPLES


This chapter provides a number of basic examples to help get started with distutils. Additional information about using
distutils can be found in the Distutils Cookbook.


See Also:


Distutils Cookbook Collection of recipes showing how to achieve more control over distutils.


8.1 Pure Python distribution (by module)


If you’re just distributing a couple of modules, especially if they don’t live in a particular package, you can specify
them individually using thepy_modules option in the setup script.


In the simplest case, you’ll have two files to worry about: a setup script and the single module you’re distributing,
foo.py in this example:


<root>/
setup.py
foo.py


(In all diagrams in this section,<root> will refer to the distribution root directory.) A minimal setup script to describe
this situation would be:


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foo ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
py_modules =[ ’ foo ’ ],
)


Note that the name of the distribution is specified independently with thename option, and there’s no rule that says it
has to be the same as the name of the sole module in the distribution (although that’s probably a good convention to fol-
low). However, the distribution name is used to generate filenames, so you should stick to letters, digits, underscores,
and hyphens.


Sincepy_modules is a list, you can of course specify multiple modules, eg. if you’re distributing modulesfoo and
bar , your setup might look like this:


<root>/
setup.py
foo.py
bar.py


and the setup script might be
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from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
py_modules =[ ’ foo ’ , ’ bar ’ ],
)


You can put module source files into another directory, but if you have enough modules to do that, it’s probably easier
to specify modules by package rather than listing them individually.


8.2 Pure Python distribution (by package)


If you have more than a couple of modules to distribute, especially if they are in multiple packages, it’s probably easier
to specify whole packages rather than individual modules. This works even if your modules are not in a package; you
can just tell the Distutils to process modules from the root package, and that works the same as any other package
(except that you don’t have to have an__init__.py file).


The setup script from the last example could also be written as


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
packages =[ ’ ’ ],
)


(The empty string stands for the root package.)


If those two files are moved into a subdirectory, but remain in the root package, e.g.:


<root>/
setup.py
src/ foo.py


bar.py


then you would still specify the root package, but you have to tell the Distutils where source files in the root package
live:


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
package_dir ={ ’ ’ : ’ src ’ },
packages =[ ’ ’ ],
)


More typically, though, you will want to distribute multiple modules in the same package (or in sub-packages). For
example, if thefoo andbar modules belong in packagefoobar , one way to layout your source tree is


<root>/
setup.py
foobar/


__init__.py
foo.py
bar.py


This is in fact the default layout expected by the Distutils, and the one that requires the least work to describe in your
setup script:


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,
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version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
packages =[ ’ foobar ’ ],
)


If you want to put modules in directories not named for their package, then you need to use thepackage_dir option
again. For example, if thesrc directory holds modules in thefoobar package:


<root>/
setup.py
src/


__init__.py
foo.py
bar.py


an appropriate setup script would be


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
package_dir ={ ’ foobar ’ : ’ src ’ },
packages =[ ’ foobar ’ ],
)


Or, you might put modules from your main package right in the distribution root:


<root>/
setup.py
__init__.py
foo.py
bar.py


in which case your setup script would be


from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
package_dir ={ ’ foobar ’ : ’ ’ },
packages =[ ’ foobar ’ ],
)


(The empty string also stands for the current directory.)


If you have sub-packages, they must be explicitly listed inpackages , but any entries inpackage_dir automati-
cally extend to sub-packages. (In other words, the Distutils doesnot scan your source tree, trying to figure out which
directories correspond to Python packages by looking for__init__.py files.) Thus, if the default layout grows a
sub-package:


<root>/
setup.py
foobar/


__init__.py
foo.py
bar.py
subfoo/


__init__.py
blah.py


then the corresponding setup script would be
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from distutils.core import setup
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
packages =[ ’ foobar ’ , ’ foobar.subfoo ’ ],
)


(Again, the empty string inpackage_dir stands for the current directory.)


8.3 Single extension module


Extension modules are specified using theext_modules option.package_dir has no effect on where extension
source files are found; it only affects the source for pure Python modules. The simplest case, a single extension module
in a single C source file, is:


<root>/
setup.py
foo.c


If the foo extension belongs in the root package, the setup script for this could be


from distutils.core import setup
from distutils.extension import Extension
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
ext_modules =[Extension( ’ foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ])],
)


If the extension actually belongs in a package, sayfoopkg , then


With exactly the same source tree layout, this extension can be put in thefoopkg package simply by changing the
name of the extension:


from distutils.core import setup
from distutils.extension import Extension
setup(name =’ foobar ’ ,


version =’ 1.0 ’ ,
ext_modules =[Extension( ’ foopkg.foo ’ , [ ’ foo.c ’ ])],
)
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CHAPTER


NINE


EXTENDING DISTUTILS


Distutils can be extended in various ways. Most extensions take the form of new commands or replacements for
existing commands. New commands may be written to support new types of platform-specific packaging, for example,
while replacements for existing commands may be made to modify details of how the command operates on a package.


Most extensions of the distutils are made withinsetup.py scripts that want to modify existing commands; many
simply add a few file extensions that should be copied into packages in addition to.py files as a convenience.


Most distutils command implementations are subclasses of theCommandclass fromdistutils.cmd . New com-
mands may directly inherit fromCommand, while replacements often derive fromCommandindirectly, directly sub-
classing the command they are replacing. Commands are required to derive fromCommand.


9.1 Integrating new commands


There are different ways to integrate new command implementations into distutils. The most difficult is to lobby for
the inclusion of the new features in distutils itself, and wait for (and require) a version of Python that provides that
support. This is really hard for many reasons.


The most common, and possibly the most reasonable for most needs, is to include the new implementations with your
setup.py script, and cause thedistutils.core.setup() function use them:


from distutils.command.build_py import build_py as _build_py
from distutils.core import setup


class build_py(_build_py):
"""Specialized Python source builder."""


# implement whatever needs to be different...


setup(cmdclass={’build_py’: build_py},
...)


This approach is most valuable if the new implementations must be used to use a particular package, as everyone
interested in the package will need to have the new command implementation.


Beginning with Python 2.4, a third option is available, intended to allow new commands to be added which can support
existingsetup.py scripts without requiring modifications to the Python installation. This is expected to allow third-
party extensions to provide support for additional packaging systems, but the commands can be used for anything
distutils commands can be used for. A new configuration option,command_packages (command-line option
--command-packages ), can be used to specify additional packages to be searched for modules implementing
commands. Like all distutils options, this can be specified on the command line or in a configuration file. This option
can only be set in the[global] section of a configuration file, or before any commands on the command line. If set
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in a configuration file, it can be overridden from the command line; setting it to an empty string on the command line
causes the default to be used. This should never be set in a configuration file provided with a package.


This new option can be used to add any number of packages to the list of packages searched for command imple-
mentations; multiple package names should be separated by commas. When not specified, the search is only per-
formed in thedistutils.command package. Whensetup.py is run with the option--command-packages
distcmds,buildcmds , however, the packagesdistutils.command , distcmds , and buildcmds will
be searched in that order. New commands are expected to be implemented in modules of the same name as
the command by classes sharing the same name. Given the example command line option above, the com-
mandbdist_openpkg could be implemented by the classdistcmds.bdist_openpkg.bdist_openpkg or
buildcmds.bdist_openpkg.bdist_openpkg .


9.2 Adding new distribution types


Commands that create distributions (files in thedist/ directory) need to add(command, filename) pairs to
self.distribution.dist_files so thatupload can upload it to PyPI. Thefilenamein the pair contains no
path information, only the name of the file itself. In dry-run mode, pairs should still be added to represent what would
have been created.
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10.1 Installing modules: the install command family


The install command ensures that the build commands have been run and then runs the subcommandsinstall_lib ,
install_data andinstall_scripts.


10.1.1 install_data


This command installs all data files provided with the distribution.


10.1.2 install_scripts


This command installs all (Python) scripts in the distribution.


10.2 Creating a source distribution: the sdist command


** fragment moved down from above: needs context!**


The manifest template commands are:


Command Description
include pat1 pat2 ... include all files matching any of the listed patterns
exclude pat1 pat2 ... exclude all files matching any of the listed patterns
recursive-include dir pat1 pat2
...


include all files underdir matching any of the listed patterns


recursive-exclude dir pat1
pat2 ...


exclude all files underdir matching any of the listed patterns


global-include pat1 pat2 ... include all files anywhere in the source tree matching — & any of the listed
patterns


global-exclude pat1 pat2 ... exclude all files anywhere in the source tree matching — & any of the listed
patterns


prune dir exclude all files underdir
graft dir include all files underdir


The patterns here are Unix-style “glob” patterns:* matches any sequence of regular filename characters,? matches
any single regular filename character, and[range] matches any of the characters inrange (e.g.,a-z , a-zA-Z ,
a-f0-9_. ). The definition of “regular filename character” is platform-specific: on Unix it is anything except slash;
on Windows anything except backslash or colon.
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** Windows support not there yet**
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11.1 distutils.core — Core Distutils functionality


The distutils.core module is the only module that needs to be installed to use the Distutils. It provides the
setup() (which is called from the setup script). Indirectly provides thedistutils.dist.Distribution
anddistutils.cmd.Command class.


setup ( arguments)
The basic do-everything function that does most everything you could ever ask for from a Distutils method. See
XXXXX


The setup function takes a large number of arguments. These are laid out in the following table.
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argu-
ment
name


value type


name The name of the package a string
version The version number of the package Seedistutils.version
descrip-
tion


A single line describing the package a string


long_descriptionLonger description of the package a string
author The name of the package author a string
au-
thor_email


The email address of the package author a string


main-
tainer


The name of the current maintainer, if
different from the author


a string


main-
tainer_email


The email address of the current
maintainer, if different from the author


url A URL for the package (homepage) a URL
down-
load_url


A URL to download the package a URL


packages A list of Python packages that distutils
will manipulate


a list of strings


py_modules A list of Python modules that distutils will
manipulate


a list of strings


scripts A list of standalone script files to be built
and installed


a list of strings


ext_modulesA list of Python extensions to be built A list of instances of
distutils.core.Extension


classifiers A list of categories for the package The list of available categorizations is at
http://pypi.python.org/pypi?:action=list_classifiers.


distclass theDistribution class to use A subclass ofdistutils.core.Distribution
script_nameThe name of the setup.py script - defaults


to sys.argv[0]
a string


script_args Arguments to supply to the setup script a list of strings
options default options for the setup script a string
license The license for the package a string
keywords Descriptive meta-data, seePEP 314
platforms
cmdclass A mapping of command names to


Commandsubclasses
a dictionary


data_files A list of data files to install a list
pack-
age_dir


A mapping of package to directory namesa dictionary


run_setup ( script_name, [script_args=None, stop_after=’run’])
Run a setup script in a somewhat controlled environment, and return the
distutils.dist.Distribution instance that drives things. This is useful if you need to find
out the distribution meta-data (passed as keyword args fromscript to setup() ), or the contents of the config
files or command-line.


script_nameis a file that will be run withexecfile() sys.argv[0] will be replaced withscript for the
duration of the call.script_argsis a list of strings; if supplied,sys.argv[1:] will be replaced byscript_args
for the duration of the call.


stop_aftertellssetup() when to stop processing; possible values:
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value description
init Stop after theDistribution instance has been created and populated with the keyword


arguments tosetup()
config Stop after config files have been parsed (and their data stored in theDistribution instance)
comman-
dline


Stop after the command-line (sys.argv[1:] or script_args) have been parsed (and the data
stored in theDistribution instance.)


run Stop after all commands have been run (the same as ifsetup() had been called in the usual way).
This is the default value.


In addition, thedistutils.core module exposed a number of classes that live elsewhere.


• Extension from distutils.extension


• Commandfrom distutils.cmd


• Distribution from distutils.dist


A short description of each of these follows, but see the relevant module for the full reference.


classExtension ()
The Extension class describes a single C or C++extension module in a setup script. It accepts the following
keyword arguments in its constructor
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argu-
ment
name


value type


name the full name of the extension, including any packages — ie.not a filename or
pathname, but Python dotted name


string


sources list of source filenames, relative to the distribution root (where the setup script
lives), in Unix form (slash- separated) for portability. Source files may be C,
C++, SWIG (.i), platform-specific resource files, or whatever else is recognized
by thebuild_ext command as source for a Python extension.


string


in-
clude_dirs


list of directories to search for C/C++ header files (in Unix form for portability)string


de-
fine_macros


list of macros to define; each macro is defined using a 2-tuple(name,
value) , wherevalueis either the string to define it to orNone to define it
without a particular value (equivalent of#define FOO in source or-DFOO
on Unix C compiler command line)


(string, string)
tuple or (name,
None)


un-
def_macros


list of macros to undefine explicitly string


li-
brary_dirs


list of directories to search for C/C++ libraries at link time string


libraries list of library names (not filenames or paths) to link against string
run-
time_library_dirs


list of directories to search for C/C++ libraries at run time (for shared
extensions, this is when the extension is loaded)


string


ex-
tra_objects


list of extra files to link with (eg. object files not implied by ‘sources’, static
library that must be explicitly specified, binary resource files, etc.)


string


ex-
tra_compile_args


any extra platform- and compiler-specific information to use when compiling
the source files in ‘sources’. For platforms and compilers where a command line
makes sense, this is typically a list of command-line arguments, but for other
platforms it could be anything.


string


ex-
tra_link_args


any extra platform- and compiler-specific information to use when linking
object files together to create the extension (or to create a new static Python
interpreter). Similar interpretation as for ‘extra_compile_args’.


string


ex-
port_symbols


list of symbols to be exported from a shared extension. Not used on all
platforms, and not generally necessary for Python extensions, which typically
export exactly one symbol:init + extension_name.


string


depends list of files that the extension depends on string
language extension language (i.e.’c’ , ’c++’ , ’objc’ ). Will be detected from the


source extensions if not provided.
string


classDistribution ()
A Distribution describes how to build, install and package up a Python software package.


See thesetup() function for a list of keyword arguments accepted by the Distribution constructor.setup()
creates a Distribution instance.


classCommand()
A Commandclass (or rather, an instance of one of its subclasses) implement a single distutils command.


11.2 distutils.ccompiler — CCompiler base class


This module provides the abstract base class for theCCompiler classes. ACCompiler instance can be used for
all the compile and link steps needed to build a single project. Methods are provided to set options for the compiler —
macro definitions, include directories, link path, libraries and the like.


This module provides the following functions.
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gen_lib_options ( compiler, library_dirs, runtime_library_dirs, libraries)
Generate linker options for searching library directories and linking with specific libraries.libraries and li-
brary_dirs are, respectively, lists of library names (not filenames!) and search directories. Returns a list of
command-line options suitable for use with some compiler (depending on the two format strings passed in).


gen_preprocess_options ( macros, include_dirs)
Generate C pre-processor options (-D , -U , -I ) as used by at least two types of compilers: the typical Unix
compiler and Visual C++.macrosis the usual thing, a list of 1- or 2-tuples, where(name,) means undefine
(-U ) macroname, and(name, value) means define (-D ) macronameto value. include_dirsis just a list of
directory names to be added to the header file search path (-I ). Returns a list of command-line options suitable
for either Unix compilers or Visual C++.


get_default_compiler ( osname, platform)
Determine the default compiler to use for the given platform.


osnameshould be one of the standard Python OS names (i.e. the ones returned byos.name ) andplatform the
common value returned bysys.platform for the platform in question.


The default values areos.name andsys.platform in case the parameters are not given.


new_compiler ( plat=None, compiler=None, verbose=0, dry_run=0, force=0)
Factory function to generate an instance of some CCompiler subclass for the supplied platform/compiler combi-
nation.plat defaults toos.name (eg. ’posix’ , ’nt’ ), andcompilerdefaults to the default compiler for that
platform. Currently only’posix’ and ’nt’ are supported, and the default compilers are “traditional Unix
interface” (UnixCCompiler class) and Visual C++ (MSVCCompiler class). Note that it’s perfectly possible
to ask for a Unix compiler object under Windows, and a Microsoft compiler object under Unix—if you supply
a value forcompiler, plat is ignored.


show_compilers ()
Print list of available compilers (used by the--help-compiler options tobuild , build_ext, build_clib ).


classCCompiler ( [verbose=0, dry_run=0, force=0])
The abstract base classCCompiler defines the interface that must be implemented by real compiler classes.
The class also has some utility methods used by several compiler classes.


The basic idea behind a compiler abstraction class is that each instance can be used for all the compile/link
steps in building a single project. Thus, attributes common to all of those compile and link steps — include
directories, macros to define, libraries to link against, etc. — are attributes of the compiler instance. To allow
for variability in how individual files are treated, most of those attributes may be varied on a per-compilation or
per-link basis.


The constructor for each subclass creates an instance of the Compiler object. Flags areverbose(show verbose
output),dry_run (don’t actually execute the steps) andforce (rebuild everything, regardless of dependencies).
All of these flags default to0 (off). Note that you probably don’t want to instantiateCCompiler or one of its
subclasses directly - use thedistutils.CCompiler.new_compiler() factory function instead.


The following methods allow you to manually alter compiler options for the instance of the Compiler class.


add_include_dir ( dir)
Add dir to the list of directories that will be searched for header files. The compiler is instructed to search
directories in the order in which they are supplied by successive calls toadd_include_dir() .


set_include_dirs ( dirs)
Set the list of directories that will be searched todirs (a list of strings). Overrides any preceding
calls toadd_include_dir() ; subsequent calls toadd_include_dir() add to the list passed to
set_include_dirs() . This does not affect any list of standard include directories that the compiler
may search by default.


add_library ( libname)
Add libnameto the list of libraries that will be included in all links driven by this compiler object. Note
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that libnameshould *not* be the name of a file containing a library, but the name of the library itself:
the actual filename will be inferred by the linker, the compiler, or the compiler class (depending on the
platform).


The linker will be instructed to link against libraries in the order they were supplied toadd_library()
and/orset_libraries() . It is perfectly valid to duplicate library names; the linker will be instructed
to link against libraries as many times as they are mentioned.


set_libraries ( libnames)
Set the list of libraries to be included in all links driven by this compiler object tolibnames(a list of
strings). This does not affect any standard system libraries that the linker may include by default.


add_library_dir ( dir)
Add dir to the list of directories that will be searched for libraries specified toadd_library() and
set_libraries() . The linker will be instructed to search for libraries in the order they are supplied
to add_library_dir() and/orset_library_dirs() .


set_library_dirs ( dirs)
Set the list of library search directories todirs (a list of strings). This does not affect any standard library
search path that the linker may search by default.


add_runtime_library_dir ( dir)
Add dir to the list of directories that will be searched for shared libraries at runtime.


set_runtime_library_dirs ( dirs)
Set the list of directories to search for shared libraries at runtime todirs (a list of strings). This does not
affect any standard search path that the runtime linker may search by default.


define_macro ( name, [value=None])
Define a preprocessor macro for all compilations driven by this compiler object. The optional parameter
valueshould be a string; if it is not supplied, then the macro will be defined without an explicit value and
the exact outcome depends on the compiler used (XXX true? does ANSI say anything about this?)


undefine_macro ( name)
Undefine a preprocessor macro for all compilations driven by this compiler object. If the same macro is
defined bydefine_macro() and undefined byundefine_macro() the last call takes precedence
(including multiple redefinitions or undefinitions). If the macro is redefined/undefined on a per-compilation
basis (ie. in the call tocompile() ), then that takes precedence.


add_link_object ( object)
Add object to the list of object files (or analogues, such as explicitly named library files or the output of
“resource compilers”) to be included in every link driven by this compiler object.


set_link_objects ( objects)
Set the list of object files (or analogues) to be included in every link toobjects. This does not affect any
standard object files that the linker may include by default (such as system libraries).


The following methods implement methods for autodetection of compiler options, providing some functionality
similar to GNUautoconf.


detect_language ( sources)
Detect the language of a given file, or list of files. Uses the instance attributeslanguage_map (a dictio-
nary), andlanguage_order (a list) to do the job.


find_library_file ( dirs, lib, [debug=0])
Search the specified list of directories for a static or shared library filelib and return the full path to that
file. If debugis true, look for a debugging version (if that makes sense on the current platform). Return
None if lib wasn’t found in any of the specified directories.


has_function ( funcname, [includes=None, include_dirs=None, libraries=None, library_dirs=None])
Return a boolean indicating whetherfuncnameis supported on the current platform. The optional argu-
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ments can be used to augment the compilation environment by providing additional include files and paths
and libraries and paths.


library_dir_option ( dir)
Return the compiler option to adddir to the list of directories searched for libraries.


library_option ( lib)
Return the compiler option to adddir to the list of libraries linked into the shared library or executable.


runtime_library_dir_option ( dir)
Return the compiler option to adddir to the list of directories searched for runtime libraries.


set_executables ( **args)
Define the executables (and options for them) that will be run to perform the various stages of compilation.
The exact set of executables that may be specified here depends on the compiler class (via the ‘executables’
class attribute), but most will have:


attribute description
compiler the C/C++ compiler
linker_so linker used to create shared objects and libraries
linker_exe linker used to create binary executables
archiver static library creator


On platforms with a command-line (Unix, DOS/Windows), each of these is a string that will be split
into executable name and (optional) list of arguments. (Splitting the string is done similarly to how
Unix shells operate: words are delimited by spaces, but quotes and backslashes can override this. See
distutils.util.split_quoted() .)


The following methods invoke stages in the build process.


compile ( sources, [output_dir=None, macros=None, include_dirs=None, debug=0, extra_preargs=None, ex-
tra_postargs=None, depends=None])


Compile one or more source files. Generates object files (e.g. transforms a.c file to a.o file.)


sourcesmust be a list of filenames, most likely C/C++ files, but in reality anything that can be handled
by a particular compiler and compiler class (eg.MSVCCompiler can handle resource files insources).
Return a list of object filenames, one per source filename insources. Depending on the implementation,
not all source files will necessarily be compiled, but all corresponding object filenames will be returned.


If output_diris given, object files will be put under it, while retaining their original path component. That
is, foo/bar.c normally compiles tofoo/bar.o (for a Unix implementation); ifoutput_dir is build,
then it would compile tobuild/foo/bar.o .


macros, if given, must be a list of macro definitions. A macro definition is either a(name, value)
2-tuple or a(name,) 1-tuple. The former defines a macro; if the value isNone, the macro is defined
without an explicit value. The 1-tuple case undefines a macro. Later definitions/redefinitions/undefinitions
take precedence.


include_dirs, if given, must be a list of strings, the directories to add to the default include file search path
for this compilation only.


debugis a boolean; if true, the compiler will be instructed to output debug symbols in (or alongside) the
object file(s).


extra_preargsandextra_postargsare implementation-dependent. On platforms that have the notion of a
command-line (e.g. Unix, DOS/Windows), they are most likely lists of strings: extra command-line argu-
ments to prepend/append to the compiler command line. On other platforms, consult the implementation
class documentation. In any event, they are intended as an escape hatch for those occasions when the
abstract compiler framework doesn’t cut the mustard.
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depends, if given, is a list of filenames that all targets depend on. If a source file is older than any file in
depends, then the source file will be recompiled. This supports dependency tracking, but only at a coarse
granularity.


RaisesCompileError on failure.


create_static_lib ( objects, output_libname, [output_dir=None, debug=0, target_lang=None])
Link a bunch of stuff together to create a static library file. The “bunch of stuff” consists of the list
of object files supplied asobjects, the extra object files supplied toadd_link_object() and/or
set_link_objects() , the libraries supplied toadd_library() and/orset_libraries() ,
and the libraries supplied aslibraries (if any).


output_libnameshould be a library name, not a filename; the filename will be inferred from the library
name.output_diris the directory where the library file will be put. XXX defaults to what?


debugis a boolean; if true, debugging information will be included in the library (note that on most
platforms, it is the compile step where this matters: thedebugflag is included here just for consistency).


target_langis the target language for which the given objects are being compiled. This allows specific
linkage time treatment of certain languages.


RaisesLibError on failure.


link ( target_desc, objects, output_filename, [output_dir=None, libraries=None, library_dirs=None, run-
time_library_dirs=None, export_symbols=None, debug=0, extra_preargs=None, extra_postargs=None,
build_temp=None, target_lang=None])


Link a bunch of stuff together to create an executable or shared library file.


The “bunch of stuff” consists of the list of object files supplied asobjects. output_filenameshould be
a filename. Ifoutput_dir is supplied,output_filenameis relative to it (i.e. output_filenamecan provide
directory components if needed).


libraries is a list of libraries to link against. These are library names, not filenames, since they’re trans-
lated into filenames in a platform-specific way (eg.foo becomeslibfoo.a on Unix andfoo.lib on
DOS/Windows). However, they can include a directory component, which means the linker will look in
that specific directory rather than searching all the normal locations.


library_dirs, if supplied, should be a list of directories to search for libraries that were specified as bare
library names (ie. no directory component). These are on top of the system default and those supplied to
add_library_dir() and/orset_library_dirs() . runtime_library_dirsis a list of directories
that will be embedded into the shared library and used to search for other shared libraries that *it* depends
on at run-time. (This may only be relevant on Unix.)


export_symbolsis a list of symbols that the shared library will export. (This appears to be relevant only on
Windows.)


debugis as forcompile() andcreate_static_lib() , with the slight distinction that it actually
matters on most platforms (as opposed tocreate_static_lib() , which includes adebugflag mostly
for form’s sake).


extra_preargsandextra_postargsare as forcompile() (except of course that they supply command-line
arguments for the particular linker being used).


target_langis the target language for which the given objects are being compiled. This allows specific
linkage time treatment of certain languages.


RaisesLinkError on failure.


link_executable ( objects, output_progname, [output_dir=None, libraries=None, library_dirs=None, run-
time_library_dirs=None, debug=0, extra_preargs=None, extra_postargs=None, tar-
get_lang=None])


Link an executable.output_prognameis the name of the file executable, whileobjectsare a list of object
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filenames to link in. Other arguments are as for thelink() method.


link_shared_lib ( objects, output_libname, [output_dir=None, libraries=None, library_dirs=None, run-
time_library_dirs=None, export_symbols=None, debug=0, extra_preargs=None, ex-
tra_postargs=None, build_temp=None, target_lang=None])


Link a shared library.output_libnameis the name of the output library, whileobjectsis a list of object
filenames to link in. Other arguments are as for thelink() method.


link_shared_object ( objects, output_filename, [output_dir=None, libraries=None, library_dirs=None, run-
time_library_dirs=None, export_symbols=None, debug=0, extra_preargs=None, ex-
tra_postargs=None, build_temp=None, target_lang=None])


Link a shared object.output_filenameis the name of the shared object that will be created, whileobjects
is a list of object filenames to link in. Other arguments are as for thelink() method.


preprocess ( source, [output_file=None, macros=None, include_dirs=None, extra_preargs=None, ex-
tra_postargs=None])


Preprocess a single C/C++ source file, named insource. Output will be written to file namedoutput_file,
or stdoutif output_filenot supplied.macrosis a list of macro definitions as forcompile() , which will
augment the macros set withdefine_macro() andundefine_macro() . include_dirsis a list of
directory names that will be added to the default list, in the same way asadd_include_dir() .


RaisesPreprocessError on failure.


The following utility methods are defined by theCCompiler class, for use by the various concrete subclasses.


executable_filename ( basename, [strip_dir=0, output_dir=”])
Returns the filename of the executable for the givenbasename. Typically for non-Windows platforms this
is the same as the basename, while Windows will get a.exe added.


library_filename ( libname, [lib_type=’static’, strip_dir=0, output_dir=”])
Returns the filename for the given library name on the current platform. On Unix a library withlib_type
of ’static’ will typically be of the formliblibname.a , while alib_typeof ’dynamic’ will be of
the formliblibname.so .


object_filenames ( source_filenames, [strip_dir=0, output_dir=”])
Returns the name of the object files for the given source files.source_filenamesshould be a list of file-
names.


shared_object_filename ( basename, [strip_dir=0, output_dir=”])
Returns the name of a shared object file for the given file namebasename.


execute ( func, args, [msg=None, level=1])
Invokesdistutils.util.execute() This method invokes a Python functionfunc with the given
argumentsargs, after logging and taking into account thedry_runflag. XXX see also.


spawn ( cmd)
Invokesdistutils.util.spawn() . This invokes an external process to run the given command.
XXX see also.


mkpath ( name, [mode=511])
Invokesdistutils.dir_util.mkpath() . This creates a directory and any missing ancestor direc-
tories. XXX see also.


move_file ( src, dst)
Invokesdistutils.file_util.move_file() . Renamessrc to dst. XXX see also.


announce ( msg, [level=1])
Write a message usingdistutils.log.debug() . XXX see also.


warn ( msg)
Write a warning messagemsgto standard error.
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debug_print ( msg)
If the debugflag is set on thisCCompiler instance, printmsgto standard output, otherwise do nothing.


11.3 distutils.unixccompiler — Unix C Compiler


This module provides theUnixCCompiler class, a subclass ofCCompiler that handles the typical Unix-style
command-line C compiler:


• macros defined with-Dname[=value]


• macros undefined with-Uname


• include search directories specified with-Idir


• libraries specified with-llib


• library search directories specified with-Ldir


• compile handled bycc (or similar) executable with-c option: compiles.c to .o


• link static library handled byar command (possibly withranlib )


• link shared library handled bycc -shared


11.4 distutils.msvccompiler — Microsoft Compiler


This module providesMSVCCompiler , an implementation of the abstractCCompiler class for Microsoft Visual
Studio. Typically, extension modules need to be compiled with the same compiler that was used to compile Python.
For Python 2.3 and earlier, the compiler was Visual Studio 6. For Python 2.4 and 2.5, the compiler is Visual Studio
.NET 2003. The AMD64 and Itanium binaries are created using the Platform SDK.


MSVCCompiler will normally choose the right compiler, linker etc. on its own. To override this choice, the envi-
ronment variablesDISTUTILS_USE_SDKandMSSdkmust be both set.MSSdkindicates that the current environment
has been setup by the SDK’sSetEnv.Cmd script, or that the environment variables had been registered when the
SDK was installed;DISTUTILS_USE_SDKindicates that the distutils user has made an explicit choice to override the
compiler selection byMSVCCompiler .


11.5 distutils.bcppcompiler — Borland Compiler


This module providesBorlandCCompiler , an subclass of the abstractCCompiler class for the Borland C++
compiler.


11.6 distutils.cygwincompiler — Cygwin Compiler


This module provides theCygwinCCompiler class, a subclass ofUnixCCompiler that handles the Cygwin port
of the GNU C compiler to Windows. It also contains the Mingw32CCompiler class which handles the mingw32 port
of GCC (same as cygwin in no-cygwin mode).
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11.7 distutils.emxccompiler — OS/2 EMX Compiler


This module provides the EMXCCompiler class, a subclass ofUnixCCompiler that handles the EMX port of the
GNU C compiler to OS/2.


11.8 distutils.mwerkscompiler — Metrowerks CodeWarrior sup-
port


ContainsMWerksCompiler , an implementation of the abstractCCompiler class for MetroWerks CodeWarrior on
the pre-Mac OS X Macintosh. Needs work to support CW on Windows or Mac OS X.


11.9 distutils.archive_util — Archiving utilities


This module provides a few functions for creating archive files, such as tarballs or zipfiles.


make_archive ( base_name, format, [root_dir=None, base_dir=None, verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Create an archive file (eg.zip or tar ). base_nameis the name of the file to create, minus any format-specific
extension;format is the archive format: one ofzip , tar , ztar , or gztar . root_dir is a directory that will be
the root directory of the archive; ie. we typicallychdir into root_dir before creating the archive.base_diris
the directory where we start archiving from; ie.base_dirwill be the common prefix of all files and directories
in the archive.root_dir andbase_dirboth default to the current directory. Returns the name of the archive file.


make_tarball ( base_name, base_dir, [compress=’gzip’, verbose=0, dry_run=0])
‘Create an (optional compressed) archive as a tar file from all files in and underbase_dir. compressmust be
’gzip’ (the default),’compress’ , ’bzip2’ , or None. Both tar and the compression utility named by
compressmust be on the default program search path, so this is probably Unix-specific. The output tar file will
be namedbase_dir.tar , possibly plus the appropriate compression extension (.gz , .bz2 or .Z ). Return
the output filename.


make_zipfile ( base_name, base_dir, [verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Create a zip file from all files in and underbase_dir. The output zip file will be namedbase_dir+ .zip .
Uses either thezipfile Python module (if available) or the InfoZIPzip utility (if installed and found on
the default search path). If neither tool is available, raisesDistutilsExecError . Returns the name of the
output zip file.


11.10 distutils.dep_util — Dependency checking


This module provides functions for performing simple, timestamp-based dependency of files and groups of files; also,
functions based entirely on such timestamp dependency analysis.


newer ( source, target)
Return true ifsourceexists and is more recently modified thantarget, or if sourceexists andtarget doesn’t.
Return false if both exist andtarget is the same age or newer thansource. RaiseDistutilsFileError if
sourcedoes not exist.


newer_pairwise ( sources, targets)
Walk two filename lists in parallel, testing if each source is newer than its corresponding target. Return a pair of
lists (sources, targets) where source is newer than target, according to the semantics ofnewer()
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newer_group ( sources, target, [missing=’error’])
Return true iftarget is out-of-date with respect to any file listed insourcesIn other words, iftarget exists and
is newer than every file insources, return false; otherwise return true.missingcontrols what we do when a
source file is missing; the default (’error’ ) is to blow up with anOSError from insideos.stat() ; if it
is ’ignore’ , we silently drop any missing source files; if it is’newer’ , any missing source files make us
assume thattargetis out-of-date (this is handy in “dry-run” mode: it’ll make you pretend to carry out commands
that wouldn’t work because inputs are missing, but that doesn’t matter because you’re not actually going to run
the commands).


11.11 distutils.dir_util — Directory tree operations


This module provides functions for operating on directories and trees of directories.


mkpath ( name, [mode=0777, verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Create a directory and any missing ancestor directories. If the directory already exists (or ifname is
the empty string, which means the current directory, which of course exists), then do nothing. Raise
DistutilsFileError if unable to create some directory along the way (eg. some sub-path exists, but
is a file rather than a directory). Ifverboseis true, print a one-line summary of each mkdir to stdout. Return the
list of directories actually created.


create_tree ( base_dir, files, [mode=0777, verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Create all the empty directories underbase_dirneeded to putfilesthere.base_diris just the a name of a directory
which doesn’t necessarily exist yet;files is a list of filenames to be interpreted relative tobase_dir. base_dir+
the directory portion of every file infileswill be created if it doesn’t already exist.mode, verboseanddry_run
flags are as formkpath() .


copy_tree ( src, dst, [preserve_mode=1, preserve_times=1, preserve_symlinks=0, update=0, verbose=0,
dry_run=0])


Copy an entire directory treesrc to a new locationdst. Both src anddst must be directory names. Ifsrc is
not a directory, raiseDistutilsFileError . If dst does not exist, it is created withmkpath() . The end
result of the copy is that every file insrc is copied todst, and directories undersrc are recursively copied todst.
Return the list of files that were copied or might have been copied, using their output name. The return value is
unaffected byupdateor dry_run: it is simply the list of all files undersrc, with the names changed to be under
dst.


preserve_modeandpreserve_timesare the same as forcopy_file() in distutils.file_util ; note
that they only apply to regular files, not to directories. Ifpreserve_symlinksis true, symlinks will be copied
as symlinks (on platforms that support them!); otherwise (the default), the destination of the symlink will be
copied.updateandverboseare the same as forcopy_file() .


remove_tree ( directory, [verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Recursively removedirectory and all files and directories underneath it. Any errors are ignored (apart from
being reported tosys.stdout if verboseis true).


** Some of this could be replaced with the shutil module?**


11.12 distutils.file_util — Single file operations


This module contains some utility functions for operating on individual files.


copy_file ( src, dst, [preserve_mode=1, preserve_times=1, update=0, link=None, verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Copy file src to dst. If dst is a directory, thensrc is copied there with the same name; otherwise, it must be
a filename. (If the file exists, it will be ruthlessly clobbered.) Ifpreserve_modeis true (the default), the file’s
mode (type and permission bits, or whatever is analogous on the current platform) is copied. Ifpreserve_times
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is true (the default), the last-modified and last-access times are copied as well. Ifupdateis true,srcwill only be
copied ifdstdoes not exist, or ifdstdoes exist but is older thansrc.


link allows you to make hard links (usingos.link() ) or symbolic links (usingos.symlink() ) instead
of copying: set it to’hard’ or ’sym’ ; if it is None (the default), files are copied. Don’t setlink on sys-
tems that don’t support it:copy_file() doesn’t check if hard or symbolic linking is available. It uses
_copy_file_contents() to copy file contents.


Return a tuple(dest_name, copied) : dest_nameis the actual name of the output file, andcopiedis true
if the file was copied (or would have been copied, ifdry_runtrue).


move_file ( src, dst, [verbose, dry_run])
Move filesrc to dst. If dst is a directory, the file will be moved into it with the same name; otherwise,src is just
renamed todst. Returns the new full name of the file.


Warning: Handles cross-device moves on Unix usingcopy_file() . What about other systems?


write_file ( filename, contents)
Create a file calledfilenameand writecontents(a sequence of strings without line terminators) to it.


11.13 distutils.util — Miscellaneous other utility functions


This module contains other assorted bits and pieces that don’t fit into any other utility module.


get_platform ()
Return a string that identifies the current platform. This is used mainly to distinguish platform-specific build
directories and platform-specific built distributions. Typically includes the OS name and version and the archi-
tecture (as supplied by ‘os.uname()’), although the exact information included depends on the OS; eg. for IRIX
the architecture isn’t particularly important (IRIX only runs on SGI hardware), but for Linux the kernel version
isn’t particularly important.


Examples of returned values:


•linux-i586


•linux-alpha


•solaris-2.6-sun4u


•irix-5.3


•irix64-6.2


For non-POSIX platforms, currently just returnssys.platform .


For Mac OS X systems the OS version reflects the minimal version on which binaries will run (that is, the value
of MACOSX_DEPLOYMENT_TARGETduring the build of Python), not the OS version of the current system.


For universal binary builds on Mac OS X the architecture value reflects the univeral binary status instead of the
architecture of the current processor. For 32-bit universal binaries the architecture isfat , for 64-bit universal
binaries the architecture isfat64 , and for 4-way universal binaries the architecture isuniversal . Starting
from Python 2.7 and Python 3.2 the architecturefat3 is used for a 3-way universal build (ppc, i386, x86_64)
andintel is used for a univeral build with the i386 and x86_64 architectures


Examples of returned values on Mac OS X:


•macosx-10.3-ppc


•macosx-10.3-fat


•macosx-10.5-universal
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•macosx-10.6-intel


convert_path ( pathname)
Return ‘pathname’ as a name that will work on the native filesystem, i.e. split it on ‘/’ and put it back together
again using the current directory separator. Needed because filenames in the setup script are always supplied in
Unix style, and have to be converted to the local convention before we can actually use them in the filesystem.
RaisesValueError on non-Unix-ish systems ifpathnameeither starts or ends with a slash.


change_root ( new_root, pathname)
Return pathname with new_root prepended. If pathname is relative, this is equivalent to
os.path.join(new_root,pathname) Otherwise, it requires makingpathnamerelative and then
joining the two, which is tricky on DOS/Windows.


check_environ ()
Ensure that ‘os.environ’ has all the environment variables we guarantee that users can use in config files,
command-line options, etc. Currently this includes:


•HOME - user’s home directory (Unix only)


•PLAT - description of the current platform, including hardware and OS (seeget_platform() )


subst_vars ( s, local_vars)
Perform shell/Perl-style variable substitution ons. Every occurrence of$ followed by a name is considered
a variable, and variable is substituted by the value found in thelocal_varsdictionary, or inos.environ if
it’s not in local_vars. os.environis first checked/augmented to guarantee that it contains certain values: see
check_environ() . RaiseValueError for any variables not found in eitherlocal_varsor os.environ .


Note that this is not a fully-fledged string interpolation function. A valid$variable can consist only of upper
and lower case letters, numbers and an underscore. No { } or ( ) style quoting is available.


grok_environment_error ( exc, [prefix=’error: ’] )
Generate a useful error message from anEnvironmentError (IOError or OSError ) exception object.
Handles Python 1.5.1 and later styles, and does what it can to deal with exception objects that don’t have
a filename (which happens when the error is due to a two-file operation, such asrename() or link() ).
Returns the error message as a string prefixed withprefix.


split_quoted ( s)
Split a string up according to Unix shell-like rules for quotes and backslashes. In short: words are delimited
by spaces, as long as those spaces are not escaped by a backslash, or inside a quoted string. Single and double
quotes are equivalent, and the quote characters can be backslash-escaped. The backslash is stripped from any
two-character escape sequence, leaving only the escaped character. The quote characters are stripped from any
quoted string. Returns a list of words.


execute ( func, args, [msg=None, verbose=0, dry_run=0])
Perform some action that affects the outside world (for instance, writing to the filesystem). Such actions are
special because they are disabled by thedry_runflag. This method takes care of all that bureaucracy for you; all
you have to do is supply the function to call and an argument tuple for it (to embody the “external action” being
performed), and an optional message to print.


strtobool ( val)
Convert a string representation of truth to true (1) or false (0).


True values arey , yes , t , true , on and1; false values aren, no , f , false , off and0. RaisesValueError
if val is anything else.


byte_compile ( py_files, [optimize=0, force=0, prefix=None, base_dir=None, verbose=1, dry_run=0, di-
rect=None])


Byte-compile a collection of Python source files to either.pyc or .pyo files in the same directory.py_files
is a list of files to compile; any files that don’t end in.py are silently skipped.optimizemust be one of the
following:
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•0 - don’t optimize (generate.pyc )


•1 - normal optimization (likepython -O )


•2 - extra optimization (likepython -OO )


If force is true, all files are recompiled regardless of timestamps.


The source filename encoded in eachbytecodefile defaults to the filenames listed inpy_files; you can modify
these withprefixandbasedir. prefix is a string that will be stripped off of each source filename, andbase_diris
a directory name that will be prepended (afterprefix is stripped). You can supply either or both (or neither) of
prefixandbase_dir, as you wish.


If dry_run is true, doesn’t actually do anything that would affect the filesystem.


Byte-compilation is either done directly in this interpreter process with the standardpy_compile module, or
indirectly by writing a temporary script and executing it. Normally, you should letbyte_compile() figure
out to use direct compilation or not (see the source for details). Thedirect flag is used by the script generated in
indirect mode; unless you know what you’re doing, leave it set toNone.


rfc822_escape ( header)
Return a version ofheaderescaped for inclusion in anRFC 822header, by ensuring there are 8 spaces space
after each newline. Note that it does no other modification of the string.


11.14 distutils.dist — The Distribution class


This module provides theDistribution class, which represents the module distribution being
built/installed/distributed.


11.15 distutils.extension — The Extension class


This module provides theExtension class, used to describe C/C++ extension modules in setup scripts.


11.16 distutils.debug — Distutils debug mode


This module provides the DEBUG flag.


11.17 distutils.errors — Distutils exceptions


Provides exceptions used by the Distutils modules. Note that Distutils modules may raise standard exceptions; in
particular, SystemExit is usually raised for errors that are obviously the end-user’s fault (eg. bad command-line
arguments).


This module is safe to use infrom ... import * mode; it only exports symbols whose names start with
Distutils and end withError .


11.18 distutils.fancy_getopt — Wrapper around the standard
getopt module
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This module provides a wrapper around the standardgetopt module that provides the following additional features:


• short and long options are tied together


• options have help strings, sofancy_getopt() could potentially create a complete usage summary


• options set attributes of a passed-in object


• boolean options can have “negative aliases” — eg. if--quiet is the “negative alias” of--verbose , then
--quiet on the command line setsverboseto false.


** Should be replaced withoptik (which is also now known asoptparse in Python 2.3 and later).**


fancy_getopt ( options, negative_opt, object, args)
Wrapper function.optionsis a list of (long_option, short_option, help_string) 3-tuples as
described in the constructor forFancyGetopt . negative_optshould be a dictionary mapping option names
to option names, both the key and value should be in theoptionslist. object is an object which will be used
to store values (see thegetopt() method of theFancyGetopt class).args is the argument list. Will use
sys.argv[1:] if you passNone asargs.


wrap_text ( text, width)
Wrapstext to less thanwidthwide.


classFancyGetopt ( [option_table=None])
The option_table is a list of 3-tuples:(long_option, short_option, help_string)


If an option takes an argument, itslong_optionshould have’=’ appended;short_optionshould just be a single
character, no’:’ in any case.short_optionshould beNone if a long_optiondoesn’t have a corresponding
short_option. All option tuples must have long options.


TheFancyGetopt class provides the following methods:


getopt ( [args=None, object=None])
Parse command-line options in args. Store as attributes onobject.


If args is None or not supplied, usessys.argv[1:] . If object is None or not supplied, creates a new
OptionDummy instance, stores option values there, and returns a tuple(args, object) . If object is
supplied, it is modified in place andgetopt() just returnsargs; in both cases, the returnedargs is a modified
copy of the passed-inargs list, which is left untouched.


get_option_order ()
Returns the list of(option, value) tuples processed by the previous run ofgetopt() Raises
RuntimeError if getopt() hasn’t been called yet.


generate_help ( [header=None])
Generate help text (a list of strings, one per suggested line of output) from the option table for this
FancyGetopt object.


If supplied, prints the suppliedheaderat the top of the help.


11.19 distutils.filelist — The FileList class


This module provides theFileList class, used for poking about the filesystem and building lists of files.
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11.20 distutils.log — Simple PEP 282-style logging


11.21 distutils.spawn — Spawn a sub-process


This module provides thespawn() function, a front-end to various platform-specific functions for launching another
program in a sub-process. Also providesfind_executable() to search the path for a given executable name.


11.22 distutils.sysconfig — System configuration information


Thedistutils.sysconfig module provides access to Python’s low-level configuration information. The spe-
cific configuration variables available depend heavily on the platform and configuration. The specific variables depend
on the build process for the specific version of Python being run; the variables are those found in theMakefile and
configuration header that are installed with Python on Unix systems. The configuration header is calledpyconfig.h
for Python versions starting with 2.2, andconfig.h for earlier versions of Python.


Some additional functions are provided which perform some useful manipulations for other parts of thedistutils
package.


PREFIX
The result ofos.path.normpath(sys.prefix) .


EXEC_PREFIX
The result ofos.path.normpath(sys.exec_prefix) .


get_config_var ( name)
Return the value of a single variable. This is equivalent toget_config_vars().get(name) .


get_config_vars ( ...)
Return a set of variable definitions. If there are no arguments, this returns a dictionary mapping names of
configuration variables to values. If arguments are provided, they should be strings, and the return value will be
a sequence giving the associated values. If a given name does not have a corresponding value,None will be
included for that variable.


get_config_h_filename ()
Return the full path name of the configuration header. For Unix, this will be the header generated by thecon-
figure script; for other platforms the header will have been supplied directly by the Python source distribution.
The file is a platform-specific text file.


get_makefile_filename ()
Return the full path name of theMakefile used to build Python. For Unix, this will be a file generated by the
configure script; the meaning for other platforms will vary. The file is a platform-specific text file, if it exists.
This function is only useful on POSIX platforms.


get_python_inc ( [plat_specific, [prefix]])
Return the directory for either the general or platform-dependent C include files. Ifplat_specificis true, the
platform-dependent include directory is returned; if false or omitted, the platform-independent directory is re-
turned. If prefix is given, it is used as either the prefix instead ofPREFIX, or as the exec-prefix instead of
EXEC_PREFIXif plat_specificis true.


get_python_lib ( [plat_specific, [standard_lib, [prefix]]])
Return the directory for either the general or platform-dependent library installation. Ifplat_specificis true,
the platform-dependent include directory is returned; if false or omitted, the platform-independent directory is
returned. Ifprefix is given, it is used as either the prefix instead ofPREFIX, or as the exec-prefix instead of
EXEC_PREFIXif plat_specificis true. Ifstandard_libis true, the directory for the standard library is returned
rather than the directory for the installation of third-party extensions.
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The following function is only intended for use within thedistutils package.


customize_compiler ( compiler)
Do any platform-specific customization of adistutils.ccompiler.CCompiler instance.


This function is only needed on Unix at this time, but should be called consistently to support forward-
compatibility. It inserts the information that varies across Unix flavors and is stored in Python’sMakefile .
This information includes the selected compiler, compiler and linker options, and the extension used by the
linker for shared objects.


This function is even more special-purpose, and should only be used from Python’s own build procedures.


set_python_build ()
Inform thedistutils.sysconfig module that it is being used as part of the build process for Python.
This changes a lot of relative locations for files, allowing them to be located in the build area rather than in an
installed Python.


11.23 distutils.text_file — The TextFile class


This module provides theTextFile class, which gives an interface to text files that (optionally) takes care of strip-
ping comments, ignoring blank lines, and joining lines with backslashes.


classTextFile ( [filename=None, file=None, **options])
This class provides a file-like object that takes care of all the things you commonly want to do when processing a
text file that has some line-by-line syntax: strip comments (as long as# is your comment character), skip blank
lines, join adjacent lines by escaping the newline (ie. backslash at end of line), strip leading and/or trailing
whitespace. All of these are optional and independently controllable.


The class provides awarn() method so you can generate warning messages that report physical line number,
even if the logical line in question spans multiple physical lines. Also providesunreadline() for imple-
menting line-at-a-time lookahead.


TextFile instances are create with eitherfilename, file, or both.RuntimeError is raised if both areNone.
filenameshould be a string, andfile a file object (or something that providesreadline() andclose()
methods). It is recommended that you supply at leastfilename, so thatTextFile can include it in warning
messages. Iffile is not supplied,TextFile creates its own using theopen() built-in function.


The options are all boolean, and affect the values returned byreadline()


option
name


description de-
fault


strip_commentsstrip from ’#’ to end-of- line, as well as any whitespace leading up to the’#’ —unless it is
escaped by a backslash


true


lstrip_ws strip leading whitespace from each line before returning it false
rstrip_ws strip trailing whitespace (including line terminator!) from each line before returning it. true
skip_blanksskip lines that are empty *after* stripping comments and whitespace. (If both lstrip_ws and


rstrip_ws are false, then some lines may consist of solely whitespace: these will *not* be
skipped, even ifskip_blanksis true.)


true


join_lines if a backslash is the last non-newline character on a line after stripping comments and
whitespace, join the following line to it to form one logical line; if N consecutive lines end
with a backslash, then N+1 physical lines will be joined to form one logical line.


false


col-
lapse_join


strip leading whitespace from lines that are joined to their predecessor; only matters if
(join_lines and not lstrip_ws)


false


Note that sincerstrip_wscan strip the trailing newline, the semantics ofreadline() must differ from those
of the built-in file object’sreadline() method! In particular,readline() returnsNone for end-of-file:
an empty string might just be a blank line (or an all-whitespace line), ifrstrip_wsis true butskip_blanksis not.
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open ( filename)
Open a new filefilename. This overrides anyfile or filenameconstructor arguments.


close ()
Close the current file and forget everything we know about it (including the filename and the current line
number).


warn ( msg, [line=None])
Print (to stderr) a warning message tied to the current logical line in the current file. If the current logical
line in the file spans multiple physical lines, the warning refers to the whole range, such as"lines
3-5" . If line is supplied, it overrides the current line number; it may be a list or tuple to indicate a range
of physical lines, or an integer for a single physical line.


readline ()
Read and return a single logical line from the current file (or from an internal buffer if lines have previously
been “unread” withunreadline() ). If the join_linesoption is true, this may involve reading multiple
physical lines concatenated into a single string. Updates the current line number, so callingwarn() after
readline() emits a warning about the physical line(s) just read. ReturnsNone on end-of-file, since
the empty string can occur ifrstrip_wsis true butstrip_blanksis not.


readlines ()
Read and return the list of all logical lines remaining in the current file. This updates the current line
number to the last line of the file.


unreadline ( line)
Pushline (a string) onto an internal buffer that will be checked by futurereadline() calls. Handy
for implementing a parser with line-at-a-time lookahead. Note that lines that are “unread” with
unreadline() are not subsequently re-cleansed (whitespace stripped, or whatever) when read with
readline() . If multiple calls are made tounreadline() before a call toreadline() , the lines
will be returned most in most recent first order.


11.24 distutils.version — Version number classes


11.25 distutils.cmd — Abstract base class for Distutils com-
mands


This module supplies the abstract base classCommand.


classCommand( dist)
Abstract base class for defining command classes, the “worker bees” of the Distutils. A useful analogy for com-
mand classes is to think of them as subroutines with local variables calledoptions. The options are declared in
initialize_options() and defined (given their final values) infinalize_options() , both of which
must be defined by every command class. The distinction between the two is necessary because option values
might come from the outside world (command line, config file, ...), and any options dependent on other options
must be computed after these outside influences have been processed — hencefinalize_options() . The
body of the subroutine, where it does all its work based on the values of its options, is therun() method, which
must also be implemented by every command class.


The class constructor takes a single argumentdist, aDistribution instance.
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11.26 distutils.command — Individual Distutils commands


11.27 distutils.command.bdist — Build a binary installer


11.28 distutils.command.bdist_packager — Abstract base
class for packagers


11.29 distutils.command.bdist_dumb — Build a “dumb” installer


11.30 distutils.command.bdist_msi — Build a Microsoft In-
staller binary package


classbdist_msi ( Command)
Builds aWindows Installer(.msi) binary package.


In most cases, thebdist_msi installer is a better choice than thebdist_wininst installer, because it
provides better support for Win64 platforms, allows administrators to perform non-interactive installations, and
allows installation through group policies.
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11.31 distutils.command.bdist_rpm — Build a binary distribu-
tion as a Redhat RPM and SRPM


11.32 distutils.command.bdist_wininst — Build a Windows in-
staller


11.33 distutils.command.sdist — Build a source distribution


11.34 distutils.command.build — Build all files of a package


11.35 distutils.command.build_clib — Build any C libraries in
a package


11.36 distutils.command.build_ext — Build any extensions in a
package


11.37 distutils.command.build_py — Build the .py/.pyc files of a
package


11.38 distutils.command.build_scripts — Build the scripts of
a package


11.39 distutils.command.clean — Clean a package build area


11.40 distutils.command.config — Perform package configura-
tion


11.41 distutils.command.install — Install a package


11.42 distutils.command.install_data — Install data files from
a package


11.43 distutils.command.install_headers — Install C/C++
header files from a package


11.44 distutils.command.install_lib — Install library files from
a package


11.45 distutils.command.install_scripts — Install script files
from a package


11.46 distutils.command.register — Register a module with the
Python Package Index
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The register command registers the package with the Python Package Index. This is described in more detail in
PEP 301.


11.47 Creating a new Distutils command


This section outlines the steps to create a new Distutils command.


A new command lives in a module in thedistutils.command package. There is a sample template in that
directory calledcommand_template . Copy this file to a new module with the same name as the new command
you’re implementing. This module should implement a class with the same name as the module (and the command).
So, for instance, to create the commandpeel_banana (so that users can runsetup.py peel_banana ), you’d
copycommand_template to distutils/command/peel_banana.py , then edit it so that it’s implementing
the classpeel_banana , a subclass ofdistutils.cmd.Command .


Subclasses ofCommandmust define the following methods.


initialize_options ()
Set default values for all the options that this command supports. Note that these defaults may be overridden
by other commands, by the setup script, by config files, or by the command-line. Thus, this is not the place to
code dependencies between options; generally,initialize_options() implementations are just a bunch
of self.foo = None assignments.


finalize_options ()
Set final values for all the options that this command supports. This is always called as late as possible, ie. after
any option assignments from the command-line or from other commands have been done. Thus, this is the place
to to code option dependencies: iffoo depends onbar, then it is safe to setfoo from bar as long asfoo still has
the same value it was assigned ininitialize_options() .


run ()
A command’s raison d’etre: carry out the action it exists to perform, controlled by the options initialized in
initialize_options() , customized by other commands, the setup script, the command-line, and config
files, and finalized infinalize_options() . All terminal output and filesystem interaction should be done
by run() .


sub_commandsformalizes the notion of a “family” of commands, eg.install as the parent with sub-commands
install_lib , install_headers , etc. The parent of a family of commands definessub_commandsas a class
attribute; it’s a list of 2-tuples(command_name, predicate) , with command_namea string andpredicatean
unbound method, a string or None.predicateis a method of the parent command that determines whether the corre-
sponding command is applicable in the current situation. (Eg. weinstall_headers is only applicable if we have
any C header files to install.) Ifpredicateis None, that command is always applicable.


sub_commandsis usually defined at the *end* of a class, because predicates can be unbound methods, so they must
already have been defined. The canonical example is theinstall command.
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GLOSSARY


>>> The default Python prompt of the interactive shell. Often seen for code examples which can be executed
interactively in the interpreter.


... The default Python prompt of the interactive shell when entering code for an indented code block or within a
pair of matching left and right delimiters (parentheses, square brackets or curly braces).


2to3 A tool that tries to convert Python 2.x code to Python 3.x code by handling most of the incompatibilites which
can be detected by parsing the source and traversing the parse tree.


2to3 is available in the standard library aslib2to3 ; a standalone entry point is provided as
Tools/scripts/2to3 . See2to3 - Automated Python 2 to 3 code translation(in The Python Library Refer-
ence).


abstract base classAbstract Base Classes (abbreviated ABCs) complementduck-typingby providing a way to define
interfaces when other techniques likehasattr() would be clumsy. Python comes with many built-in ABCs
for data structures (in thecollections module), numbers (in thenumbers module), and streams (in theio
module). You can create your own ABC with theabc module.


argument A value passed to a function or method, assigned to a named local variable in the function body. A function
or method may have both positional arguments and keyword arguments in its definition. Positional and keyword
arguments may be variable-length:* accepts or passes (if in the function definition or call) several positional
arguments in a list, while** does the same for keyword arguments in a dictionary.


Any expression may be used within the argument list, and the evaluated value is passed to the local variable.


attribute A value associated with an object which is referenced by name using dotted expressions. For example, if
an objecto has an attributea it would be referenced aso.a.


BDFL Benevolent Dictator For Life, a.k.a.Guido van Rossum, Python’s creator.


bytecode Python source code is compiled into bytecode, the internal representation of a Python program in the
interpreter. The bytecode is also cached in.pyc and .pyo files so that executing the same file is faster the
second time (recompilation from source to bytecode can be avoided). This “intermediate language” is said to
run on avirtual machinethat executes the machine code corresponding to each bytecode.


class A template for creating user-defined objects. Class definitions normally contain method definitions which
operate on instances of the class.


classic class Any class which does not inherit fromobject . Seenew-style class. Classic classes will be removed
in Python 3.0.


coercion The implicit conversion of an instance of one type to another during an operation which involves two
arguments of the same type. For example,int(3.15) converts the floating point number to the integer3,
but in 3+4.5 , each argument is of a different type (one int, one float), and both must be converted to the same
type before they can be added or it will raise aTypeError . Coercion between two operands can be performed
with the coerce built-in function; thus,3+4.5 is equivalent to callingoperator.add(*coerce(3,
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4.5)) and results inoperator.add(3.0, 4.5) . Without coercion, all arguments of even compatible
types would have to be normalized to the same value by the programmer, e.g.,float(3)+4.5 rather than just
3+4.5 .


complex number An extension of the familiar real number system in which all numbers are expressed as a sum of
a real part and an imaginary part. Imaginary numbers are real multiples of the imaginary unit (the square root
of -1 ), often writteni in mathematics orj in engineering. Python has built-in support for complex numbers,
which are written with this latter notation; the imaginary part is written with aj suffix, e.g.,3+1j . To get
access to complex equivalents of themath module, usecmath . Use of complex numbers is a fairly advanced
mathematical feature. If you’re not aware of a need for them, it’s almost certain you can safely ignore them.


context manager An object which controls the environment seen in awith statement by defining__enter__()
and__exit__() methods. SeePEP 343.


CPython The canonical implementation of the Python programming language. The term “CPython” is used in
contexts when necessary to distinguish this implementation from others such as Jython or IronPython.


decorator A function returning another function, usually applied as a function transformation using the@wrapper
syntax. Common examples for decorators areclassmethod() andstaticmethod() .


The decorator syntax is merely syntactic sugar, the following two function definitions are semantically equiva-
lent:


def f ( . . . ):
. . .


f = staticmethod (f)


@staticmethod
def f ( . . . ):


. . .


Seethe documentation for function definition(in The Python Language Reference) for more about decorators.


descriptor Any new-styleobject which defines the methods__get__() , __set__() , or __delete__() .
When a class attribute is a descriptor, its special binding behavior is triggered upon attribute lookup. Nor-
mally, usinga.b to get, set or delete an attribute looks up the object namedb in the class dictionary fora, but
if b is a descriptor, the respective descriptor method gets called. Understanding descriptors is a key to a deep
understanding of Python because they are the basis for many features including functions, methods, properties,
class methods, static methods, and reference to super classes.


For more information about descriptors’ methods, seeImplementing Descriptors(in The Python Language
Reference).


dictionary An associative array, where arbitrary keys are mapped to values. The use ofdict closely resembles that
for list , but the keys can be any object with a__hash__() function, not just integers. Called a hash in Perl.


docstring A string literal which appears as the first expression in a class, function or module. While ignored when
the suite is executed, it is recognized by the compiler and put into the__doc__ attribute of the enclosing class,
function or module. Since it is available via introspection, it is the canonical place for documentation of the
object.


duck-typing A pythonic programming style which determines an object’s type by inspection of its method or attribute
signature rather than by explicit relationship to some type object (“If it looks like a duck and quacks like a duck,
it must be a duck.”) By emphasizing interfaces rather than specific types, well-designed code improves its
flexibility by allowing polymorphic substitution. Duck-typing avoids tests usingtype() or isinstance() .
(Note, however, that duck-typing can be complemented with abstract base classes.) Instead, it typically employs
hasattr() tests orEAFPprogramming.


EAFP Easier to ask for forgiveness than permission. This common Python coding style assumes the existence
of valid keys or attributes and catches exceptions if the assumption proves false. This clean and fast style is
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characterized by the presence of manytry andexcept statements. The technique contrasts with theLBYL
style common to many other languages such as C.


expression A piece of syntax which can be evaluated to some value. In other words, an expression is an accumulation
of expression elements like literals, names, attribute access, operators or function calls which all return a value.
In contrast to many other languages, not all language constructs are expressions. There are alsostatements
which cannot be used as expressions, such asprint or if . Assignments are also statements, not expressions.


extension module A module written in C or C++, using Python’s C API to interact with the core and with user code.


finder An object that tries to find theloader for a module. It must implement a method namedfind_module() .
SeePEP 302for details.


function A series of statements which returns some value to a caller. It can also be passed zero or more arguments
which may be used in the execution of the body. See alsoargumentandmethod.


__future__ A pseudo module which programmers can use to enable new language features which are not compatible
with the current interpreter. For example, the expression11/4 currently evaluates to2. If the module in which
it is executed had enabledtrue divisionby executing:


from __future__ import division


the expression11/4 would evaluate to2.75 . By importing the__future__ module and evaluating its
variables, you can see when a new feature was first added to the language and when it will become the default:


>>> import __future__
>>> __future__ . division
_Feature((2, 2, 0, ’alpha’, 2), (3, 0, 0, ’alpha’, 0), 8192)


garbage collection The process of freeing memory when it is not used anymore. Python performs garbage collection
via reference counting and a cyclic garbage collector that is able to detect and break reference cycles.


generator A function which returns an iterator. It looks like a normal function except that values are returned to
the caller using ayield statement instead of areturn statement. Generator functions often contain one or
morefor or while loops whichyield elements back to the caller. The function execution is stopped at the
yield keyword (returning the result) and is resumed there when the next element is requested by calling the
next() method of the returned iterator.


generator expression An expression that returns a generator. It looks like a normal expression followed by afor
expression defining a loop variable, range, and an optionalif expression. The combined expression generates
values for an enclosing function:


>>> sum(i * i for i in range ( 10)) # sum of squares 0, 1, 4, ... 81
285


GIL Seeglobal interpreter lock.


global interpreter lock The lock used by Python threads to assure that only one thread executes in theCPython
virtual machineat a time. This simplifies the CPython implementation by assuring that no two processes can
access the same memory at the same time. Locking the entire interpreter makes it easier for the interpreter
to be multi-threaded, at the expense of much of the parallelism afforded by multi-processor machines. Efforts
have been made in the past to create a “free-threaded” interpreter (one which locks shared data at a much finer
granularity), but so far none have been successful because performance suffered in the common single-processor
case.


hashable An object is hashableif it has a hash value which never changes during its lifetime (it needs a
__hash__() method), and can be compared to other objects (it needs an__eq__() or __cmp__()
method). Hashable objects which compare equal must have the same hash value.


Hashability makes an object usable as a dictionary key and a set member, because these data structures use the
hash value internally.
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All of Python’s immutable built-in objects are hashable, while no mutable containers (such as lists or dictionar-
ies) are. Objects which are instances of user-defined classes are hashable by default; they all compare unequal,
and their hash value is theirid() .


IDLE An Integrated Development Environment for Python. IDLE is a basic editor and interpreter environment which
ships with the standard distribution of Python. Good for beginners, it also serves as clear example code for those
wanting to implement a moderately sophisticated, multi-platform GUI application.


immutable An object with a fixed value. Immutable objects include numbers, strings and tuples. Such an object
cannot be altered. A new object has to be created if a different value has to be stored. They play an important
role in places where a constant hash value is needed, for example as a key in a dictionary.


integer division Mathematical division discarding any remainder. For example, the expression11/4 currently eval-
uates to2 in contrast to the2.75 returned by float division. Also calledfloor division. When dividing two
integers the outcome will always be another integer (having the floor function applied to it). However, if one of
the operands is another numeric type (such as afloat ), the result will be coerced (seecoercion) to a common
type. For example, an integer divided by a float will result in a float value, possibly with a decimal fraction.
Integer division can be forced by using the// operator instead of the/ operator. See also__future__.


importer An object that both finds and loads a module; both afinderandloaderobject.


interactive Python has an interactive interpreter which means you can enter statements and expressions at the in-
terpreter prompt, immediately execute them and see their results. Just launchpython with no arguments
(possibly by selecting it from your computer’s main menu). It is a very powerful way to test out new ideas or
inspect modules and packages (rememberhelp(x) ).


interpreted Python is an interpreted language, as opposed to a compiled one, though the distinction can be blurry
because of the presence of the bytecode compiler. This means that source files can be run directly without explic-
itly creating an executable which is then run. Interpreted languages typically have a shorter development/debug
cycle than compiled ones, though their programs generally also run more slowly. See alsointeractive.


iterable A container object capable of returning its members one at a time. Examples of iterables include all sequence
types (such aslist , str , andtuple ) and some non-sequence types likedict andfile and objects of any
classes you define with an__iter__() or __getitem__() method. Iterables can be used in afor loop
and in many other places where a sequence is needed (zip() , map() , ...). When an iterable object is passed
as an argument to the built-in functioniter() , it returns an iterator for the object. This iterator is good for one
pass over the set of values. When using iterables, it is usually not necessary to calliter() or deal with iterator
objects yourself. Thefor statement does that automatically for you, creating a temporary unnamed variable to
hold the iterator for the duration of the loop. See alsoiterator, sequence, andgenerator.


iterator An object representing a stream of data. Repeated calls to the iterator’snext() method return successive
items in the stream. When no more data are available aStopIteration exception is raised instead. At this
point, the iterator object is exhausted and any further calls to itsnext() method just raiseStopIteration
again. Iterators are required to have an__iter__() method that returns the iterator object itself so every
iterator is also iterable and may be used in most places where other iterables are accepted. One notable exception
is code which attempts multiple iteration passes. A container object (such as alist ) produces a fresh new
iterator each time you pass it to theiter() function or use it in afor loop. Attempting this with an iterator
will just return the same exhausted iterator object used in the previous iteration pass, making it appear like an
empty container.


More information can be found inIterator Types(in The Python Library Reference).


keyword argument Arguments which are preceded with avariable_name= in the call. The variable name
designates the local name in the function to which the value is assigned.** is used to accept or pass a dictionary
of keyword arguments. Seeargument.


lambda An anonymous inline function consisting of a singleexpressionwhich is evaluated when the function is
called. The syntax to create a lambda function islambda [arguments]: expression
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LBYL Look before you leap. This coding style explicitly tests for pre-conditions before making calls or lookups.
This style contrasts with theEAFPapproach and is characterized by the presence of manyif statements.


list A built-in Pythonsequence. Despite its name it is more akin to an array in other languages than to a linked list
since access to elements are O(1).


list comprehension A compact way to process all or part of the elements in a sequence and return a list with the
results.result = ["0x%02x" % x for x in range(256) if x % 2 == 0] generates a list of
strings containing even hex numbers (0x..) in the range from 0 to 255. Theif clause is optional. If omitted, all
elements inrange(256) are processed.


loader An object that loads a module. It must define a method namedload_module() . A loader is typically
returned by afinder. SeePEP 302for details.


mapping A container object (such asdict ) which supports arbitrary key lookups using the special method
__getitem__() .


metaclass The class of a class. Class definitions create a class name, a class dictionary, and a list of base classes.
The metaclass is responsible for taking those three arguments and creating the class. Most object oriented
programming languages provide a default implementation. What makes Python special is that it is possible to
create custom metaclasses. Most users never need this tool, but when the need arises, metaclasses can provide
powerful, elegant solutions. They have been used for logging attribute access, adding thread-safety, tracking
object creation, implementing singletons, and many other tasks.


More information can be found inCustomizing class creation(in The Python Language Reference).


method A function which is defined inside a class body. If called as an attribute of an instance of that class, the
method will get the instance object as its firstargument(which is usually calledself ). Seefunctionandnested
scope.


mutable Mutable objects can change their value but keep theirid() . See alsoimmutable.


named tuple Any tuple-like class whose indexable elements are also accessible using named attributes (for example,
time.localtime() returns a tuple-like object where theyear is accessible either with an index such as
t[0] or with a named attribute liket.tm_year ).


A named tuple can be a built-in type such astime.struct_time , or it can be created with a
regular class definition. A full featured named tuple can also be created with the factory function
collections.namedtuple() . The latter approach automatically provides extra features such as a self-
documenting representation likeEmployee(name=’jones’, title=’programmer’) .


namespace The place where a variable is stored. Namespaces are implemented as dictionaries. There are the local,
global and built-in namespaces as well as nested namespaces in objects (in methods). Namespaces support mod-
ularity by preventing naming conflicts. For instance, the functions__builtin__.open() andos.open()
are distinguished by their namespaces. Namespaces also aid readability and maintainability by making it clear
which module implements a function. For instance, writingrandom.seed() or itertools.izip()
makes it clear that those functions are implemented by therandom anditertools modules, respectively.


nested scope The ability to refer to a variable in an enclosing definition. For instance, a function defined inside
another function can refer to variables in the outer function. Note that nested scopes work only for reference
and not for assignment which will always write to the innermost scope. In contrast, local variables both read
and write in the innermost scope. Likewise, global variables read and write to the global namespace.


new-style class Any class which inherits fromobject . This includes all built-in types likelist and dict .
Only new-style classes can use Python’s newer, versatile features like__slots__ , descriptors, properties, and
__getattribute__() .


More information can be found inNew-style and classic classes(in The Python Language Reference).


object Any data with state (attributes or value) and defined behavior (methods). Also the ultimate base class of any
new-style class.
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positional argument The arguments assigned to local names inside a function or method, determined by the order
in which they were given in the call.* is used to either accept multiple positional arguments (when in the
definition), or pass several arguments as a list to a function. Seeargument.


Python 3000 Nickname for the next major Python version, 3.0 (coined long ago when the release of version 3 was
something in the distant future.) This is also abbreviated “Py3k”.


Pythonic An idea or piece of code which closely follows the most common idioms of the Python language, rather
than implementing code using concepts common to other languages. For example, a common idiom in Python
is to loop over all elements of an iterable using afor statement. Many other languages don’t have this type of
construct, so people unfamiliar with Python sometimes use a numerical counter instead:


for i in range ( len (food)):
print food[i]


As opposed to the cleaner, Pythonic method:


for piece in food:
print piece


reference count The number of references to an object. When the reference count of an object drops to zero, it is
deallocated. Reference counting is generally not visible to Python code, but it is a key element of theCPython
implementation. Thesys module defines agetrefcount() function that programmers can call to return
the reference count for a particular object.


__slots__ A declaration inside anew-style classthat saves memory by pre-declaring space for instance attributes
and eliminating instance dictionaries. Though popular, the technique is somewhat tricky to get right and is best
reserved for rare cases where there are large numbers of instances in a memory-critical application.


sequence An iterablewhich supports efficient element access using integer indices via the__getitem__() special
method and defines alen() method that returns the length of the sequence. Some built-in sequence types are
list , str , tuple , andunicode . Note thatdict also supports__getitem__() and__len__() , but
is considered a mapping rather than a sequence because the lookups use arbitraryimmutablekeys rather than
integers.


slice An object usually containing a portion of asequence. A slice is created using the subscript notation,
[] with colons between numbers when several are given, such as invariable_name[1:3:5] . The
bracket (subscript) notation usesslice objects internally (or in older versions,__getslice__() and
__setslice__() ).


special method A method that is called implicitly by Python to execute a certain operation on a type, such as addition.
Such methods have names starting and ending with double underscores. Special methods are documented in
Special method names(in The Python Language Reference).


statement A statement is part of a suite (a “block” of code). A statement is either anexpressionor a one of several
constructs with a keyword, such asif , while or print .


triple-quoted string A string which is bound by three instances of either a quotation mark (“) or an apostrophe
(‘). While they don’t provide any functionality not available with single-quoted strings, they are useful for a
number of reasons. They allow you to include unescaped single and double quotes within a string and they can
span multiple lines without the use of the continuation character, making them especially useful when writing
docstrings.


type The type of a Python object determines what kind of object it is; every object has a type. An object’s type is
accessible as its__class__ attribute or can be retrieved withtype(obj) .


virtual machine A computer defined entirely in software. Python’s virtual machine executes thebytecodeemitted
by the bytecode compiler.


Zen of Python Listing of Python design principles and philosophies that are helpful in understanding and using the
language. The listing can be found by typing “import this ” at the interactive prompt.
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ABOUT THESE DOCUMENTS


These documents are generated fromreStructuredTextsources bySphinx, a document processor specifically written
for the Python documentation.


Development of the documentation and its toolchain takes place on thedocs@python.orgmailing list. We’re always
looking for volunteers wanting to help with the docs, so feel free to send a mail there!


Many thanks go to:


• Fred L. Drake, Jr., the creator of the original Python documentation toolset and writer of much of the content;


• theDocutilsproject for creating reStructuredText and the Docutils suite;


• Fredrik Lundh for hisAlternative Python Referenceproject from which Sphinx got many good ideas.


SeeReporting Bugs in Pythonfor information how to report bugs in this documentation, or Python itself.


B.1 Contributors to the Python Documentation


This section lists people who have contributed in some way to the Python documentation. It is probably not complete
– if you feel that you or anyone else should be on this list, please let us know (send email todocs@python.org), and
we’ll be glad to correct the problem.


Aahz, Michael Abbott, Steve Alexander, Jim Ahlstrom, Fred Allen, A. Amoroso, Pehr Anderson, Oliver Andrich,
Heidi Annexstad, Jesús Cea Avión, Daniel Barclay, Chris Barker, Don Bashford, Anthony Baxter, Alexander Be-
lopolsky, Bennett Benson, Jonathan Black, Robin Boerdijk, Michal Bozon, Aaron Brancotti, Georg Brandl, Keith
Briggs, Ian Bruntlett, Lee Busby, Lorenzo M. Catucci, Carl Cerecke, Mauro Cicognini, Gilles Civario, Mike Clark-
son, Steve Clift, Dave Cole, Matthew Cowles, Jeremy Craven, Andrew Dalke, Ben Darnell, L. Peter Deutsch, Robert
Donohue, Fred L. Drake, Jr., Josip Dzolonga, Jeff Epler, Michael Ernst, Blame Andy Eskilsson, Carey Evans, Martijn
Faassen, Carl Feynman, Dan Finnie, Hernán Martínez Foffani, Stefan Franke, Jim Fulton, Peter Funk, Lele Gaifax,
Matthew Gallagher, Gabriel Genellina, Ben Gertzfield, Nadim Ghaznavi, Jonathan Giddy, Shelley Gooch, Nathaniel
Gray, Grant Griffin, Thomas Guettler, Anders Hammarquist, Mark Hammond, Harald Hanche-Olsen, Manus Hand,
Gerhard Häring, Travis B. Hartwell, Tim Hatch, Janko Hauser, Thomas Heller, Bernhard Herzog, Magnus L. Hetland,
Konrad Hinsen, Stefan Hoffmeister, Albert Hofkamp, Gregor Hoffleit, Steve Holden, Thomas Holenstein, Gerrit Holl,
Rob Hooft, Brian Hooper, Randall Hopper, Michael Hudson, Eric Huss, Jeremy Hylton, Roger Irwin, Jack Jansen,
Philip H. Jensen, Pedro Diaz Jimenez, Kent Johnson, Lucas de Jonge, Andreas Jung, Robert Kern, Jim Kerr, Jan
Kim, Greg Kochanski, Guido Kollerie, Peter A. Koren, Daniel Kozan, Andrew M. Kuchling, Dave Kuhlman, Erno
Kuusela, Thomas Lamb, Detlef Lannert, Piers Lauder, Glyph Lefkowitz, Robert Lehmann, Marc-André Lemburg,
Ross Light, Ulf A. Lindgren, Everett Lipman, Mirko Liss, Martin von Löwis, Fredrik Lundh, Jeff MacDonald, John
Machin, Andrew MacIntyre, Vladimir Marangozov, Vincent Marchetti, Laura Matson, Daniel May, Rebecca Mc-
Creary, Doug Mennella, Paolo Milani, Skip Montanaro, Paul Moore, Ross Moore, Sjoerd Mullender, Dale Nagata,
Ng Pheng Siong, Koray Oner, Tomas Oppelstrup, Denis S. Otkidach, Zooko O’Whielacronx, Shriphani Palakodety,
William Park, Joonas Paalasmaa, Harri Pasanen, Bo Peng, Tim Peters, Benjamin Peterson, Christopher Petrilli, Justin
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D. Pettit, Chris Phoenix, François Pinard, Paul Prescod, Eric S. Raymond, Edward K. Ream, Sean Reifschneider,
Bernhard Reiter, Armin Rigo, Wes Rishel, Armin Ronacher, Jim Roskind, Guido van Rossum, Donald Wallace Rouse
II, Mark Russell, Nick Russo, Chris Ryland, Constantina S., Hugh Sasse, Bob Savage, Scott Schram, Neil Scheme-
nauer, Barry Scott, Joakim Sernbrant, Justin Sheehy, Charlie Shepherd, Michael Simcich, Ionel Simionescu, Michael
Sloan, Gregory P. Smith, Roy Smith, Clay Spence, Nicholas Spies, Tage Stabell-Kulo, Frank Stajano, Anthony Starks,
Greg Stein, Peter Stoehr, Mark Summerfield, Reuben Sumner, Kalle Svensson, Jim Tittsler, David Turner, Ville Vainio,
Martijn Vries, Charles G. Waldman, Greg Ward, Barry Warsaw, Corran Webster, Glyn Webster, Bob Weiner, Eddy
Welbourne, Jeff Wheeler, Mats Wichmann, Gerry Wiener, Timothy Wild, Collin Winter, Blake Winton, Dan Wolfe,
Steven Work, Thomas Wouters, Ka-Ping Yee, Rory Yorke, Moshe Zadka, Milan Zamazal, Cheng Zhang.


It is only with the input and contributions of the Python community that Python has such wonderful documentation –
Thank You!
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HISTORY AND LICENSE


C.1 History of the software


Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see
http://www.cwi.nl/) in the Netherlands as a successor of a language called ABC. Guido remains Python’s principal
author, although it includes many contributions from others.


In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see
http://www.cnri.reston.va.us/) in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the software.


In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs
team. In October of the same year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope Corporation; see
http://www.zope.com/). In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, seehttp://www.python.org/psf/) was formed,
a non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property. Zope Corporation is a spon-
soring member of the PSF.


All Python releases are Open Source (seehttp://www.opensource.org/for the Open Source Definition). Historically,
most, but not all, Python releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes the various releases.


Release Derived from Year Owner GPL compatible?
0.9.0 thru 1.2 n/a 1991-1995 CWI yes
1.3 thru 1.5.2 1.2 1995-1999 CNRI yes
1.6 1.5.2 2000 CNRI no
2.0 1.6 2000 BeOpen.com no
1.6.1 1.6 2001 CNRI no
2.1 2.0+1.6.1 2001 PSF no
2.0.1 2.0+1.6.1 2001 PSF yes
2.1.1 2.1+2.0.1 2001 PSF yes
2.2 2.1.1 2001 PSF yes
2.1.2 2.1.1 2002 PSF yes
2.1.3 2.1.2 2002 PSF yes
2.2.1 2.2 2002 PSF yes
2.2.2 2.2.1 2002 PSF yes
2.2.3 2.2.2 2002-2003 PSF yes
2.3 2.2.2 2002-2003 PSF yes
2.3.1 2.3 2002-2003 PSF yes
2.3.2 2.3.1 2003 PSF yes
2.3.3 2.3.2 2003 PSF yes
2.3.4 2.3.3 2004 PSF yes
2.3.5 2.3.4 2005 PSF yes
2.4 2.3 2004 PSF yes


Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
2.4.1 2.4 2005 PSF yes
2.4.2 2.4.1 2005 PSF yes
2.4.3 2.4.2 2006 PSF yes
2.4.4 2.4.3 2006 PSF yes
2.5 2.4 2006 PSF yes
2.5.1 2.5 2007 PSF yes
2.5.2 2.5.1 2008 PSF yes
2.5.3 2.5.2 2008 PSF yes
2.6 2.5 2008 PSF yes
2.6.1 2.6 2008 PSF yes
2.6.2 2.6.1 2009 PSF yes
2.6.3 2.6.2 2009 PSF yes
2.6.4 2.6.3 2009 PSF yes


Note: GPL-compatible doesn’t mean that we’re distributing Python under the GPL. All Python licenses, unlike the
GPL, let you distribute a modified version without making your changes open source. The GPL-compatible licenses
make it possible to combine Python with other software that is released under the GPL; the others don’t.


Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido’s direction to make these releases possible.


C.2 Terms and conditions for accessing or otherwise using Python


PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.6.4


1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation (“PSF”), and the Individual or Or-
ganization (“Licensee”) accessing and otherwise using Python 2.6.4 software in source or binary form and its
associated documentation.


2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive,
royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare deriva-
tive works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.6.4 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however,
that PSF’s License Agreement and PSF’s notice of copyright, i.e., “Copyright © 2001-2010 Python Software
Foundation; All Rights Reserved” are retained in Python 2.6.4 alone or in any derivative version prepared by
Licensee.


3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 2.6.4 or any part thereof,
and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to
include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 2.6.4.


4. PSF is making Python 2.6.4 available to Licensee on an “AS IS” basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTA-
TIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION,
PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABIL-
ITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.6.4 WILL NOT
INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.


5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.6.4 FOR ANY
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING,
DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.6.4, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.


6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.


7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint
venture between PSF and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks
or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.6.4, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions
of this License Agreement.


BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0


BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1


1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com (“BeOpen”), having an office at 160 Saratoga Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the Individual or Organization (“Licensee”) accessing and otherwise using this
software in source or binary form and its associated documentation (“the Software”).


2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee
a non-exclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,
prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version, provided,
however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared
by Licensee.


3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an “AS IS” basis. BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRE-
SENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMI-
TATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MER-
CHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFT-
WARE WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.


4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE SOFTWARE FOR
ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF USING,
MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF AD-
VISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.


5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.


6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all respects by the law of the State of Cali-
fornia, excluding conflict of law provisions. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any
relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between BeOpen and Licensee. This License Agreement
does not grant permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark sense to endorse or promote
products or services of Licensee, or any third party. As an exception, the “BeOpen Python” logos available at
http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.htmlmay be used according to the permissions granted on that web page.


7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions
of this License Agreement.


CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1


1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National Research Initiatives, having an office
at 1895 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 20191 (“CNRI”), and the Individual or Organization (“Licensee”)
accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.


2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive,
royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative
works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that
CNRI’s License Agreement and CNRI’s notice of copyright, i.e., “Copyright © 1995-2001 Corporation for
National Research Initiatives; All Rights Reserved” are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative
version prepared by Licensee. Alternately, in lieu of CNRI’s License Agreement, Licensee may substitute the
following text (omitting the quotes): “Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and conditions in
CNRI’s License Agreement. This Agreement together with Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using
the following unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013. This Agreement may also be
obtained from a proxy server on the Internet using the following URL:http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013.”


3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof,
and wants to make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby agrees to
include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python 1.6.1.
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4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an “AS IS” basis. CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTA-
TIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION,
CNRI MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABIL-
ITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT
INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.


5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 1.6.1 FOR ANY
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING,
DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.


6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of its terms and conditions.


7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal intellectual property law of the United States, including
without limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such U.S. federal law does not apply, by the
law of the Commonwealth of Virginia, excluding Virginia’s conflict of law provisions. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, with regard to derivative works based on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that
was previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the law of the Commonwealth of
Virginia shall govern this License Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to Paragraphs 4, 5,
and 7 of this License Agreement. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship
of agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant
permission to use CNRI trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or
services of Licensee, or any third party.


8. By clicking on the “ACCEPT” button where indicated, or by copying, installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1,
Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.


ACCEPT


CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2


Copyright © 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam, The Netherlands. All rights reserved.


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and
this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum or
CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission.


STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFT-
WARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT
SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CON-
SEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA
OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,
ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


C.3 Licenses and Acknowledgements for Incorporated Software


This section is an incomplete, but growing list of licenses and acknowledgements for third-party software incorporated
in the Python distribution.


C.3.1 Mersenne Twister


The _random module includes code based on a download fromhttp://www.math.keio.ac.jp/ matu-
moto/MT2002/emt19937ar.html. The following are the verbatim comments from the original code:
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A C-program for MT19937, with initialization improved 2002/1/26.
Coded by Takuji Nishimura and Makoto Matsumoto.


Before using, initialize the state by using init_genrand(seed)
or init_by_array(init_key, key_length).


Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,
All rights reserved.


Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:


1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.


2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.


3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written
permission.


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.


Any feedback is very welcome.
http://www.math.keio.ac.jp/matumoto/emt.html
email: matumoto@math.keio.ac.jp


C.3.2 Sockets


The socket module uses the functions,getaddrinfo() , andgetnameinfo() , which are coded in separate
source files from the WIDE Project,http://www.wide.ad.jp/.


Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.
All rights reserved.


Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright


notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.


3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ‘‘AS IS’’ AND
GAI_ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR GAI_ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON GAI_ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN GAI_ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.


C.3.3 Floating point exception control


The source for thefpectl module includes the following notice:


---------------------------------------------------------------------
/ Copyright (c) 1996. \


| The Regents of the University of California. |
| All rights reserved. |
| |
| Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for |
| any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this en- |
| tire notice is included in all copies of any software which is or |
| includes a copy or modification of this software and in all |
| copies of the supporting documentation for such software. |
| |
| This work was produced at the University of California, Lawrence |
| Livermore National Laboratory under contract no. W-7405-ENG-48 |
| between the U.S. Department of Energy and The Regents of the |
| University of California for the operation of UC LLNL. |
| |
| DISCLAIMER |
| |
| This software was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an |
| agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States |
| Government nor the University of California nor any of their em- |
| ployees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any |
| liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or |
| usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process |
| disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe |
| privately-owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commer- |
| cial products, process, or service by trade name, trademark, |
| manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or |
| imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United |
| States Government or the University of California. The views and |
| opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or |
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| reflect those of the United States Government or the University |
| of California, and shall not be used for advertising or product |


\ endorsement purposes. /
---------------------------------------------------------------------


C.3.4 MD5 message digest algorithm


The source code for themd5module contains the following notice:


Copyright (C) 1999, 2002 Aladdin Enterprises. All rights reserved.


This software is provided ’as-is’, without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.


Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:


1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.


2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.


3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.


L. Peter Deutsch
ghost@aladdin.com


Independent implementation of MD5 (RFC 1321).


This code implements the MD5 Algorithm defined in RFC 1321, whose
text is available at


http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1321.txt
The code is derived from the text of the RFC, including the test suite
(section A.5) but excluding the rest of Appendix A. It does not include
any code or documentation that is identified in the RFC as being
copyrighted.


The original and principal author of md5.h is L. Peter Deutsch
<ghost@aladdin.com>. Other authors are noted in the change history
that follows (in reverse chronological order):


2002-04-13 lpd Removed support for non-ANSI compilers; removed
references to Ghostscript; clarified derivation from RFC 1321;
now handles byte order either statically or dynamically.


1999-11-04 lpd Edited comments slightly for automatic TOC extraction.
1999-10-18 lpd Fixed typo in header comment (ansi2knr rather than md5);


added conditionalization for C++ compilation from Martin
Purschke <purschke@bnl.gov>.


1999-05-03 lpd Original version.
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C.3.5 Asynchronous socket services


Theasynchat andasyncore modules contain the following notice:


Copyright 1996 by Sam Rushing


All Rights Reserved


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and
its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby
granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all
copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Sam
Rushing not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior
permission.


SAM RUSHING DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN
NO EVENT SHALL SAM RUSHING BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS
OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


C.3.6 Cookie management


TheCookie module contains the following notice:


Copyright 2000 by Timothy O’Malley <timo@alum.mit.edu>


All Rights Reserved


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software
and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby
granted, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all
copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of
Timothy O’Malley not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written
prior permission.


Timothy O’Malley DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL Timothy O’Malley BE LIABLE FOR
ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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C.3.7 Profiling


Theprofile andpstats modules contain the following notice:


Copyright 1994, by InfoSeek Corporation, all rights reserved.
Written by James Roskind


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this Python software
and its associated documentation for any purpose (subject to the
restriction in the following sentence) without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies, and
that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of InfoSeek not be used in
advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software
without specific, written prior permission. This permission is
explicitly restricted to the copying and modification of the software
to remain in Python, compiled Python, or other languages (such as C)
wherein the modified or derived code is exclusively imported into a
Python module.


INFOSEEK CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INFOSEEK CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER
RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


C.3.8 Execution tracing


Thetrace module contains the following notice:


portions copyright 2001, Autonomous Zones Industries, Inc., all rights...
err... reserved and offered to the public under the terms of the
Python 2.2 license.
Author: Zooko O’Whielacronx
http://zooko.com/
mailto:zooko@zooko.com


Copyright 2000, Mojam Media, Inc., all rights reserved.
Author: Skip Montanaro


Copyright 1999, Bioreason, Inc., all rights reserved.
Author: Andrew Dalke


Copyright 1995-1997, Automatrix, Inc., all rights reserved.
Author: Skip Montanaro


Copyright 1991-1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum, all rights reserved.


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this Python software and
its associated documentation for any purpose without fee is hereby
granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies,
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and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of neither Automatrix,
Bioreason or Mojam Media be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.


C.3.9 UUencode and UUdecode functions


Theuu module contains the following notice:


Copyright 1994 by Lance Ellinghouse
Cathedral City, California Republic, United States of America.


All Rights Reserved
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation, and that the name of Lance Ellinghouse
not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution
of the software without specific, written prior permission.
LANCE ELLINGHOUSE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL LANCE ELLINGHOUSE CENTRUM BE LIABLE
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.


Modified by Jack Jansen, CWI, July 1995:
- Use binascii module to do the actual line-by-line conversion


between ascii and binary. This results in a 1000-fold speedup. The C
version is still 5 times faster, though.


- Arguments more compliant with Python standard


C.3.10 XML Remote Procedure Calls


Thexmlrpclib module contains the following notice:


The XML-RPC client interface is


Copyright (c) 1999-2002 by Secret Labs AB
Copyright (c) 1999-2002 by Fredrik Lundh


By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its
associated documentation, you agree that you have read, understood,
and will comply with the following terms and conditions:


Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and
its associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is
hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in
all copies, and that both that copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of
Secret Labs AB or the author not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written
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prior permission.


SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD
TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT-
ABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY
DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS
ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE
OF THIS SOFTWARE.


C.3.11 test_epoll


Thetest_epoll contains the following notice:


Copyright (c) 2001-2006 Twisted Matrix Laboratories.


Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:


The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.


THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


C.3.12 Select kqueue


Theselect and contains the following notice for the kqueue interface:


Copyright (c) 2000 Doug White, 2006 James Knight, 2007 Christian Heimes
All rights reserved.


Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright


notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright


notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ‘‘AS IS’’ AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.
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APPENDIX


D


COPYRIGHT


Python and this documentation is:


Copyright © 2001-2010 Python Software Foundation. All rights reserved.


Copyright © 2000 BeOpen.com. All rights reserved.


Copyright © 1995-2000 Corporation for National Research Initiatives. All rights reserved.


Copyright © 1991-1995 Stichting Mathematisch Centrum. All rights reserved.


SeeHistory and Licensefor complete license and permissions information.
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TOP FIFTEEN QUESTIONS ABOUT


For more information about Plone,
visit http://plone.org


What is Plone?
Plone is a powerful and flexible, enterprise-quality 
content management system that is easy for 
developers to download and install, and easy for 
end-users to use. Plone lets non-technical people 
create and maintain website content using only a 
web browser. Plone offers a rich set of capabilities for 
public websites, private intranets and collaborative 
workspaces.


Plone is among the top 2% of all open source projects 
worldwide, with 200 core developers and over 300 
solution providers in more than 50 countries.


Plone has been actively developed since 2001, is 
available in more than 40 languages, and has the best 
security track record of any major CMS.


Plone’s codebase and intellectual property is owned 
by the Plone Foundation, which is a non-profit 
organization where donations are tax-deductible (at 
least in the US).
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What is a Content Management System?
A Content Management System (CMS) allows users 
to create, manage and publish content to a website 
without requiring a high level of technical skill. 


As websites have grown larger and more complex, 
content management systems like Plone have grown 
in popularity, since they provide an efficient, easy way 
for people to create and edit content in a consistent, 
secure and controllable fashion.  CMSes also enable 
website visitors to interact with content and with each 
other by contributing comments, ratings, 
submitting forms and more. Using a CMS is critical to 
the success and long term maintainability of almost 
any website or intranet.


1


Is Plone secure?
Plone offers superior security without sacrificing 
power or extensibility.


As an open source product, a large number of 
developers frequently scrutinize the code for any 
potential security issues. This proactive approach is 
better than the wait-and-see approach in proprietary 
software that relies on keeping security issues a 
secret instead of resolving them outright.


Built on Python and Zope, which are highly secure 
platforms, Plone has a technological edge that has 
helped it attain the best security track record of any 
major CMS (Source: CVE). 


And because of its object-oriented backend, Plone 
isn’t vulnerable to SQL Injection attacks, which are 
one of the most common security problems that affect 
PHP/MySQL-based systems.  Plone’s flexible ACL 
system for user permissions also helps ensures that 
users only see the content that they’re supposed to.


In fact, security is a major reason why many CMS 
users are switching to Plone.
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Plone is supported by a global network of over 300 
solution providers in more than 50 countries offering 
development, integration, consulting, hosting, training,  
support and maintenance services. A list of providers 
and consultants can be found at http://plone.net.


Is professional support and maintenance 
available?15


Who is using Plone?
Thousands of organizations including large and small 
businesses, educational institutions, government 
agencies, nonprofits, science organizations, media 
outlets and publishers are using Plone to power their 
websites.


Organizations as diverse as NASA, Oxfam, Amnesty 
International, Nokia, eBay, Novell, the FBI, the State 
Universities of Pennsylvania and Utah, as well as 
many governments round the world such as the UK, 
Belgian, Brazilian, Australian and New Zealand 
governments have chosen Plone to power both 
public-facing and internal websites.
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What do I need to host my Plone site?
Plone can run on Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, 
FreeBSD and Solaris — and offers a straightforward 
installation process to get a website up and running in 
no time. 


For organizations who would rather have someone 
host their website or manage their servers, over 150 
hosting providers are listed at http://plone.net.
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Is Plone search engine friendly?
Very much so. Plone automatically encourages 
search engine optimization best practices such as 
keyword-rich URLs, human-readable descriptions, 
and crawlable sitemaps.  Many sites that switch to 
Plone immediately notice a jump in their search 
engine rankings, crawl quality and relevance.


As an example, plone.org is one of the few 
websites in the world that has a 9 out of 10 PageRank 
in Google, the same as major sites like those of IBM 
and Microsoft.
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How much does Plone cost?
Plone is open source software distributed under the 
GNU General Public License (GPL) and is free to 
download, use, customize and share.


With no licensing fees, Plone lets users spend their 
resources on customizing the software to meet their 
specific needs, creating content, site branding and 
maintenance. Even after factoring in the cost of 
engaging consultants, the total cost of ownership for 
implementing a Plone solution will often be 
significantly less than propriety solutions such as 
Sharepoint or Vignette, which carry steep licensing 
fees.


For organisations which do not have the in-house 
skills to deploy Plone, professional assistance and 
commercial support are available from over 300 Plone 
consulting firms located around the world. Many are 
listed at http://plone.net.
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What databases does Plone integrate 
with?


Plone comes with a reliable, secure, easy-to-
administer object database backend known as the 
ZODB (Zope Object Database). In addition, Plone 
can easily connect to data stored in Active Directory, 
LDAP, Salesforce.com, SQL databases, and more. 


A free Plone add-on, RelStorage, also allows 
enterprises with investments in Oracle, MySQL and 
PostgreSQL to store the data driving their Plone site 
in their existing infrastructure to be able to make use 
of familiar tools, clustering and failover solutions.
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How scalable is Plone?
Plone is appropriate for very small websites and very 
large ones. Plone has powerful built-in caching 
features that can be configured to optimize site 
performance.  In addition, Plone site administrators 
often use web accelerators such as Squid and 
Varnish to boost site speed. 


Thanks to its use of Zope, Plone has outstanding 
clustering capabilities, which allows a website to be 
split over multiple servers to handle high traffic.
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Does Plone support visitors with 
disabilities?


Plone meets or exceeds U.S. Government 508 and 
W3C’s WAI-AA standards.  Organizations with legal 
obligations to meet accessibility standards frequently 
choose Plone precisely for this reason. 
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Does Plone support multi-languages?
Plone has been translated into more than 40 
languages.


Plone can manage content in multiple languages 
using LinguaPlone, a free add-on product. 
LinguaPlone provides content contributors with a 
convenient side by side interface to enter content in 
multiple languages without the need for a duplicate 
site structure.
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Does Plone support versioning?
Plone ships with a product that allows users to track 
changes as successive versions of a document are 
written.  Plone provides a detailed history of document 
versions allows users to compare versions and even 
revert to a previous version. 


8 How do I edit/upload my content using 
Plone?


Users can edit and upload content to their Plone site  
from any computer using only a web browser.  


Users simply log into their site to edit existing pages, 
add new sections, remove old content, upload new 
videos, and do so using a simple web-based editor 
similar to Microsoft Word.
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Plone is a true CMS with built-in publication workflow 
and document management features, unlike other 
systems such as Sharepoint or Alfresco, which are 
primarily document management systems with limited 
web functionality. This makes Plone ideal for intranets 
and extranets.


Plone can be customized and extended to meet the 
specific needs of an organization in terms of site 
structure, content types, workflow rules, etc. Not all 
CMSes offer the same level of flexibility.


Because it is built on top of Python and Zope, Plone is 
very secure, which is a reason why many switch from 
Joomla and Drupal to Plone.


Plone is 100% open source, so released, stable 
versions can be downloaded for free. There’s no need 
to purchase a per-server or per-user license to get 
commercial support, as is the case with Alfresco or 
Sharepoint.


How does Plone compare with Sharepoint, 
Drupal, Alfresco and Joomla?  13
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<configure
    xmlns="http://namespaces.zope.org/zope"
    i18n_domain="collective.pdfpeek">

    <include package="collective.zamqp" />

    <utility
        name="collective.pdfpeek.queue"
        factory=".utils.PDFProcessingProducer"
        />

    <utility
        name="collective.pdfpeek.queue"
        factory=".utils.PDFProcessingConsumer"
        />

    <subscriber
        for=".utils.IPDFProcessingMessage
             collective.zamqp.interfaces.IMessageArrivedEvent"
        handler=".utils.process_message"
        />

    <!-- Hint: Subscribers are registered in at/dx folders. -->

</configure>
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from collective.pdfpeek.interfaces import IPDFDataExtractor
from collective.pdfpeek import interfaces
from collective.pdfpeek.conversion import remove_image_previews
from collective.zamqp.interfaces import IProducer
from collective.zamqp.consumer import Consumer
from collective.zamqp.producer import Producer
from plone.app.uuid.utils import uuidToObject
from plone.registry.interfaces import IRegistry
from plone.uuid.interfaces import IUUID
from zope.component import getUtility
from zope.interface import Interface

QUEUE_NAME = "collective.pdfpeek.queue"


class IPDFProcessingMessage(Interface):
    """Marker interface for pdf processing  message"""


class PDFProcessingProducer(Producer):
    """Produces PDF processing tasks"""

    connection_id = "superuser"
    serializer = "msgpack"
    queue = QUEUE_NAME
    routing_key = QUEUE_NAME

    durable = True
    auto_delete = True


class PDFProcessingConsumer(Consumer):
    """Consumes PDF processing tasks"""

    connection_id = "superuser"
    marker = IPDFProcessingMessage
    queue = QUEUE_NAME
    routing_key = QUEUE_NAME

    durable = True
    auto_delete = True


def process_message(message, event):
    """Handle messages received through consumer."""
    uuid = message.header_frame.correlation_id
    context = uuidToObject(uuid)

    if message.body.get('remove', False):
        remove_image_previews(context)
    else:
        IPDFDataExtractor(context)()

    # Send ACK
    message.ack()


def zamqp_queue_document_conversion(context, event):
    """This method queues the document for conversion through
       collective.zamqp.
    """

    registry = getUtility(IRegistry)
    settings = registry.forInterface(interfaces.IPDFPeekConfiguration)

    if not settings.eventhandler_toggle:
        return

    kwargs = {}

    converter = interfaces.IPDFDataExtractor(context)
    if converter.content_type not in interfaces.ALLOWED_CONVERSION_TYPES:
        kwargs['remove'] = True

    producer = getUtility(IProducer, name=QUEUE_NAME)
    producer.register()
    producer.publish(kwargs, correlation_id=IUUID(context))
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        Introduction
        ============
        
        PdfPeek is a Plone 4 add-on product that utilizes GNU Ghostscript to generate
        image thumbnail previews of PDF files uploaded to ATFile based content
        objects. Dexterity (and ``plone.app.contenttypes``) support was added in 2.0.
        
        * This product, when installed in a Plone 4.x site, will automatically generate
          preview and thumbnail images of each page of uploaded PDF files and store
          them annotated onto the content object containing the PDF file.
        
        * Image generation from the PDF file is processed asynchronously so that the
          user does not have to wait for the images to be created in order to continue
          using the site, as the processing of large PDF files can take many minutes to
          complete.
        
          Since 2.0 pdfpeek supports *rabbitmq* message queuing to generate thumbnails,
          see Installation_ section for more details
        
        * When a file object is initialized or edited, PdfPeek checks to see if a PDF
          file was uploaded. If so, a ghostscript image conversion job is added to the
          pdfpeek job queue (or rabbitmq in case of ``collective.zamqp`` usage).
        
        * If the file uploaded is not of content type 'application/pdf', an image
          removal job is added to the pdfpeek job queue. This job queue is processed
          periodically by a cron job or a zope clock server process. The image
          conversion jobs add the IPDF interface to the content object and store the
          resulting image preview and thumbnail for each page of the PDF annotated on
          to the content object itself. The image removal jobs remove the image
          annotations and the IPDF interface from the content object.
        
        * If a job fails, it is removed from the processing queue and appended to a
          list of failed jobs. If a job succeeds, it is removed from the processing
          queue and appended to a list of successfully completed jobs.
        
        
        Viewlet
        -------
        
        PdfPeek ships with an example user interface that is turned on by default. This
        UI displays the thumbnail images of each page of the PDF file when a user views
        the content object in their browser. This example UI is not quite working yet,
        and is meant to be just that, an example. I don't claim to be a javascript
        master.
        
        A custom traverser is available to make it easy to access the images and
        previews directly, as well as to build custom views incorporating image
        previews of file content.
        
        
        Configuration
        -------------
        
        PdfPeek ships with a configlet that allows the site administrator to adjust the
        size of the generated preview and thumbnail images, as well as toggle the
        example user interface and default event handlers on and off.
        
        
        Requirements
        ------------
        
        * Plone 4.1+
        
        * Requires the GNU ghostscript gs binary to be available on the $PATH!
        
        * Tested on POSIX compliant systems such as LINUX and MacOS 10.8.
        
        * Untested on Windows systems. (Wouldn't be surprised if it works, as long as
          you can install gs.)*
        
        * As of version 0.17, Plone 3.x is no longer officially supported.
        
        
        Code, Issues, Comments
        ----------------------
        
        * Code repository: https://github.com/collective/collective.pdfpeek
        
        * Report bugs on github: https://github.com/collective/collective.pdfpeek/issues
        
        * Questions and comments to db@davidbrenneman.com
        
        
        TODO
        ====
        
        - Implement a processing queue model that can process files asyncronously,
          more than one at a time
        
        - Implement control panel for adding and removing image previews on file
          objects containing PDF files.
        
        - Support dexterity.
        
        
        
        Installation
        ============
        
        Via zc.buildout
        ---------------
        
        The recommended method of using collective.pdfpeek is by installing via
        zc.buildout using the plone.recipe.zope2instance recipe.
        PdfPeek uses z3c.autoinclude to load it's zcml, so you don't need a zcml slug.
        
        Add collective.pdfpeek to the list of eggs in the instance section of your
        buildout.cfg like so::
        
            [instance]
            ...
            eggs =
                ...
                collective.pdfpeek
                ...
        
        Then re-run your buildout like so to activate the installation::
        
           $ bin/buildout
        
        Via setuptools
        --------------
        
        To install collective.pdfpeek into the global Python environment (or a virtualenv),
        using a traditional Zope 2 instance, you can do this:
        
        * When you're reading this you have probably already run
          ``easy_install collective.pdfpeek``. Find out how to install setuptools
          (and EasyInstall) here:
          http://peak.telecommunity.com/DevCenter/EasyInstall
        
        * If you are using Zope 2.9 (not 2.10), get `pythonproducts`_ and install it
          via::
        
            python setup.py install --home /path/to/instance
        
        into your Zope instance.
        
        * Create a file called ``collective.pdfpeek-configure.zcml`` in the
          ``/path/to/instance/etc/package-includes`` directory.  The file
          should only contain this::
        
            <include package="collective.pdfpeek" />
        
        .. _pythonproducts: http://plone.org/products/pythonproducts
        
        
        Configuration
        =============
        
        
        Via zc.buildout
        ---------------
        
        For automatic processing of the PdfPeek job queue, a simple cron script using
        curl or wget would suffice. It is nice to keep all of the configuration for a
        project in your buildout, however. For this reason, a zope clock server process
        is the recommended way to automatically process the job queue. You can do so by
        adding the following snippet to your [instance] part in your buildout
        configuration::
        
            [instance]
            ...
            zope-conf-additional=
                # process the job queue every 5 seconds
                <clock-server>
                   method /Plone/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue
                   period 5
                   user admin
                   password admin
                   host localhost
                </clock-server>
            ...
        
        You will have to edit the above snippet to customize the name of the plone site,
        the admin username and password, and the hostname the instance is running on.
        You can also adjust the interval at which the queue is processed by the clock
        server.
        
        Then re-run your buildout like so to activate the clock server::
        
           $ bin/buildout
        
        
        Via cron
        --------
        
        Install ``wget``. \
        
        Edit your crontab file and append the following line::
        
             5 * * * * wget --user=admin --password=admin http://localhost:8080/Plone/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue
        
        You will have to customize the above line with the hostname, port number, username, password and path to your plone instance.
        
        Save your crontab file and wget will now call the view method that triggers the
        processing of the pdf conversion queue every five minutes.
        
        
        Via RabbitMQ
        ------------
        
        Install rabbitmq-server on your machine. There are very good documentations
        on the rabbitmq website, see: http://www.rabbitmq.com/download.html
        
        Instead of configuring a clockserver, you should configure collective.zamqp to
        work, see following example::
        
            [buildout]
            parts =
                instance
                worker
        
            ...
        
            [instance]
            recipe = plone.recipe.zope2instance
            http-address = 8080
            eggs =
                ...
                collective.pdfpeek [zamqp]
        
            ...
            zope-conf-additional =
                %import collective.zamqp
                <amqp-broker-connection>
                    connection_id   superuser
                    hostname        my.rabbithostname.com
                    port            5672
                    username        guest
                    password        guest
                    heartbeat       120
                    keepalive       60
                </amqp-broker-connection>
        
            [worker]
            <= instance
            http-address = 8081
            zserver-threads = 1
            environment-vars =
                ZAMQP_LOGLEVEL INFO
            zope-conf-additional =
                ${instance:zope-conf-additional}
                <amqp-consuming-server>
                    connection_id   superuser
                    site_id         Plone
                    user_id         admin
                </amqp-consuming-server>
        
        For advanced configuration see ``collective.zamqp`` documentation here:
        https://pypi.python.org/pypi/collective.zamqp
        
        
        Changelog
        =========
        
        2.0b1 (2013-10-17)
        ------------------
        
        - Add a basic behavior to allow users to create PDF thumbnails for their own
          dexterity content types.
          [saily]
        
        - Add ``collective.zamqp`` integration to allow queuing PDF thumbnail jobs into
          RabbitMQ message queuing server.
          [saily]
        
        - Switch to PyPDF2 which is maintained compared to pyPdf and can be used as
          a drop-in replacement.
          [saily]
        
        - Add travis-ci for Plone 4.1, Plone 4.2 and Plone 4.3.
          [saily]
        
        - Use ``plone.app.testing`` and layers for tests. Add more tests for dexterity
          and ATContentTypes.
          [saily]
        
        - Huge refactoring to replace transformers and functions with more flexible
          adapters.
          [saily]
        
        - Plone 4.3 compatibility by removing deprecated imports from
          ``zope.app.component``.
          [saily]
        
        - Add a new ``.gitignore`` file.
          [saily]
        
        - Add egg-contained buildout. Rename *.txt to *.rst to support github markup
          directly.
          [saily]
        
        - Dexterity types integration with field retrieval using IPrimaryFieldInfo
          adapter. This brings full functionality for ``plone.app.contenttypes``.
          [saily]
        
        - Updated docs.
          [saily]
        
        
        1.3 (2011-05-31)
        ----------------
        
         - Switched to PNG from JPEG.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        1.2 (2010-12-7)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed issue where local utilities would clash if pdfpeek was installed on
           multiple Plone instances within the same zope.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Fixed uninstall profile so that local persistent utilities are removed and
           image annotations are removed on uninstall of product.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        1.0 (2010-5-27)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed jQuery UI.
           [reedobrien]
        
        0.19 (2010-4-8)
        ----------------
        
         - Modified transform to use cStringIO instead of StringIO, in the hopes of making things more efficient.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Modified conversion function to grab file data from object using getFile method, as this is the *proper* way of doing things...
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.18 (2010-2-26)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed bug in reST rendering of changelog.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.17 (2010-2-26)
        -----------------
        
         - Added wide variety of pdf files to run through the unit tests for the
           ghostscript image transform.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added unit tests for low level ghostscript transform.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Refactored transform code to make class and method names make more sense.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated README, including instructions for configuring the clock server.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added asyncronous processing queue for ghostscript transform jobs.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated functional doctests to work on Plone 4 with blobfile storage.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated functional doctests to test transform queue.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Updated documentation.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added unit testing harness.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.16 (2009-12-12)
        -----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.15 (2009-12-12)
        -----------------
        
         - Added configurable preview and thumbnail sizes.
           [claytron]
        
         - reST police! Fixing up the docs so that they might get rendered
           correctly.
           [claytron]
        
        0.13 (2009-11-12)
        -----------------
        
         - Refactored transform code to deal with encrypted pdf files better.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Made transform code more robust.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added ability to toggle default event handler on and off.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.12 (2009-10-25)
        -----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.11 (2009-10-25)
        -----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.10 (2009-10-25)
        -----------------
        
         - Added code to check for EOF at the end of the pdf file data string and to
           insert one if it is not there. Fixes many corrupt pdf files.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.9 (2009-10-13)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed another bug in the transform code to allow functioning with any
           filefield, as long as it is called file.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.8 (2009-10-13)
        ----------------
        
         - Fixed a bug in the transform code to allow functioning with any filefield,
           as long as it is called file.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.7 (2009-10-13)
        ----------------
        
         - Streamlined transform code.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added ability to toggle the pdfpeek viewlet display on and off via configlet.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.6 (2009-10-05)
        ----------------
        
         - Bugfix release.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.5 (2009-10-05)
        ----------------
        
         - Added control panel configlet.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Removed unneeded xml files from uninstall profile.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Optimized transform.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added storage of image thumbnail along with image, generated with PIL.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Changed annotation to store images in a dict instead of a list.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Changed event handler to listen on all AT based objects instead of ATFile.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added custom pdfpeek icon for configlet.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added custom traverser to allow easy access to the OFS.Image.Image()
           objects stored on IPDF objects.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Modified pdfpeek viewlet code to display images using the custom traverser.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Added custom scrollable gallery with tooltips using jQuery Tools to the
           pdfpeek viewlet for display.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.4 (2009-10-01)
        ----------------
        
         - Refactored storage to use OFS.Image.Image() objects instead of storing the
           raw binary data in string format.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Refactored event handler object variable name.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Removed unneeded files from default GS Ext. profile.
           [dbrenneman]
        
         - Removed unneeded javascript files and associated images and css.
           [dbrenneman]
        
        0.3 - 2009-08-03
        ----------------
        
        - fixed parsing of pdf files with multiple pages
          [piv]
        
        0.1 - Unreleased
        ----------------
        
        - Initial release
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Changelog
=========

2.0b1 (2013-10-17)
------------------

- Add a basic behavior to allow users to create PDF thumbnails for their own
  dexterity content types.
  [saily]

- Add ``collective.zamqp`` integration to allow queuing PDF thumbnail jobs into
  RabbitMQ message queuing server.
  [saily]

- Switch to PyPDF2 which is maintained compared to pyPdf and can be used as
  a drop-in replacement.
  [saily]

- Add travis-ci for Plone 4.1, Plone 4.2 and Plone 4.3.
  [saily]

- Use ``plone.app.testing`` and layers for tests. Add more tests for dexterity
  and ATContentTypes.
  [saily]

- Huge refactoring to replace transformers and functions with more flexible
  adapters.
  [saily]

- Plone 4.3 compatibility by removing deprecated imports from
  ``zope.app.component``.
  [saily]

- Add a new ``.gitignore`` file.
  [saily]

- Add egg-contained buildout. Rename *.txt to *.rst to support github markup
  directly.
  [saily]

- Dexterity types integration with field retrieval using IPrimaryFieldInfo
  adapter. This brings full functionality for ``plone.app.contenttypes``.
  [saily]

- Updated docs.
  [saily]


1.3 (2011-05-31)
----------------

 - Switched to PNG from JPEG.
   [dbrenneman]

1.2 (2010-12-7)
----------------

 - Fixed issue where local utilities would clash if pdfpeek was installed on
   multiple Plone instances within the same zope.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Fixed uninstall profile so that local persistent utilities are removed and
   image annotations are removed on uninstall of product.
   [dbrenneman]

1.0 (2010-5-27)
----------------

 - Fixed jQuery UI.
   [reedobrien]

0.19 (2010-4-8)
----------------

 - Modified transform to use cStringIO instead of StringIO, in the hopes of making things more efficient.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Modified conversion function to grab file data from object using getFile method, as this is the *proper* way of doing things...
   [dbrenneman]

0.18 (2010-2-26)
----------------

 - Fixed bug in reST rendering of changelog.
   [dbrenneman]

0.17 (2010-2-26)
-----------------

 - Added wide variety of pdf files to run through the unit tests for the
   ghostscript image transform.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added unit tests for low level ghostscript transform.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Refactored transform code to make class and method names make more sense.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Updated README, including instructions for configuring the clock server.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added asyncronous processing queue for ghostscript transform jobs.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Updated functional doctests to work on Plone 4 with blobfile storage.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Updated functional doctests to test transform queue.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Updated documentation.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added unit testing harness.
   [dbrenneman]

0.16 (2009-12-12)
-----------------

 - Bugfix release.
   [dbrenneman]

0.15 (2009-12-12)
-----------------

 - Added configurable preview and thumbnail sizes.
   [claytron]

 - reST police! Fixing up the docs so that they might get rendered
   correctly.
   [claytron]

0.13 (2009-11-12)
-----------------

 - Refactored transform code to deal with encrypted pdf files better.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Made transform code more robust.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added ability to toggle default event handler on and off.
   [dbrenneman]

0.12 (2009-10-25)
-----------------

 - Bugfix release.
   [dbrenneman]

0.11 (2009-10-25)
-----------------

 - Bugfix release.
   [dbrenneman]

0.10 (2009-10-25)
-----------------

 - Added code to check for EOF at the end of the pdf file data string and to
   insert one if it is not there. Fixes many corrupt pdf files.
   [dbrenneman]

0.9 (2009-10-13)
----------------

 - Fixed another bug in the transform code to allow functioning with any
   filefield, as long as it is called file.
   [dbrenneman]

0.8 (2009-10-13)
----------------

 - Fixed a bug in the transform code to allow functioning with any filefield,
   as long as it is called file.
   [dbrenneman]

0.7 (2009-10-13)
----------------

 - Streamlined transform code.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added ability to toggle the pdfpeek viewlet display on and off via configlet.
   [dbrenneman]

0.6 (2009-10-05)
----------------

 - Bugfix release.
   [dbrenneman]

0.5 (2009-10-05)
----------------

 - Added control panel configlet.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Removed unneeded xml files from uninstall profile.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Optimized transform.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added storage of image thumbnail along with image, generated with PIL.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Changed annotation to store images in a dict instead of a list.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Changed event handler to listen on all AT based objects instead of ATFile.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added custom pdfpeek icon for configlet.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added custom traverser to allow easy access to the OFS.Image.Image()
   objects stored on IPDF objects.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Modified pdfpeek viewlet code to display images using the custom traverser.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Added custom scrollable gallery with tooltips using jQuery Tools to the
   pdfpeek viewlet for display.
   [dbrenneman]

0.4 (2009-10-01)
----------------

 - Refactored storage to use OFS.Image.Image() objects instead of storing the
   raw binary data in string format.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Refactored event handler object variable name.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Removed unneeded files from default GS Ext. profile.
   [dbrenneman]

 - Removed unneeded javascript files and associated images and css.
   [dbrenneman]

0.3 - 2009-08-03
----------------

- fixed parsing of pdf files with multiple pages
  [piv]

0.1 - Unreleased
----------------

- Initial release
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Installation
============

Via zc.buildout
---------------

The recommended method of using collective.pdfpeek is by installing via
zc.buildout using the plone.recipe.zope2instance recipe.
PdfPeek uses z3c.autoinclude to load it's zcml, so you don't need a zcml slug.

Add collective.pdfpeek to the list of eggs in the instance section of your
buildout.cfg like so::

    [instance]
    ...
    eggs =
        ...
        collective.pdfpeek
        ...

Then re-run your buildout like so to activate the installation::

   $ bin/buildout

Via setuptools
--------------

To install collective.pdfpeek into the global Python environment (or a virtualenv),
using a traditional Zope 2 instance, you can do this:

* When you're reading this you have probably already run
  ``easy_install collective.pdfpeek``. Find out how to install setuptools
  (and EasyInstall) here:
  http://peak.telecommunity.com/DevCenter/EasyInstall

* If you are using Zope 2.9 (not 2.10), get `pythonproducts`_ and install it
  via::

    python setup.py install --home /path/to/instance

into your Zope instance.

* Create a file called ``collective.pdfpeek-configure.zcml`` in the
  ``/path/to/instance/etc/package-includes`` directory.  The file
  should only contain this::

    <include package="collective.pdfpeek" />

.. _pythonproducts: http://plone.org/products/pythonproducts


Configuration
=============


Via zc.buildout
---------------

For automatic processing of the PdfPeek job queue, a simple cron script using
curl or wget would suffice. It is nice to keep all of the configuration for a
project in your buildout, however. For this reason, a zope clock server process
is the recommended way to automatically process the job queue. You can do so by
adding the following snippet to your [instance] part in your buildout
configuration::

    [instance]
    ...
    zope-conf-additional=
        # process the job queue every 5 seconds
        <clock-server>
           method /Plone/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue
           period 5
           user admin
           password admin
           host localhost
        </clock-server>
    ...

You will have to edit the above snippet to customize the name of the plone site,
the admin username and password, and the hostname the instance is running on.
You can also adjust the interval at which the queue is processed by the clock
server.

Then re-run your buildout like so to activate the clock server::

   $ bin/buildout


Via cron
--------

Install ``wget``. \

Edit your crontab file and append the following line::

     5 * * * * wget --user=admin --password=admin http://localhost:8080/Plone/@@pdfpeek.utils/process_conversion_queue

You will have to customize the above line with the hostname, port number, username, password and path to your plone instance.

Save your crontab file and wget will now call the view method that triggers the
processing of the pdf conversion queue every five minutes.


Via RabbitMQ
------------

Install rabbitmq-server on your machine. There are very good documentations
on the rabbitmq website, see: http://www.rabbitmq.com/download.html

Instead of configuring a clockserver, you should configure collective.zamqp to
work, see following example::

    [buildout]
    parts =
        instance
        worker

    ...

    [instance]
    recipe = plone.recipe.zope2instance
    http-address = 8080
    eggs =
        ...
        collective.pdfpeek [zamqp]

    ...
    zope-conf-additional =
        %import collective.zamqp
        <amqp-broker-connection>
            connection_id   superuser
            hostname        my.rabbithostname.com
            port            5672
            username        guest
            password        guest
            heartbeat       120
            keepalive       60
        </amqp-broker-connection>

    [worker]
    <= instance
    http-address = 8081
    zserver-threads = 1
    environment-vars =
        ZAMQP_LOGLEVEL INFO
    zope-conf-additional =
        ${instance:zope-conf-additional}
        <amqp-consuming-server>
            connection_id   superuser
            site_id         Plone
            user_id         admin
        </amqp-consuming-server>

For advanced configuration see ``collective.zamqp`` documentation here:
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/collective.zamqp
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

  0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

  1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

  2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

    a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
    stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

    b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
    whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
    part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
    parties under the terms of this License.

    c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
    when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
    interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
    announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
    notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
    a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
    these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
    License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
    does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
    the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
�
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

  3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

    a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
    source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
    1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

    b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
    years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
    cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
    machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
    distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
    customarily used for software interchange; or,

    c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
    to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
    allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
    received the program in object code or executable form with such
    an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
�
  4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.

  5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.

  6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.

  7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
�
  8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

  9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.

  10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

			    NO WARRANTY

  11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

  12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  collective.pdfpeek is copyright David Brenneman

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
  it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
  the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
  (at your option) any later version.

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
  GNU General Public License for more details.

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
  along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
  Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, 
  MA 02111-1307 USA.
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TODO
====

- Implement a processing queue model that can process files asyncronously,
  more than one at a time

- Implement control panel for adding and removing image previews on file
  objects containing PDF files.

- Support dexterity.




